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Abstract
My dissertation explains how state power maintains itself even in the face of a
radical change in political regime. Through an ethnography of South African professional
ballet, I demonstrate how individuals come to embody, maintain, and resist statesanctioned forms of discipline and control. Ballet was the darling of the racist apartheid
regime, and is historically linked with the racialized, gendered, and class regulations that
were central to the white supremacist state. Yet, its proponents now tout ballet as equally
capable of promoting post-apartheid goals of development, progress, and racial
equality—an agenda supported by the current democratic government. In examining the
fluid transition of ballet from a cornerstone of apartheid to being the paradigm of
inclusion and diversity, my data show how this new “ballet for the people” depends on
ballet’s capacities to maintain itself as an apolitical practice of excellence and selfdiscipline, the very capacities that made it the privileged art form of the apartheid era. I
further argue that the new, post-democracy conditions of South African ballet intensify
inequalities and hide the gendered and racialized labor upon which it has historically
relied. I argue for an understanding of privilege that is embodied and intersectional,
taking into account the bodily labor embedded in producing ballet as a national art form
across seemingly oppositional political regimes.
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Empiricism and Empire:
An Introduction
In April of 2014, I was living in Cape Town and doing what I promised myself I
would never do as part of my dissertation research. Four or five days a week, I was
driving to Gugulethu, a Black township just twelve minutes away from my suburban
Rondebosch apartment, and watching, participating in, and teaching ballet classes at
Zama Dance School, which offered ballet lessons, free of charge, to children in the
neighborhood.
I was resistant to go to Zama because I knew what I would find: well-meaning
white ballet teachers teaching young black students how to discipline their bodies and
control their movement through the imperial processes of ballet. Zama was a
development project, meant to shape young bodies for “proper” entrance into the
overwhelmingly white ballet community in South Africa. Anthropological studies of
development, especially development in South Africa, have consistently shown the ways
in which such full-hearted projects extend the power of the state and perpetuate systems
of colonization long after the disappearance of formal colonial rule (Ferguson 2006;
Huchzermeyer 2011; Escobar 2011).
By the time I arrived in Cape Town, nine months into my year-long research
period in South Africa, I had grown weary of this critique, not that it was not true, but
rather that it was known—the dancers and administrators in Johannesburg, which had
been my home base, were well aware of ballet’s reputation—and they had little desire to
engage in the kinds of conversations that took in that developmentalist tone. For them,
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ballet’s place in the colonial and post-colonial hierarchy, as high art, celebrated locally,
nationally, and internationally, was a given.
This is not to say that ballet in South Africa isn’t actively participating in projects
of social change and political transformation, but rather that these projects often reiterate
the same kinds of colonial power structures they claim or seek out to undo. “Ballet
colonized my body,” a Zama dance graduate told me in my very first interview for this
dissertation. So, then what?

Zama is in a large one-story building on a tiny sandy road a dozen blocks away
from Mzoli’s, a famous Gugulethu bar and restaurant that attracts tourists from the white
parts of Cape Town for their famed braais (barbeques) and parties on the weekend.
Situated around a series of tightly packed brick houses and tin shacks, Zama is
surrounded by a large chain link fence. There is a playground adjacent to the small car
park where kids run around and goof off before and after lessons. And every day as I
pulled up in car, children would run to the fence to greet me before they saw me later in
their ballet classes. The inside of the building is simple—one large studio with mirrors on
one side and stadium seating on the other—next to the bleachers is the teachers’ office
and the main office where Winnie, the Zama administrator and a diehard African
National Congress supporter who lives a township over, works most of the day. There is
also a small kitchen where Funeka, who just works part time and lives just down the
street, makes lunches and snacks for all the children, which they collect at the end of their
lessons. On the other side of the wall, there are two children’s dressing rooms and two
2

bathrooms, one for students and one for adults. Winnie usually helps the tiniest children
get into their leotards and hands out their ballet slippers, which are kept at the school so
they won’t get lost.

Figure 0.1: Zama Studio, June 2015.

Every day, the smallest children line up by the studio door and are invited in by
their teacher. They march in, knees high, with big smiles, and take their places in several
rows facing the mirrors. And there they begin, bending knees, pointing feet, and
stretching legs as they train their bodies in service of ballet technique.
There is no delusion at Zama that all the children who take classes here will
become professional dancers, though several have, or that ballet will somehow “save”
them from poverty and take them out of the township—a justification that many
3

“development schools” use for their ballet classes. Such explanations of what ballet can
do for their students seems silly to teachers at Zama. Their goal, Leanne, one of the
teachers, explains to me is “to have a ballet school, like any ballet school anywhere else.
There is nothing special about what we do here. Ballet is special. Ballet is also hard.”

Figure 0.2: Zama students at the barre, May 2015.

Overview
In Gugulethu and the rest of South Africa, ballet has been part of the broader
cultural landscape around a century, symbolizing European high art. For a large portion
of that time, ballet was directly funded by the white supremacist apartheid state and is,
4

thus, historically linked with the racialized, gendered, and class regulations central to
daily life under apartheid’s Nationalist party.
The art form’s contemporary proponents tout ballet as capable of promoting postapartheid goals of development, progress, and racial equality—an agenda supported by
the current democratic government that is led by the African National Congress (of which
Nelson Mandela, the first democratically elected president, was a member).
In examining the fluid transition of ballet from a cornerstone of apartheid to being
the paradigm of inclusion and diversity, this dissertation shows how this new “ballet for
the people” depends on ballet’s capacities to maintain itself as an apolitical practice of
excellence and self-discipline, the very capacities that made it the privileged art form of
the apartheid era. I further argue that the new, post-democracy conditions of South
African ballet intensify inequalities while hiding the gendered and racialized labor upon
which it has historically relied. I argue for an understanding of privilege that is embodied
and intersectional, taking into account the bodily labor embedded in producing ballet as a
national art form.
Postcolonial power perpetuates itself beyond the strictures of official state
institutions and the explicit daily interactions between people and the state. By examining
how ballet dancers move, I show how postcolonial power is as embodied as it is diffuse.

In the fallout from the dissolution of the apartheid government, professional ballet
companies have tried to change their image nationally and internationally by cultivating a
small group of black politicians, business people, and celebrities to the ranks of their
5

supporters, while continuing to primarily employ, train, commission, and entertain the
same white, wealthy minority they did under apartheid. Through programs such as
development schools in townships and performance series in malls and casinos, the two
professional companies in the country are trying to expand their appeal to new black
audiences as well as government agencies and corporate funders.
These new tactics have had varying degrees of success. Yet their implementation
and after-effects pose important questions about how and why artistic forms and practices
become attached and unattached to political and social movements. How can the same
company, often even the same dancers, go from being the darlings of the brutally racist
apartheid regime and bastions of elitist white culture, to dancing at Nelson Mandela’s
inauguration, to now performing for hundreds of black primary school children in the
Alexandra township of Johannesburg, promoting ballet for all?

Globalizing Ballet
Ballet proponents have long argued that the art form embodies a transcendental
beauty and has universal appeal (Kelly 2012; Kirsten 1942). However, critical dance
scholars have argued that ballet is, in fact, an ethnic art form, arising from the royal
Italian courts and embodying mid 19th century European ideals of lightness, femininity,
and romanticism (Kealiinohomoku 1983; Foster 1995; Wulff 2008). While these
aesthetics are easily traceable in contemporary ballet practice, this scholarly argument
does not explain how and why ballet has become a global art form, gaining popularity
and nationalist government support in such diverse locations as communist Cuba, pre6

revolutionary Iran, and, of course, apartheid and post-apartheid South Africa. The
question then shifts to not purely where ballet comes from, but how and why those ideals
and history get incorporated in specific political and cultural locations and to what
results.
In South Africa, administrators, dancers, audiences, and funders alike obscure the
ballet’s specific links to colonialism and apartheid, in favor of its future potential to uplift
and unify the country through beautiful art. Through data drawn from long-term, daily
observation, I show how ballet companies market themselves as barometers for economic
and social development and how professional ballet dancers are often used as emblems of
literal embodiments of South Africa’s world-class sophistication. Simultaneously, the
project articulates the specific politics of the ballet community, which further underline
the contentious process of making ballet and ballet dancers ideals of global artistic
excellence across varied social and historical terrains.
In South Africa, ballet is presented as an apolitical form of excellence and
therefore has been able to maintain itself as an institution across major political
transformation. But in fact, it is constituted through and perpetuates state structures of
racialized and gendered inequality, which dancers embody and resist through their daily
practice. State power, therefore, is not simply produced, maintained, and resisted through
marked political action, but rather is reified and repeated in the bodily techniques that are
part of dancers’ everyday lives.
My dissertation argues that the workings of postcolonial power are most readily
made, maintained, and resisted not at the macro level of state institutions or even
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everyday interactions, but rather at the level of the body, so clearly embodied by South
African ballet dancers in motion.

The field and fieldwork
Following Ferguson and Gupta’s (1997) now seminal work on the construction of
the field in anthropology, I actively delineate the social worlds that I attempt to
understand and work with in my research. My bounded field site, “professional ballet” in
South Africa, is an assemblage of people, places, histories, and ideologies that I
navigated in and between during fourteen months of ethnographic fieldwork between
2012 and 2015. As my ethnographic data show, ballet in South Africa is both a genre—a
cohesive set of aesthetics shared globally—and an institution—constitutive of the
colonial and apartheid structures of power that supported its initial rise in the South
African cultural landscape.
Further, I mark out the institution of classical ballet as a political, social, and
historical category in South Africa and distinguish it (however slippery) from the other
concert and community dance practices I encounter in my work. To clarify: in the
dissertation, I write about ballet as much as a cohesive set of aesthetic movement
practices as an institution, tied to professional organizations with long histories of
producing classical work on proscenium stages. The tutus, pointe shoes, princess
storylines, and classical music are all there, but so are the deep roots of colonial and
apartheid systems that literally created the thing that people know as South African
professional ballet. What I came to name my field includes the two professional ballet
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companies in Johannesburg and Cape Town, both descendant of the apartheid, state
sponsored companies and all archives of all ballet schools, theaters, and ballet companies
during that era. Pick-up companies and performances produced and run by former
administrators, choreographers, and dancers of professional ballet companies are also key
to the ballet imaginary I delineate in this text, as are touring Russian ballet companies
performing the classic works of the 19th and early 20th century: Swan Lake, Romeo and
Juliet, Coppelia, Giselle, and so forth. Lastly, I include all self-professed ballet
institutions, ranging from children’s’ dance studios to audience fan clubs, taking
seriously their claims about their place in South African ballet.

This list does not include the companies and dancers who are all ballet-trained
and make work based in ballet technique, but who refuse the categorization of ballet. I
address these dancers and choreographers in Chapter 1, as their work often serve as
touchstones as the most successful dance being made and produced in South Africa. But
they orient themselves toward an international stage away from the old institutions of
ballet at home, and think of their work as separate from or resisting against the ballet
standard in the country. Those institutions are where I spent the majority of my time
during fieldwork. I got to know a huge portion of the dance community by simply sitting
in the studios of the Cape Ballet Company in Cape Town and the Gauteng Ballet
Company in Johannesburg. It seemed often that the day after I had discovered there was
someone I wanted to meet, they would end up sitting next to me, watching class or
rehearsal.
9

As the first ethnographic study of ballet on the African continent, this dissertation
diverges from previous academic examinations of dance and politics in several important
ways. Other anthropologists of dance have been primarily concerned with contextualizing
performances within the cultures they occur (Mendoza 2000; Novack 1990). Dance
studies scholars, by comparison, have emphasized contemporary performances as worthy
of academic analysis in and of themselves, focusing on the movement and narratives
developed on stage without delving into deep contextualization (Goldman 2010;
Midgelow 2007). The project brings together both anthropological and dance studies
approaches to dance performance. I show that ballet technique and performance reflect
their larger social location and I empirically demonstrate how and why the political and
cultural transformations of the post-apartheid landscape can be seen in ballet practice and
presentation. My research accounts for what I have deemed the “whole room” of dance
performance, tracking dancers, choreographers, and audiences, but also critics, teachers,
funders, and arts advocates, all of whom are stakeholders in South African ballet.
I also intervene in anthropological and social scientific studies of politics in subSaharan Africa (Desai 2002; Bayart 2009), which primarily locate their studies in public
spheres that are dominated by men’s bodies and voices. The ballet is a realm of public
culture that is dominated by women at every tier (audiences, dancers, students, patrons)
and thus my attention to it expands understandings of politics by not simply accounting
for women, but focusing on feminized spaces. Additionally, I contribute to a growing
lexicon of anthropological research (Comaroff 1985; Fassin 2007; Wacquant 2006) that
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locates politics in and on people’s bodies, made through practice and performance instead
of simply imposed at the state or governmental level.

Methods
This dissertation sits at the intersection of anthropology and performance studies,
and is an ethnography of the techniques and politics of the professional South African
ballet community. As such, I relied on participant observation, interviews, media and
performance analysis, archival research, and field notes to collect the data that inform my
analysis. The methodological template of ethnography is particularly generative for dance
and dance studies, as dance practitioners themselves contend with the productive space of
thinking, moving, and doing that is so central to the process of art-making. Ethnographic
fieldwork and participant observation are built around the premise that theory emerges
from practice. It is only through the process of acting, participating, and observing daily
life that we can move between the particularities of one body, one place, or one moment
in time to extrapolate out to broader theories and ideas about history and culture.
Anthropologists, much like dancers, commit to the repetitive necessities of
everyday life. We learn the language of our informants, follow the rituals of work and
play, and train ourselves to inhabit the cultural positions of the people we choose to
study. In my work, most of those days were spent at the Gauteng Ballet Company (GBC)
just outside of Johannesburg’s central business district in an area of town called
Braamfontein. Gauteng Ballet Company was founded in 2001, but in practicality is a
descendant of the apartheid era state company, founded in 1963 and closed less than a
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year before GBC was founded. Today, the company consists of thirty dancers and 10
administrative staff. The dancers are a diverse group, though most of the women are
white South Africans. When I was with the company in 2014-2015, there were two
Cuban women and one black South African woman in addition to the majority white
South African women. The men came from all over, four from Cuba, a Brazilian soloist,
an Australian corps de ballet member, a Scottish ballet master, two black South Africans,
and one white South African. There were also four eighteen-year-old apprentices, all
South African: two white women and one black man from the Johannesburg suburbs and
one white man from a small town in the Eastern Cape.
My time spent at GBC was divided between watching classes and rehearsals
(including taking notes, videoing run-throughs, and operating the sound system) and
helping with administrative tasks and sitting in on business meetings. I travelled with the
company as they performed at schools, casinos, malls, and other venues in the greater
Johannesburg. I regularly watched children’s ballet classes in GBC studios and in ballet
studios all over the Gauteng region. I took adult ballet classes, taught by company
members, in the evening. I served as a committee member for the audience-support
organization, Friends of the Ballet, which organized intermission apparel sales and other
fundraisers for the company. I went to dance performances all over Johannesburg,
regardless of genre, and got to know many dance professionals who had a myriad of
opinions about ballet is done in South Africa.
I spent a few months in Cape Town, where my time was more divided. I spent
several weeks in rehearsals with a pick-up company for a touring production of
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Cinderella, choreographed by the former choreographer-in-residence with Cape Ballet
Company; I attended rehearsals weekly at Cape Ballet Company and watched their
morning class on those rehearsal days. I also spent a large portion of my time with Zama
Dance School, as discussed above. I write very little about Zama, but in many ways,
those children and their teachers frame the larger dissertation and up the stakes for an
understanding of the political stakes of ballet in South Africa.
Lastly, I presented my ideas in process to a variety of audiences while I was in
South Africa: company members and audiences at GBC, the Anthropology Department at
University of Witwatersrand, dance scholars at the Confluences dance studies conference
at University of Cape Town. My conceptions of political action, embodiment, privilege,
and intersectionality are in conversation with these audiences.
The delineation of my field site, the South African professional ballet community,
and my methodological framework, ethnography, have allowed for the data collection
that links large historical and cultural system of powers of the state and state-recognized
ballet with dancers’ daily embodied work. In the following five chapters, I demonstrate
the specificities of that work and the structures of power that it emerges from and
maintains through daily repetition.

Chapter Outline
Chapter 1: Ballet must persist: control and discipline in South Africa
The first chapter frames the history of South African ballet and its development as
an institution in addition to a genre. This narration of ballet history tracks the
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racialization of ballet since its inception in South Africa in the early 20th century, during
British colonialism. However, the whiteness of institutionalized ballet is far more
ambiguous than the brutal regulations of the colonial and apartheid states under which it
thrived. The chapter demonstrates how the ballet subject is reliant on the kinds of control
and discipline which emerge out of the white supremacist regime yet are maintained in
the contemporary. This disciplining process is made apparent through its exceptions, nonwhite dancers in the past and present who negotiate a system that in many ways they
defy. Accordingly, the story of ballet in South Africa, both historically and currently, is
one that highlights the people who make the work of ballet the work of ideology,
activism, and politics. And at the same time, this labor, which happens at the level of the
body, is produced through ballet’s systems of control and discipline, which resonant
across state and nation.

Chapter 2: A Labor of Love: South African Ballet and the Value of Work
In this chapter, I argue that South African ballet’s particular configurations of
labor allow for the maintenance and reproduction of the idealized, privileged ballet
subject. Ballet dancers are symbols of privilege, performing wealth and luxury on the
theatrical stage. At the same time, these dancers earn unsustainable wages and are
expected to work hours exceeding those designated by their contracts and the state labor
regulations. Rarely, if ever, however, do dancers challenge their labor conditions, citing
that the reward of dancing outweighs the circumstances in which they dance. I show how
the valuation of these ballet dancers' work explains the relationship between embodiment,
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labor, and disciplinary power in the postcolonial South Africa. The production of ballet
dancers as embodiments of wealth and privilege is dependent on ballet’s capacities to
hide the gendered and racialized labor it depends on. This capacity is made possible
through two interrelated cultural dictates: 1. Dancers’ selective disassociations between
dancing—something they do purely for love—and work; and 2. Ballet’s demand that
dancers hide the physical work of ballet in order to maintain the beauty of stage
performance and connected.

Chapter 3: Dancing for the Nation: Ballet diplomacy and Transnational Politics
In the wake of financial distress post-apartheid, Gauteng Ballet Company (GBC),
my main field site, has deployed a number of strategies to ensure its survival in a new
cultural landscape. These tactics include “ballet diplomacy” (this chapter’s focus),
revamped training methods (Chapter Four), and the cultivation of a new populist
approach to performance (Chapter Five).
In this chapter, I explain the political and embodied realities of Gauteng Ballet
Company’s “ballet diplomacy” with Cuba, China, and the United States—the
transnational circulation of dancers, teachers, techniques, and performances in the name
of the nation. Dancers are ideal actors in cultural diplomacy in South Africa, in large part
because they perform a kind of seeming apolitical excellence and soft power that is easily
taken up by nationalist projects. Moreover, GBC’s buy-in into South African nationalism
locates dancers’ bodies, particularly privileged bodies, in the maintenance and
dissemination of state politics. This is a strategic move on the part of the company, which
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then allows the company to make claims to state power and support because its dancers
are the emblems of international diplomacy. This chapter then shows how the work of
large scale politics is done in ballet classrooms, studios, and theater and argues that
nationalism and international diplomacy are embodied practices, as evidenced through
the movement of international ballet dancers in South Africa.

Chapter 4: The Micro-politics of Technique: Embodiments of State Power in Everyday
Ballet Practice
Ballet diplomacy brings to the fore the kinds of transnational connections that are
so key to the maintenance and survival of ballet across political regimes. Additionally,
these connections become in embodied in dancers’ everyday lives. This chapter examines
this process through what Ananya Chatterjea has named the micro-politics of
technique— the ways bodies create and inhibit political possibility and action in the
smallest of gestures and shifts of weight. Namely, I explain GBC’s adoption of the Cuban
method of training in all of their school programs in relation to the differing physical
demands of South Africa’s most popular ballet training method, the Royal Academy of
Dance syllabus. These different training methods carry specific political ideologies and
historical and cultural legacies. And as young dancers learn to dance, they also come to
embody national and transnational lineages. These students’ work produces new analytics
through embodied practice. Thus, the ballet is not singularly a space of discipline and
control, but also an institution through which dancers exert their own agency—
demonstrating and explicating the incommensurable tension between individual agency
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and habituated cultural dispositions. The chapter explains how ballet produces and
reproduces its ideal subjects and how, simultaneously, dancers and dance makers work to
produce new worldly stances through which to understand and move in their social
worlds.

Chapter 5: “Ballet for the People” and the Aesthetics of the New South Africa
Though GBC’s outreach education programs are cultivating a new generation of
ballet dancers, the company is also attempting to expand ballet audiences and attract new
fans and funders. Accordingly, ballet is being performed well beyond proscenium stages
in Johannesburg. GBC brings dance to new environments—malls, casinos, and other
public spaces—to insert ballet into Johannesburg’s daily urban imaginary. Part and parcel
of this process has been a rethinking of the basic aesthetics of ballet. I argue that
choreographers and dancers both have created new approaches to structure, time, and
movement that push the boundaries between art, politics, and economy to make ballet
legible in large public spaces. These tactics are both innovative globally as well as
particularly well-suited to the desires of new state capitalism in contemporary South
Africa. These shifting aesthetic practices also bring to the fore the undergirding systems
of power in ballet, which serve to hide the gendered and racialized labor that the form
continuously relies on, though in new manifestations. Under these conditions of
possibility, this new “ballet for the people” performs the limits of the form and the
agentive power of its practitioners.
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Conclusion: Must Ballet Fall?
In my conclusion, I use the 2016 closure of the Cape Ballet Company’s studios at
University of Cape Town under student protests for the decolonization of the university
and the company’s relocation with the aid of the city of Cape Town to summarize my
overall arguments: that state structures of power perpetuate themselves through daily
embodied work. Professional ballet, constructed as an apolitical form of excellence, is a
key site for the reproduction of historical and cultural forms of inequality. And
simultaneously, dancers’ daily actions intervene and resist these structural conditions.
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CHAPTER ONE
Tour en ‘lair:
Control and Discipline in a South African Institution

Figure 1.1: Video stills of GBC dancer rehearsing a tour en l’air, October 2015.

Tour en l'air [toor ahn lehr]
Turn in the air. This is essentially a male dancer's step although contemporary
choreographers use this tour for girls. It is a turn in the air in which the dancer
rises straight into the air from a demi-plié, makes a complete turn and lands in
the fifth position with the feet reversed. The turn may be single, double or triple
according to the ability of the dancer. The arms assist and the head must spot as
in pirouettes. Tour en l'air may also be finished in various poses such as attitude,
arabesque, grande seconde or on one knee. It may also be done in a series (Grant
1982, 121).
Men in the air
There is a photograph from the 1960s in the University of Cape Town archives of
a young man, three feet off the ground, legs pulled tight and straight underneath him,
twirling in mid-air. He is dancing on a steep street with modest houses surrounding him
on either side. People stand around him in a semi-circle, watching with what might look
like approval and pride as he floats, mid-air. Tour en l’air, turning in the air, is defined as
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a masculine step, one that boys as young as eight start practicing in class. As dancers
advance, they add more turns, beats, or other legwork, to the motion, extending their time
afloat as well as creating more force for when they descend back to the floor.
There is no image of Malik Farrath in his landing, so it is left to the viewer’s
imagination. The traditional ending to tour en l’air is a kneeling posture—one foot knee
up leg bent at a ninety-degree angle, the other knee behind, on the ground, a seated lunge.
Perhaps the people surrounding him in the photograph, looking upward as he takes up the
air around him, had never seen Farrath dance on stage, so this was a rare opportunity to
watch him in action. Perhaps the spectacle ignited conversations about the limits of nonwhite people’s movements under the oppressive government or perhaps his community
was simply excited for his return to the neighborhood, after a prolonged absence.
Malik Farrath rarely danced in South Africa in the 1960s, spending most his
professional dancing career in England, far away from the neighborhood pictured in the
photograph. District Six, a primarily Indian and Coloured neighborhood in the center of
Cape Town, was razed to the ground by the apartheid government, led by B.J. Vorster, in
1968 to make way for White occupation (Beyers 2009).1 His brief returns, like the one
captured in the photograph, were celebrated by a few. And, upon his retirement and his

1

There is a significant, if small, body of literature on the power and deployment of
images of District Six in post-apartheid constructions of history, particularly with regards
to the construction of the District Six museum. A lot of that work comes from a
particularly lively community of intellectuals who are part of the public history working
group at University of Western Cape (see Rassool 2007; Coombes 2003). It is then, no
coincidence that this image struck me when I found it in the archives of the Dance
department at UCT, as I was attending weekly seminars at the University of Western
Cape Center for Humanities Research at the time.
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return to Cape Town, he was celebrated for his immense contributions to the early years
of ballet in South Africa, where he trained and performed as long as he was able.
He cultivated his strength and ability, as demonstrated in his tour en l’air, abroad,
far from the ballet studios in Cape Town that, in many ways, were in dire need of his air.
His absence, alongside that of many other young men who could take flight just like him,
in many ways defined the conditions for professional South African ballet.

In 1969, cultural anthropologist Joan Kealinohomoku proposed the important
intervention of looking at ballet as an ethnic art form. Embodying qualities of lightness,
uprightness, and gender division unique to Western Europe, ballet, like the other
distinctive genres of dance that anthropologists study, was contingent on its sociohistorical context. It was not a transcendental, universally beautiful form, as Kantian
believers would advocate, but rather, another example of Western Europe’s active
construction of civilized bodies—an argument she makes using evidence from the great
ballet critics, historians, and dance makers of the first half of the 20th century. Ballet
then, in her frame, does work beyond its aesthetic beauty. Ballet is constitutive of the
political, cultural, and economic structures of power that enable its practice. Nearly half a
century later, Kealinohomoku’s intervention is old news in some dance and academic
circles, and heresy in others. Her argument that ballet’s aesthetics, movement patterns,
disciplining techniques, rhythms, and gestures should be viewed with a critical eye
toward European and colonial histories and cultural practices, a manifestation of the sort
of Kantian universal beauty that anthropologists can provincialize, instead of merely
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conceding its supremacy as worldwide high art is one that has to be made, again and
again, both within the literature of dance studies and in ballet studios and theatres
globally. While Kealinohomku’s theoretical intervention into the study of ballet is key, so
too are the ways that ballet, especially ballet in the 20th and 21st centuries, is a global art
form—reiterated and reformed by the myriad people, places, and spaces that come
together to make it happen.
The work of anthropology is to inhabit the particularities of the form and interpret
and narrate these particularities as they do and make meaning in larger social worlds.
South African ballet requires us to relocate the political in ballet, a strategy inspired in
part by Kealinohomoku, but also by anthropologists of the body and labor, critical
development scholars, post-socialist, postcolonial and anticolonial theorists, and the
many academics, activist writers, and artists engaged in unveiling the practices of
whiteness and privilege that make Kealinohomoku’s argument so challenging for so
many now as it was over forty years ago. Politics, the ideologies and actions that people
engage in with, against, and regardless of systems of power, are slippery. As writers as
diverse as James Fitzpatrick (2017), Audre Lorde (2007), and Philip Bohlman (1993)
have demonstrated, the political is inscribed in all bodily action.

In South African ballet, ballet dancers are political figures, though their politics of
the body and of the state are often concealed through discourses of artistry and aesthetics.
In many theoretical and aesthetic contexts, including in South Africa, ballet is a genre—a
collectivized set of shared aesthetics and techniques recognizable across global locations.
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In this chapter I argue that in South Africa, ballet functions as an institution, from which
Farrath was excluded, dependent on and an extension of state structures of racial and
gendered discipline and control, which persist across political transformation. As such,
the institutionalization of South African ballet and its corresponding maintenance
document the constitution of the state at the level of individual bodies.

Setting up ballet in South Africa
Marjorie Kent2 had a problem. It wasn’t a particularly unique problem. Nor was it
a particularly timely problem. But it was a problem nonetheless. Kent started teaching
ballet classes in in the Rondebosch suburb of Cape Town, just down the hill from
University of Cape Town (UCT) in 1928. Born in 1908 to white British settlers in South
Africa’s Western Cape, she trained in the Cecchetti ballet method in London, briefly
joined the famed ballerina Anna Pavlova’s touring company, and then returned to her
home country with the mission of establishing a professional ballet company, quickly
taking up the post of doyen of South African ballet. In 1934, Kent was brought on as a
faculty member at UCT with the expressed purpose of building a ballet school, through
which she mentored dancers and laid the scaffolding that made it possible for her to
establish a professional ballet company in 1964. The financial resources for the company
came directly from the government, which required that the company adhere to the strict
racial segregation laws that came part and parcel with the apartheid state. When her
company was just tied to UCT, as opposed to the regional arts council, Kent had found

2

All names are pseudonyms, unless expressly marked.
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creative ways around the race barriers imposed on publicly funded institutions (and
private ones, for that matter), but such leeway disappeared as the coffers filled with
government money. This sticky situation led to a very specific problem: she was short of
men. There were very few Capetonian men, or for that matter, South African men willing
to dance in her ballets and she needed them. While the women were certainly the
emblems for the form, the men had to hold them up, both literally and figuratively.

But this is an oversimplification of the problem or rather, it takes the wrong point
of departure. Marjorie Kent did have men, or boys, in her ballet school and the diploma
program and University of Cape Town. But they were not white. Early on in her return to
South Africa, Kent had started coordinating ballet classes in the Coloured communities of
Cape Town—a form of outreach that appears to have been motivated by her missionizing
spirit to bring ballet to places it had not formerly reached. She had worked very hard in
favor of those men and boys, lobbying on their behalf with both university and provincial
administrators. When they applied to study at University of Cape Town, these men had to
apply for a special exception, making a case as to why they should not attend the
university designated for their race. This exception was granted because UCT had the
only ballet program, so there was no equivalent training elsewhere in the region.
Many of the most successful of these men, as well as their white female
colleagues, would leave South Africa at the completion of their studies and travel to
England, where they would study under the doyens of English classical dance. Their
travels were often financed by Kent and her supporters through a trust, established in
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1950, which had the purpose of backing dancers’ education and training overseas. One of
the most famous of these men was the man in the photograph, Malik Farrath, Cape Malay
by birth, who eventually rose to the highest rank at the Royal Ballet. As the picture
depicted, he returned to South Africa a few times in the 1960s and his hosts and former
teachers at Cape Ballet Company had to find creative ways for him to perform, skirting
around the strictures of apartheid law, which designated certain theatres as “white only.”
These strategies, as they were explained to me by former Cape dancers, were quite
creative. Laura, who used to take class with Farrath when he would return for short visits,
told me that Kent would sometimes make him wear a turban and claim to authorities that
he was in fact from Mauritius, which somehow excused him from the segregation dictates
of the apartheid state. It was with great effort that the Cape Ballet Company
administrators coordinated these visits, which while popular with balletomanes and
Farrath’s home community, were not part of a sustained practice of including people of
color in professional ballet, but rather isolated performances.

When Marjorie Kent’s company went from a subsidiary of the University of Cape
Town to a subsidiary of the regional arts council of the apartheid government in the 1964,
the pitch of educational exceptionalism, which allowed non-white dancers to train under
Kent, disappeared, with rather profound results for the development of ballet in Cape
Town and the rest of the country. The arts council was only responsible for funding white
artistic endeavors. If Coloured or black South Africans pursued arts funding, they did so
under the councils designated for their assigned races—thus, the Departments of
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Coloured and Bantu Affairs (United Nations 1952). Only white South Africans had a
designated arts council, as it was the dominant ideology that, as an academic in Cape
Town told me, “the government didn’t think everyone else were capable of high art.” The
state intervention into ballet, then, did two things: 1. It provided the necessary
infrastructure and finances to make ballet a national art form; and 2. It professionalized
ballet through the expressed act of barring people of color. Professional ballet in South
Africa is predicated on white supremacy.
After Kent’s death, Benjamin Dorset took control of the company and school.
Dorset was a graduate of the school and, like Malik Farrath, had left South Africa in 1947
to train with Dame Ninette de Valois at Saddler’s Wells Ballet School and then
performed with her company, the Royal Ballet, for a decade. Dorset was a tall man, lithe,
with dark hair. He performed lead roles in his professional career and directed the
company at the height of its success until he retired in the 1970s. His life has been mired
in rumor and innuendo since his death in 1991.
When I began my fieldwork in June of 2012, I knew that ballet was favored by
the apartheid government and that it was not solely a genre of dance but also a state
institution, deeply embedded in racialized and gendered structures of control and
discipline. I knew that ballet was favored by the apartheid government and that it was not
solely a genre of dance but also a state institution, deeply embedded in racialized and
gendered structures of control and discipline. I knew of Marjorie Kent and her
relationship with both British ballet and the University of Cape Town, and I knew a study
of ballet in South Africa had to be centrally concerned with race. How I built the
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connections between the two only came about through fourteen months of fieldwork in
studios, theatres, conferences rooms, busses, cars, restaurants, malls, casinos, schools,
and a myriad of other ballet spaces in Cape Town and Johannesburg, in retrospect, has
framed the way I think about South African ballet and concert dance more generally.
That story was the mystery of Benjamin Dorset.

In July of 2012, I sat in a dimly lit church hall in Grahamstown, a sleepy city in
the Eastern Cape, eating dinner with my first true interlocutor at my field site. Caro had
stood in line behind me at the buffet and, in the spirit of the National Arts Festival, which
had brought us both here, she turned around and introduced herself. Caro’s mother was
one of the most well-known ballet teachers in Cape Town and Caro, who had her own
Spanish dance company, had grown up immersed in the ballet world, but felt little
compulsion to guard their secrets or protect anyone’s reputation. Caro and I developed a
friendship that far exceeded gossip and rumor though there was a certain ease with which
Caro spoke about taboo subjects that many of my other interlocutors would only hint at.
She was generous enough to sit at dinner, over coffee, or in her living room, as I spoke
about my theories and suspicions, guiding me to the ideas and histories that were much
more grounded in reality than my initial hypotheses.
During our first conversation, over springbok stew and red wine, I had only just
begun telling her about my interest in race in the ballet when she immediately brought up
Benjamin Dorset. I found her focus on him odd—though I knew he was an important
figurehead for Cape Ballet, his tenure as the head of the company came after the
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company’s white-washing in the 1960s. As Caro continued talking, she made herself
clear—Dorset himself was a center-point in her story of ballet and race. And, after a few
moments of clarification, Caro told me Cape Town’s most well-known secret: Dorset
grew up as Coloured and had been very quietly re-classified as white by the apartheid
government so that he could dance with Cape Ballet.
It wasn’t until his death that his reclassification became quiet but common
knowledge.

I was surprised how many people knew Dorset’s story once I inquired. Many of
them couched it in rumor and pure speculation. After a seminar at the Center for
Humanities Research at University of Western Cape, I chatted with a professor who had
grown up in Belville and had family in Athlone, two predominantly Coloured suburbs of
Cape Town. Upon finding out about my research interests, he immediately asked if I had
done any research into Benjamin Dorset. “I know some of his family, in Athlone,” he told
me, “they were so upset [when he was reclassified]. They wouldn’t speak to him and he
had to disown them. People still talk about it.” My ethnographic and archival data do not
prove Dorset was reclassified, though conversations like the one above give weight to
such conjecture. Moreover, the quiet obsession and hushed rumors that surround Dorset’s
early life are indicative of the deep racialization of South African ballet and South Africa
more generally.
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Racial classification and re-classification during apartheid “became a powerful
administrative loom in the fashioning of the enduring South African obsession with racial
reasoning” (Breckenridge 226). There were numerous reports, rumors, and documented
cases of re-classification throughout the apartheid era—these cases continue to be in the
zeitgeist of popular and public discourse—the sort of apocryphal stories that both point
out the endurance of the apartheid race machine as well as its problems. As many,
including Keith Breckenridge (2014), Deborah Posel (2001) and Geoffrey Bowker and
Susan Leigh Star (2000), have noted, the measures by which population registering and
classification occurred shifted over time—community acceptance, lineage, physical
“traits” (perhaps the most infamous of which was the “pencil test”—by which a person
was classified depending on whether a pencil could easily pass through their hair), and
other forms of “scientific” and cultural forms of white supremacy. The totalizing
system—the obsessive labelling and registering— is revealed in these moments as
impossibly universalizing, forced to shift in any given moment, turning on itself to fill its
fractures. People do not adhere neatly to systems of classification.
Bowker and Star use the term “torque” to “describe the twisting that occurs when
a formal classification system is mismatched with an individual's biographical trajectory,
memberships, or location.” They go on to say that in this frame, “the South African case
represents an extreme example. For those caught in its racial reclassification system, it
constituted an object lesson in the problematics of classifying individuals into lifedetermining boxes, outside of their control, tightly coupled with their every movement
and in an ecology of increasingly densely classified activities” (223). In the case of
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Benjamin Dorset and South African ballet, this torque really was part of people’s bodies,
not just coupled with their movement, but the movement itself. Dorset’s reclassification
was made possible by his dancing, his physical movement practice. A strong male
dancer, Dorset could elude his original designation as Coloured, probably in no small part
because he had left South Africa and his home community for so long when he was
dancing in England. Moreover, he was able to pass as white, made possible by the ways
in which people understood racial classification in relation to physical appearance. Dorset
was olive-skinned with thick black hair that he wore short and slicked back “He always
looked very tan to me,” one of Dorset’s former colleagues told me, “but it never occurred
to me.” In my conversations with his contemporaries in the ballet company, it was clear
that he never aroused suspicion while he was a dancer and an administrator. He was
capable of the twisting required for reclassification in ballet—he could turn, which was of
great importance to the ballet.

Malik Farrath, contrastingly, occupies a different location in the South African
historical classifications of great male dancers. Farrath was unable to pass (or perhaps
uninterested in engaging in the kinds of work that would be required of him to do so.
Understood in relation to a set of institutional networks, like his proud home community
and physical attributes, Farrath was a champion of ballet aesthetics, documented through
his career in England, and yet was unwelcome in South Africa’s ballet institutions.
Perhaps then, it is most logical that Farrath was caught on film performing his tour en
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l’air on the streets of District Six and not in the Cape Ballet Company’s studios, just a
short drive away.

The division of ballet between genre and institution is both impossible and
incessant. By recognizing both the shared global aesthetics and transnational pathways
that have made ballet a valued art form all over the world and simultaneously reasoning
with its socio-historical conditions of possibility, it becomes possible to observe the
intense work that dancers do toward manifesting both. The intersections and
contradictions between genre and institution in ballet are constitutive state power and
constituted through ballet dancers’ movement.
Ballet is certainly recognizable because of its generic aesthetics, but in South
Africa ballet is always also a constituent of the state, a classifying entity in which people
are twisted into place. The ways that ballet institutions make claims on people, places,
and things is enabled through their links with state systems of power and classification,
state systems that in many cases were concretized with the advent of apartheid.

The longue durée of the state
Apartheid, the Afrikaans word for separation, was the system of government in
place in South Africa from 1948 until 1994. Led by the Nationalist party, which had its
roots in Afrikaans nationalism and a reactionary fear of British colonial control over
wealth distribution in the white population, Apartheid was a system of control based on
ideas of separation. Hendrik Verwoerd, elected prime minister of South Africa from
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1958, but previously a professor in the social sciences at Stellenbosch University, is
considered the architect of the apartheid system. While popular understandings of
apartheid and its policing of people’s movements as well as the delineation of racialized
space locate its beginnings in 1948, it is in fact a codification of many of the British (and
earlier, Dutch) colonial practices (Giliomee 2003, Thompson 2014).
While professional ballet didn’t emerge until the 1960s, the systems of
dissemination and training along racial lines began in the British colonial period. For
example, in 1927 South Africa became the first place outside of Great Britain to found an
association of the Royal Academy of Dance, a ballet teaching syllabus that is still the
most popular in the country. In the first half of the 20th century the clear majority of ballet
dancers who pursued professional training and employment (the vast majority of whom
were white) travelled to Great Britain, studying and performing with such as the Royal
Ballet (then Saddlers Wells) and the London Festival Ballet, among others. South African
balletomanes claimed ballet as a piece of European high art at the far end of the African
continent and the form did (and continues to) secure and participate in the modes of
circulation of people, ideas, and training embedded by colonialism.
Given these realities, it is easy to see ballet as white art form in South Africa. The
spatial and economic logics of imperialism initially produced ballet as an exclusively
white practice. Ballet is a colonial import, brought to South Africa in the early twentieth
century through British ladies’ clubs, where it was taught and practiced not explicitly as a
performance genre, but a form to teach eloquence, grace, and, proper femininity. As
professional ballet culture grew throughout the country, its proponents mostly maintained
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it as an explicitly white art form. The four apartheid government supported ballet
companies—in Johannesburg, Durban, Bloemfontein, and Cape Town (Kent’s company),
were explicitly meant to serve the cultural desires of the white minority for proper
European high art in support of the apartheid ideal. Accordingly, they were only open to
those designated by the state as white.

The training and professional pathways of the apartheid-era companies are still
used today. Former Performing Arts Council company dancers are considered the most
qualified ballet teachers, and their most successful students are those that mirror past
generations, primarily straight white women, from middle and upper-class
backgrounds—funded in large part by parents and/or husbands. The tracks available to
becoming a professional ballet dancer in South Africa require access to social safety nets
and training programs that very few black South Africans have access to. As I outline in
the following chapters of the dissertation, particularly chapters four and five, the new,
black ballet audiences and students are attracted to ballet for a whole host of reasons—
cultural capital, aesthetic preference, physical exertion, worldly ambition—though there
are limitations to their participation in the form.
The embedded whiteness of ballet, outlined above and ingrained in Benjamin
Dorset’s story, demonstrate how ballet institutions maintain and reproduce their networks
across historical time. At the same time, its proponents now court black audiences and
supporters, touting South African ballet as part of a global aesthetic practice—enjoyed
and consumed by people all over the world. Yet, such consumption is done under
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conditions that have enabled ballet institutions to remain relatively unchanged in almost
six decades. White teachers, dancers, choreographers, and administrators still dominate
the South Africa ballet world.
But, as I have already demonstrated with both Dorset and Malik Farrath, there are
disruptions to this dominant narrative of ballet as exclusively white, since only certain
forms of ballet were sanctioned by the white supremacist state. Teachers in
Coronationville, Athlone, (both designated “Coloured” areas under the Groups Area Act
of 1950, revised several times by the South African Parliament thereafter) and elsewhere,
were teaching ballet to designated non-white students as early as the 1940s. But these
students, for the most part, had nowhere within the country where they could perform as
professional artists. Esther, a Coloured woman in her sixties and an ardent supporter of
contemporary ballet in Johannesburg, recalled her mother, Margaret, as one of the early
teachers offering ballet lessons in Coronationville, outside of Johannesburg. Margaret
was devoted to her students and her practice, which she had learned from her mother, an
early student of Kent’s outreach programs in Cape Town. Margaret, Esther recounted,
had four particularly talented students, whose skill levels and talent deserved preprofessional attention, she brought them to the Johannesburg company’s school, only to
have the door shut in their faces. They were the wrong color.
Sylvia Glasser, a Jewish white woman who asked to be referred to by her real
name, is the founder of Moving into Dance, which began in 1978 as a racially integrated
professional company. Like Esther’s mother, she taught ballet and contemporary dance to
a racially diverse group of children out of her garage (as there was no public space
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available to her that would sanction integration). One black student, Miriam, showed
particular promise in ballet and Sylvia, during one of her many trips to North America,
showed her tape to the National Ballet School of Canada and Dance Theatre of Harlem.
Miriam was accepted to study abroad, but had no funds, so Sylvia and others in the
contemporary dance community organized a fundraising concert for her. Miriam
eventually secured a position with Dance Theatre of Harlem (DTH), a classical ballet
company founded by New York City Ballet’s first African American principal dancer,
Arthur Mitchell, specifically to promote ballet dancers of color. In 1992, Miriam returned
to Johannesburg, her hometown, to perform with DTH as the inauguration of the new
Johannesburg Civic Theatre (now the home of Johannesburg’s professional ballet
company, Gauteng Ballet Company). Because of the color bar it was the first time she
and the three other South Africans in the company had been able to perform legally on a
professional, state-supported stage.

There were other, creative ways that young, non-white children gained access to
ballet education. Children’s Ballet (CB), the oldest integrated student company in the
country, initially brought in young black dancers to fill in the aesthetically “African”
parts of a ballet designed to tell a popular South African myth. These children were asked
to dance together to make a serpent, a key character in the ballet’s narrative, which
writhed close to the ground and expanded and collapsed as dancers partnered to create
patterns on the stage—their white counterpoints danced “balletically”—sticking to a
standard waltz rhythm and keeping their arms, torsos, and feet properly contained and
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erect, as per ballet technique standards. The ballet, which went on to perform around
Western Europe at fringe festivals and the like, helped pave the way for a more equitably
integrated company. CB, now in its 41st season, provides performance experiences for
over 50 children, where casting is no longer dependent on racial appropriateness, but
rather on ability. CB has succeeded because of its commitment to integration early on—
garnering support from a small but wealthy set of Johannesburg liberal elite invested in
producing spaces that defied the regulatory eye of the state.

These histories, and their institutional presents help an argument that the few
dancers of color who have professional employment in ballet companies (though
pointedly not as full-time teachers, choreographers, or key administrators) are proof
positive of a 21st century ballet community that is actively dealing with the legacies of
colonialism and apartheid. However, if one pays attention to how this process is being
managed and to the reflections of those who survive it, the claim of a post-racial, or even
truly racially inclusive ballet in South Africa is hard to make.
For example, Gauteng Ballet Company’s relationship to integration and its
deployment of genre relies heavily on its core administrative and artistic officials—all of
whom are white men and all of whom danced with the apartheid-era ballet company in
Johannesburg—a company, unlike Marjorie Kent’s, that held strongly to the color bar.
These men, including both the artistic and executive directors, were trained in and
performed with the same state-sponsored ballet institutions that shut doors on non-white
dancers, however talented. They were paid by the performing arts councils, which only
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served white citizens, and were incredibly valuable members of the institution as white
South African men. “Where are the white male ballet dancers actually from South
Africa?,” Collin, an elderly white man who was the chair of the ballet patrons’ committee
throughout the 1970s and 80s, laments over a cup of tea in his suburban apartment, which
he shares with Patrick, his partner of thirty years. Though long since retired from his lead
administrative role, Collin is always included on the VIP lists for the ballet events and is
invited to many of the exclusive events for the company’s most ardent fans. “I used to
love watching Jaco (GBC’s CEO) and Graeme (GBC’s artistic director) dance. There’s
no one now… but how I wish there were. It is a pity… They are working so hard to find
them, there are the few from overseas, but South Africans—my beloved ballet company
needs men like them. At least they are in charge.”
As evidenced in Collin’s desires for a new generation of white South African men
who can lead the company and by the white men who currently hold the most artistic and
administrative power in the company, South African ballet is in many ways constituted
by its white supremacist past—reproduced and maintained by its audiences, teachers,
choreographers, and dancers.
Often this maintenance is articulated by white ballet community members as a
sort of desire to just watch or do ballet and leave politics to the wayside.Many people
actively refuse to articulate a political stance either in the studio or in their personal lives.
They are, however, deeply connected to the place they make work, the people they dance
with, and the histories they carry with them. They are not just individuals embedded
within a system, but are actively constituting the realities of ballet subject-hood in early
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21st century South Africa. “I don’t have much to say about politics,” Rose, a ballet dancer
in Johannesburg told me, “I am too busy dancing.” Rose is not simply maintaining an
apolitical position, but articulating that position from a space of white privilege, one in
which she has faced few institutional barriers to her ballet career. But, Rose is also quite
vocal about her physical labor and the demands and expectations placed on her by her
employers, choreographers, and audiences. Thus, she articulates an orientation toward the
kinds of disciplining and control she experiences under the dictates of her social position.
As I discuss more in Chapter Two, Rose and many of her fellow dancers, regardless of
race, use technical prowess, skills in deftly moving through the demands of everyday life,
as kinds of body politics necessary to survival in the ballet world.
Yet what undergirds Rose’s particular apolitical stance is the institutional support
she has within the ballet company. Rose’s father was a musician in the apartheid-era
orchestra and Rose grew up behind the scenes of the whites-only performing arts
councils, cultivating an appreciation of ballet and classical music long before she was a
ballerina herself. Rose then went on to study at a performing arts high school in Pretoria
that only accepted white students. “It has always been a part of me, ballet,” Rose tells me
of her love of the form. It is consequential, that many of the ways Rose has been able to
exercise her love of ballet and participate in the institution are predicated on her being a
white woman.

It is not simply that ballet is done and watched by white South Africans, but rather
ballet institutions in South Africa are built upon the same structures of power as the white
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supremacist state; structures of power that undergird Collin’s longing for white men to
continue leading the ballet company and Rose’s refusal to engage in an overtly political
discussion. Nevertheless, the kinds of struggles that are happening in ballet companies in
South Africa reveal a much more complex story of whiteness and blackness in the wake
of the democratic political transition. An examination of the racialization of ballet in
South Africa requires disentangling multiple forms of privilege, political embodiment,
and transitional and transnational movement, framed by this history, but enacted through
the incommensurable agency of individuals in the restrictive spaces of ballet studios and
state oversight.

The consequence of genre
“I don’t make ballet, I’m not a ballet choreographer. I am a contemporary
dancer,” Portia, a young black woman in her late twenties, told me as we sat in the lobby
of her studio in between rehearsals of her current show. Portia makes dances based on the
ballet classics: Swan Lake, Romeo and Juliette, Carmen. She was trained by a famous
teacher from the Royal Ballet School and her choreography itself is embedded within a
ballet aesthetic: the quickness of petit allegro, the pointed feet and upward orientation of
large corps work as a few key leads envelop the classic structures and fluidity of the
ballet pas de deux. I watched the entire archive of Portia’s work over one week in the
ar(t)chive at University of Witwatersrand before I met her in person and spent a few days
with her company in rehearsal. I sat viewing men in tutus and pointe shoes weave
together a story about death and dying in Soweto with the great tragedy of the dying
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swans and thought to myself I had found the answer to the “problem” of ballet in postapartheid ballet, a retooling of European classism relevant to the newly enfranchised
black majority—ballet that was grounded in the spaces and with the people that produced
it. Yet, Portia refuses to call herself a ballet maker.
This disidentification (Muñoz 1999), which cut off the base assumption of many
of my questions for her in our conversation, is political, a story of positioning against a
dance community and world that has long excluded black women in particular, though
historically black bodies generally, and what they may have to offer ballet, during and
after they have been disciplined into it and absorbed it into their bodies.
Portia and other women dance makers like her stand like ballet dancers: perfect
upright posture, making them seem several inches taller than they are, bruised and
bunioned feet—still marked after hanging up pointe shoes years ago, arms that float
around them when they talk and gestures that seem to extend space and time. These
women’s refusals of and exclusions from the professional ballet companies in South
Africa not only delineates what is and isn’t considered professional ballet in South
Africa, but how South African ballet is not simply a genre of dance, a conglomerate of
aesthetics and techniques shared and valued globally. South African ballet also operates
as a distinct institution, constituted by colonialism and apartheid and their ongoing
legacies.
Portia is part of a group of black women currently making dance in South Africa
that all have long and deep engagement with classical ballet. They have training and
stage experience; they use ballet aesthetics and twist and tangle them to make something
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new, something distinctly of their place, time, and bodies. Their audiences are small and
they are funded primarily by European benefactors who facilitate touring, which takes
them and their dancers away from their homes for months on end. But, they make livings
as professional artists; they create work that is grounded in their lives, experiences, and
politics, and they work collaboratively with each other and other dancers with similar
ballet training. These women create aesthetic and corporeal practices for the concert stage
that deconstruct and reconstitute the standard objectification of dancers’ (particularly
women and people of color) objectification on stage and challenge their audiences to
confront their dancers’ humanity as they perform in front of them. There are not many of
them, five of whom I spent time with in their studios and in conversation, but their work
delineates certain impermeable boundaries of my field site.
Because this group of women actively deploy ballet aesthetics in ways that were
exciting to me both politically and artistically, I was initially drawn to them as a seeming
solution to the “problem” of ballet in South Africa—they had taken the genre and
grounded it in contemporary South African realities and imaginaries. I thought that they,
unlike Benjamin Dorset, had found ways to re-configure ballet and unhinge it from its
white supremacist roots. What only became clear in the thick of the everyday was that the
ballet institutions that Portia and the others actively disassociated themselves from were
part of South African everyday life and maintained through the very same systems of
power that excluded Malik Farrath and radically reshaped Dorset’s life. These women’s
continued commitment to exploring and articulating a kind of dance imbued with ballet
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happens in spite of their refusals to make claims to the South African ballet institution
writ large and the ways South African ballet institutions actively try to exclude them.
I had met June and Luyanda, two black women I also include in this group,
independently before I ran into them in my primary field site, the Gauteng Ballet
Company (GBC). I had seen their dances at arts festivals and contemporary art stages
around South Africa and had connected with their engagement of the politics of
representation, critiques of heteronormativity, and twisted ballet aesthetics. This morning,
however, they were standing taking barre, the basic warm up routine in ballet class, with
the dancers in the company. GBC’s policy about joining company class was loose at the
time. While one certainly had to approach the CEO or Artistic Director for permission to
join (at no cost), I would often see and meet pre-professional students, visiting
choreographers, and former company dancers take class on a drop-in schedule. But
Luyanda and June were different. Though both had performed for the short-lived,
contemporary dance company sponsored by the state in the 1990s, in studios next to the
ballet, their direct engagements with professional ballet in South Africa had been
minimal. At my first formal interview with Luyanda, over a vodka soda in a Greenpoint
neighborhood café in Cape Town, she told me that “ballet colonized my body” and her
artistic work often engaged with the disciplinary structures of ballet as violent,
homogenizing, and imperialist. June too, pointed to the colonialism of ballet in most of
choreographed work, also taking stabs at other kinds of disciplinary apparatuses,
including state and national culture. At a dance studies conference almost three years
later, Luyanda stood up from where she was sitting behind me, and asked the whole
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audience, “Why won’t the ballet company hire me? I make ballet. I am trained in ballet.
They taught me this thing, this technique, and what am I supposed to do with it now? I’ve
been asked to make work all over the world, in Europe, in the United States, but my own
ballet company will not commission me. Why? It would be such an honor and privilege
to make a ballet for them; it would make me feel like I have succeeded in my home. But
no.”
Luyanda, who was born and raised in Cape Town, and trained in classical ballet
by some of the same teachers that trained many of her ballet dancing peers, knew the
answer to her own question. She posed it to that audience, an assortment of local dance
aficionados, international academics, and students at the local college dance program, as
a provocation. As we talked later, she asserted that her work seemed too edgy, too
political, for the ballet company whose standard fare was 19th century story ballets and
imports from Western Europe. The political, for their repertoire, it seemed, was fine—as
long as it came from, was about, and located itself in a different place and time.

A few months before Luyanda posed her question to the Cape Town dance
community, she and June had begun collaborating on a new piece about race and
masculinity in ballet that would premiere at the national arts festival that winter. Both
women were intrigued by the history of men in ballet, both in South Africa and
elsewhere, who were the focus of many a cause célèbre in their careers, Benjamin Dorset
being one of them. What was it, June explained to me, that allowed ballet men so much
more freedom then women? How was it that boys of color got access to training and
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opportunity in South African ballet in the first half of the twentieth century? What kind of
man is ballet shaping? How do we understand masculinity in a form that is so clearly
defined by its women? What else is indexed by certain expressions of masculinity—how
do questions of race, of belonging, of place constitute the male dancer? The South
African ballet institution reifies the whiteness and femininity of ballet, both whitewashing its history and enabling certain freedoms to non-white men (with severe
limitations, as evidenced in Malik Farrath’s story) that non-white women simply were
and, in many instances, continue to be denied.

When I arrived at Gauteng Ballet Company studios in October 2014, June had
been taking ballet classes for several weeks as research for this piece. In class, June
would dance alongside the men, following in back as they performed combinations
specifically designed for them. Women would do complicated, quick pointe work,
requiring stability and strength to come up and down on their pointe shoes while covering
a small space. They dance in groups of four to six. By contrast, men try to take up as
much space as possible—their combinations travel far—big jumps and steps forward—
reaching high to the ceiling and landing low to the ground. June stood out, small and
slight behind a row of large and muscular men, but she was adept at taking up space—
travelling as far and as high as her male counterparts. As they went into tour en l’air, hers
remained relatively simple—one rotation down to the floor. But, as classes went on, the
quickness and suspension with which she turned dramatically improved.
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Just a few days after my arrival, Luyanda, who visiting from Cape Town, came to
Johannesburg to rehearse with June and joined her in class where things took a turn.
Within five minutes of arrival, just as she was getting up to stand at the barre, the
company manager rushed over to her and demanded to know who she was, what she was
doing there, and if she had permission to take class. It was a public questioning, loud and
central enough so that I, sitting in the stadium rows above the main studio floor, and the
whole company, could hear. It was the first and only time in my eight months with the
company, watching class five or six days a week, where any guest was asked to explain
themselves and their presence in the studio. Not long before this incident, and not long
after June’s arrival in class, there had been a lengthy company meeting where one of the
major points of discussion was “guests in class”. This discussion, which produced a clear
distinction between ballet dancer and “other,” those, like Luyanda and June, was an
active attempt by the dancers themselves, not their administration, audiences, or
benefactors to work out the limits of inclusion in the studio. They were delineating the
boundaries of the professional ballet subject by locating, naming, and creating systems of
control for those outside of it. Though June and Luyanda are well established members of
the South African dance community and showed up to class with strong backgrounds in
ballet, they are not part of the ballet company or any of its associated organizations—they
remain outside of the ballet institution.

For the piece that Luyanda and June premiered at the National Arts Festival in
July of 2015, they took on the roles of the male ballet dancers on stage and recruited a
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dozen young white women with some background in ballet, to dance in white tutus as
they took on traditionally masculine choreography, including tour en l’air. When June
and I were first talking about the piece, she told me they actually wanted to use life-size
mannequins, the ones that bend at the joints, but they were so expensive they decided
using ballet students would be cheaper. And she was right. She recognized the irony in
this as a feminist choreography—these young women’s work was so undervalued in the
field that their highly specialized labor was actually less valued than wooden replicas.3
Even though their piece was far from these young women’s dream roles in classical
ballets, Luyanda and June’s work provided the young white women access to a stage as
ballet dancers in a professional production. Luyanda and June also talked openly about
the irony of two black female choreographers making a piece about masculinity in ballet
which provided opportunity for (more) white women to get on stage as ballet dancers. It
is also in line with the conditions of possibility of ballet.

Professional ballet in South Africa has institutionalized certain gendered and
racialized notions of proper bodies and the value of those bodies. Though globally ballet
is a feminized and primarily white art form, South African ballet institutions have
concretized these imaginaries in such a way that white women provide the necessary
basis for ballet (and in the case of Luyanda and June’s piece, ballet critique). Yet, June
and Luyanda also challenge the ballet institutions that they are both not accepted in (as

3

I discuss the value of ballet dancers’ work in detail in chapter two.
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when Luyanda was asked to explain herself in GBC class) and distance themselves from
as they present their work on contemporary platforms.
June and Luyanda use the aesthetics (and the broader genre) of ballet to critique
the institution of South African ballet—an institution that simultaneously uses white
women as its emblem and undermines their labor. As June and Luyanda take on male
roles in ballet, they actually align their work with the racial divide in South African
ballet—non-white men are and were (even when passing) incorporated into the system.
Their work parses out the complicated intersection of race and gender in South African
ballet when they, black women, inhabit the lead roles of their own creation.
“Ballet is woman,” the famous ballet choreographer and founder of New York
City Ballet, George Balanchine, once said. And in many ways, his proclamation holds
true. Balanchine is also known to have suggested that a ballerina’s skin should be the
color of a “freshly peeled pear.” The ballets responsible for the resurgence of the form in
the late 1890s and early 1900s were categorized as ballet blanc, reference to the purity of
femininity depicted on stage. Men, who are in the shortest supply in the ballet world, hold
up the true embodiments of the form, white women. It was also white women who
founded professional ballet in South Africa, who dominate its stages now, and who
champion and support dancers and companies in the everyday. Men, contrastingly,
remain in short supply, and companies reach far beyond the borders of the nation to
attract male dancers essential to classical ballet stages. Their roles, though, are mostly to
lift and showcase female fragility and grace.
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There are, at the same time, a plethora of white girls and women who want to
pursue a career in professional ballet, to become the next Giselle or Juliet. So they are in
heavy competition with one another and chances like performing with Luyanda and June,
however untraditional, become exciting opportunities for the multitude of ballet girls who
would otherwise never have the chance to perform on a professional stage.

June, Luyanda, and their ballet-inspired colleagues have in many ways made
better lives for themselves than their ballerina colleagues. They make more money and
control their own rehearsal, class, and touring schedules. They are well known
internationally in forums the directors at GBC dream of being associated with. And they
make art that attracts global audiences, often using their ballet training to convey serious
critique of state power. They remain tangential to the professional ballet community,
however, because of how ballet operates in South Africa. Ballet is not merely a genre, but
rather an institution, one that is dependent upon state institutions of discipline and control
that even in the wake of major political change, endure across the longue durée of ballet,
the national art form. Because most causual observers and many participants recognize
ballet as an aesthetic practice, how it serves as an institution go on with less explanation
or discussion. The work of state power in ballet is found in the intersection of aesthetics
and institution, the emblematic figure of the white female ballerina and the passing figure
of her male partner. This distinction and dialectic between genre and institution locates
the work of ballet dancing as local and culturally contingent.
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In the chapter that follows, I take on the valuation of ballet dancers’ work in
relation to the nationalized ballet that is so entrenched in South African culture.
Professional dancers across the spectrum in South Africa consider what they do as
serious work, exhaustive embodied labor that requires a certain giving in to the
movement. Employers, teachers, audiences, and dancers contest the valuation of that
work at all levels of company practice. Yet, what remains consistent across these multiple
contingents is that dancers’ work is the work of the body. This fact, the necessity of
South African ballet as an embodied form, is the central concern of both this and all the
following chapters. State power, political transformation, shifts in aesthetic and cultural
relevance or desire, become embodied by dancers and, like Luyanda, June, and Portia
demonstrate, create and demand new ways of looking and being in contemporary South
Africa through movement.
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CHAPTER TWO
Arabesque:
Ballet as a Labor of Love

Figure 2.1: Video still of GBC dancers practicing an assisted arabesque, July 2015.

Arabesque
[a-ra-BESK]
One of the basic poses in ballet, arabesque takes its name from a form of Moorish
ornament. In ballet it is a position of the body, in profile, supported on one leg,
which can be straight or demi plié, with the other leg extended behind and at right
angles to it and the arms held in various harmonious positions creating the
longest possible line from the fingertips to the toes. The shoulders. The shoulders
must be held square to the line of direction. The forms of arabesque are varied to
infinity. The Cecchetti method uses five principal arabesques; the Russian School
(Vaganova), four; and the French School, two. Arabesques are generally used to
conclude a phrase of steps, both in the slow movements of adagio and the brisk,
gay movement of allegro. (Grant 1982, 2)
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An opening note: Understanding privilege through work
In this chapter I operationalize privilege in a variety of ways. I write this way
purposefully, as the kinds of distinct systems of power that get named privilege are often
confused and conflated with one another in the ballet community as much as in the
following description. 1. White South Africans possess an inherited privilege in wake of
the apartheid state. Their access to education, health care, generational wealth, land and
home ownership, geographic mobility, security, and general quality of life is a product of
the systematic disenfranchisement of people of color in South Africa since early colonial
times. 2. Building on these inherited forms of privilege, ballet has been able to claim
itself as a pure genre, a topic I discuss in detail in chapter one, obscuring its place as a
political institution, constituted through systems of control and discipline. 3. Ballet
dancers possess privilege in their positions, although precarious, as professional dancers.
They have the privilege to do what they love for work. It is important to note that this sort
of privilege is bestowed upon them by the “ballet powers”—the administrators, ballet
masters, choreographers, and executive directors that hire them to dance and pay them for
it. “It’s an honor to get to do this every day,” Viv tells me, “I’m so thankful that I have a
spot at GBC.” 4. Intertwined with the privilege of employment is the ability to actually
take said employment and work for the meager pay dancers receive: “I dance because I
love it; my salary is low, but why would I do anything else?” Danika says, as she
proceeds to tell me about her husband’s job in finance. The white women in the company
may worry about money, but they do the job anyway—relying on familial networks daily
or in times of crisis. This kind of privilege is necessarily part of my first and second
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articulations a well, making it easy both for the ethnographer and the dancers to conflate
the three. 4. Here and through the rest of this dissertation I create a theoretical scaffolding
to understand these multiple kinds of privilege, across history, race, economics, and
politics, as existing on and through the body, learned through labor and discipline and
passed through bodily practice and physical work. Privilege is expressed through
discourse, as the above examples evidence, but also through aesthetics and embodiment.
It is these second two cultural categories that, I argue, produce and perpetuate privilege
and, correspondingly, make ballet studios and stages key sites in untangling systems of
power.

Working it Out
When Rose dances, the rest of the room fades. Her presence commands the space,
time, and light as she steps simply and elegantly, one turned out leg and pointed foot in
front of the other. She pauses, breathlessly, not, it seems, to prepare, but to capture the
energy and air of the world she is creating. She bends her left leg, knee perfectly aligning
over her toes, and extends her right leg—her weight shifts, almost imperceptibly, and she
is suddenly, but subtly, balancing on that right leg, left leg straight behind her, lifted just
above her hip, back arched, head tall, left arm extendedly lightly to her side and right arm
outward and upward, creating the line of a perfect curve from her fingertips through her
back, to her satin pointe shoes. Her head is resting exactly in line with her spine and her
eyes and chin lift slightly to look beyond the room, upward, perhaps to the sky beyond
the concrete walls and glass windows that should block her view. She stays there, not
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statically, but extending her line further into space, somehow making herself longer and
taller than she is and commanding the energy of upper reaches and downward pull of the
room. Her line is that which Tim Ingold (2015) describes in The Life of Lines as not that
which is straight and unyielding but that helps us as social scientists and philosophers to
entwine the material and immaterial worlds and imagine and visualize social worlds as an
endless enmeshment of connections instead of distinctive individuals and static
boundaries between self and Other. Her line connects her to the floor that supports her
weight, to the mirror that reproduces her image from my vantage point, and to the beyond
that her head and arms gesture to, wherever it may lead. She floats for time unmeasured.
Rose’s arabesque was one of hundreds she practiced in a few hours of rehearsal on an
ordinary Wednesday. She was rehearsing a variation4 that was old hat for her, one she
had been dancing long before she became a professional dancer, twenty years prior, and
was part of her muscle memory, engrained in her deep consciousness and bodily memory
so that the music and steps were interwoven into her very being. She practiced the piece
alone in the almost empty studio before her rehearsal began, stopping and starting,
examining individual steps in the mirror, scrutinizing everything from the placement of
her hips to the length of her fingers, in search of perfection. Her rehearsal, led by a
4

A variation is a short piece of choreography featuring one dancer. It is usually under ten
minutes and an excerpt from a longer ballet, but can be choreographed as a stand-alone
piece. There are standard variations that are used as teaching tools to develop certain
skills in the classroom, for example: the Black Swan variation features hops on pointe,
which test a dancer’s ankle strength and balance and the Dying Swan variation is all
bourrés—small quick steps, with legs moving closely together and crossed tightly, on
pointe that give the illusions of gliding. Companies use variations for showcase shows (as
opposed to full evening story ballets) or for school performances and dancers perform
variations (often all the same one across age groups and skill levels) at competitions to
demonstrate skill and artistry.
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former colleague, Anne, who had retired a few years earlier, was also a series of stops
and starts. Anne walked around Rose as she went through the movements, circling her,
catching every angle, even though Rose’s audience always watches her straight on. They
talked for ten minutes about a transition, a weight change from one leg to the other, even
as the movement itself lasted less than a second. They demonstrated for one another,
providing hands-on adjustments on each other’s bodies so that they might communicate
what could not be understood in language.
There was a certain banality in the process, the inane and insistent repetition in
pursuit of impossible perfection, producing changes barely perceptible to my trained eye.
It was ordinary practice of extraordinary movement—a basic tenant of ballet.

Rose and her fellow dancers at Gauteng Ballet Company rehearse well beyond the
forty or fifty hours of a standard workweek. “We’re grateful,” I heard again and again,
“to do what we love.” In this way, the work of ballet is often referred to as a labor of
love, but what falls out of this equation is two-fold: 1. The kinds of privileges that allow
ballet dancers to “do what they love” are part and parcel of systemic racial and economic
structures of inequality. 2. This labor of love is hard, physical work. Yet, often the
success of ballet is predicated on disguising this work, producing performance that looks
effortless and transcendent. In this chapter I argue that rehearsal and class spaces as latent
with the competing valuations of labor and an attention to these spaces reveals the
particularly gendered and racialized ways labor is understood, valued, and enacted in
contemporary South Africa.
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Watching literally over a thousand hours of ballet rehearsal over the course of a
year (and many more in my lifetime as a dancer), I came to appreciate two kinds of
rehearsals: the very good and the very bad. Rose’s rehearsals and performances almost
exclusively fell into the former. But both kinds, of course, are the extremes and rarities in
daily experience. The mediocrity of practice—even the practice of beauty—reigns
supreme most days in ballet companies. Most professional dancers have achieved a
standard of technique where their steps are executed properly but not perfectly. So,
rehearsal is constantly a reach toward that perfection, literally impossible to achieve,
which mostly consists of correction, exhaustion, and repetition. Practice, in ballet, can
never lead to utter perfection, but practice is the only means by which dancers try to
reach for something better than they did the day or week or year before.
Disasters usually arise in the early stages of rehearsals, where people are learning
new movement, new lifts, new transfers of weight, and new spatial patterns. The
negotiations required to fix these missteps are complicated and drawn out—they, like
most conflicts, highlight allegiances and fractures in personal and professional
relationships, old wounds, and larger structural issues in institutions. Moreover, bad
dance often coincides with exhaustion, the extreme overworking of already fragile and
broken bodies to match the demand for an ever-expanding list of corporate and theatrical
performances.
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Figure 2.2: A video still of GBC dancer falling and injuring himself during
rehearsal, January 2015.

Watching a beautiful rehearsal is quite a different experience than the jarring
feeling of observing conflict literally in motion. Rose’s lightness and quickness seemed
to hold new meaning at each repetition and I would try to follow along with the
seemingly minute adjustments she would make again and again, following the lines of
her arms and legs as she toyed with that day’s balancing act. The mundanity of
extraordinary talent demonstrated day in and day out became shocking to me upon
reflection. Rose’s rehearsals were notable exceptions, while the banality of practice
became something I began to embody, watching and predicting the sort of interactions I
would see in my field notes. I had to move, to sit in a new spot or find a new perspective
to see something new in what appeared to be the same repetitions, day in and day out.
Stop, start, again, again, again. The mantra of the studio’s life.
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A few months before the Wednesday in the rehearsal studio where she danced for
hours in search of the perfect arabesque, Rose was gifted the title of prima ballerina by
GBC and South African officials.5 All ballet companies have a hierarchy among their
dancers, denoting their experience and ability and indicating which roles dancers tend to
fill in the big romantic ballets. Dancers often begin as apprentices working for little or no
pay, or even paying the company for the opportunity to train alongside the professionals
(as was the case in Johannesburg). Above them are the corps de ballet, the largest group,
who fill the stage as sylphs, swans, or snowflakes. A dancer may climb the ranks of a
company over a career, moving from corps de ballet to soloist (indicating roles that
feature dancers individually, but are not the title characters) and perhaps even to principal
(Giselle, Odette/Odille, Coppelia). As much as one’s title in the company indicates the
ability to perform the similarly titled roles in ballets, there is no strict adherence to the
hierarchy. Dancers often are given the opportunity to dance a more substantial role if the
artistic staff feel they are ready and may dance a less prestigious part on their nights off
from the principal role or simply to fill in holes in large group work.
Nonetheless, to be named prima, first ballerina, is an immense and unusual mark
of distinction. While companies always have their principals, the title of prima is a
national and international honor, bestowed to only the most prolific and proficient ballet
dancers of their time. There are no agreed standards, no required years of service to the
art form (though Rose was going into her twenty first season), and no rules about what

5

There is no standard as to who can bestow the title of prima ballerina to a dancer,
though it is most often a state-level recognition. Not every company must have a prima
among its ranks—most do not.
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the title might give back to its recipient in terms of everyday practice. But it is a
celebrated rank, one that Rose told me, also comes with a great deal of weight, as she
now has to fulfill the title and somehow, inexplicably, follow in the ranks of those other
ballerinas who also carry this elite designation.
Rose is not the first South African prima ballerina. She follows in the steps of a
series of women, Maryon Lane (1931-2008), Nadia Nerina (1927-2008), and Phyllis
Spira (1943-2008) among them, who have carried the title, though she is the first to be
dancing in the new, post-apartheid ballet. Because of her title, Rose is often called upon
to represent this new South African ballet. She is the face and the body of her art form, an
embodiment of poise, grace, and agility. And she has succeeded in ballet because of her
talent and demeanor, but also because of the financial and personal support her family
has given her, the kinds of training she had access to as a white woman growing up in
segregated South Africa in the 1980s and 1990s.
The legacies of the apartheid white supremacist state have enabled a certain set of
opportunities for Rose and her white colleagues. At the same time, these opportunities do
not necessarily predict success in a demanding and exclusionary form. Nor does success
in ballet indicate a comfortable and financially stable life. The intricacies of privilege,
both lived and represented are most apparent in the workings of the ballet community,
and its dancers’ work. Rose performs intense physical labor for her job, day in and day
out, and has for over twenty years.

Bodies and Power
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My discussion of bodily practice follows two distinct scholars concerned with
how power works on and in the body under contemporary structures of governance:
Michel Foucault (2009, 2010) and Pierre Bourdieu (1977, 1984). As Foucault elaborates,
neoliberal governmentality is a form of state control where individuals are self-governed
and regulated—society is set up so that they produce themselves as good citizens. This is
a shift from earlier forms of governmentality, which were directly involved in regulating
citizen behavior and practices. Foucault lays out the sites of state disciplinary regimes—
the school, the asylum, the clinic, the prison—and the sorts of regimes of practice that
these modes of power entail. In one sense, the ballet studio could easily be understood as
a site of direct disciplinary power—a clear hierarchical system, direct disciplinary
apparatuses applied to the body, public reprimand, individual corrections, and training
toward an impossible clear, perfect subject. Following Bourdieu, there is also a certain
kind of habitus in the ballet studio, the conditioned dispositions of ballet dancers are
visibly clear—posture, turnout, body build, all indicate a specific orientation toward
everyday life only made possible through rigorous practice and repetition. Moreover,
ballet is classed in a certain way as, overwhelmingly, a white, upper-income leisure
activity (and in South Africa, as with most places, a form of employment only accessible
to the privileged)—thus the double meaning so many have made to me about my
fieldwork— a cultural anthropologist studying the cultured. Bourdieu argues that the
cultivation of taste (in France and Europe moreover), a preference for a certain set of
aesthetics and conceptions of beauty, is made through habitus, a learned orientation to
individuals’ social worlds.
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Scholars such as Loic Wacquant (1995, 2006) and Alan Klein (1993) have shown
how male athletes in particular come to embody the habitus required of their sport
through extreme training and discipline. Similar scholarship nods to the sort of
productive power that is required in such endeavors, internalized callings toward certain
bodily orientations in their social worlds. As Ciaran Cronin (1996) has indicated,
however, there is a central contradiction between Foucault and Bourdieu’s conceptions of
governmentality, technique, and discipline. Foucault’s formulation of power is diffusive
and emergent—states or individuals do not have power in as much as they harness power.
Bourdieu sees power as manifesting from cultural meaning-making, created through
structure. Whereas Foucault posits subject formation between the individual and the state,
a dialectical process and a deconstruction of subject (insofar as it is un-locatable and
always emerging), Bourdieu understands bodily orientation as a product of habituation—
emphasizing structural conditioning over individual agency. However, both locate the site
of power fundamentally on the body—the location of extreme work, focus, and alignment
in ballet practice. The centrality of the body in motion, the key site in both Foucault and
Bourdieu’s work, is also the central site of ballet—both in its practice, performance, and
viewing.
The ballet studios and stages in South Africa do not offer a solution to the central
contradiction but instead offer a performance of it. Dancers literally work out the
dispersion of power under the demands of state institutions and the shaping of bodies and
dispositions toward cultural norms. They constantly must negotiate their place, position,
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and power in their artistic and working lives in order to sustain themselves and their roles
as professional dancers.

(Post-)Apartheid Labor
Scholars such as Sherry Ortner (2011), Naomi Klein (2008), David Harvey
(2007), and Marshall Sahlins (2002) have argued that late capitalism has sped up
demands on labor and the rates of production and consumption. Correspondingly,
dancers, Dunja Najaradi (2014) has argued, are pushed more in the contemporary
moment than in the past—dwindling financial support and increased competition mean
that more blood, sweat, and tears really are required to secure and sustain a position in a
professional company, no matter the immediate and long-term effects of such extremes
on dancers’ wellbeing. Jean and John Comaroff (2011) have shown how the South
African landscape is a particularly extreme case of these pressures, and the ballet
community is part and parcel of such systems of economic and cultural demand and
production. These conditions and demands do not negate the kinds of privilege that the
ballet subject represents, though they do greatly affect the ways dancers perform
privilege. A la Bourdieu, economic systems have re-directed the ways the privileged
subject can be enacted, though dancers must negotiate their relationships with institutions
of power through constant performance.
Operating under systems of exploitation and racism inherited from the colonial
period, apartheid South Africa was a social welfare state for its white beneficiaries. The
state-sponsored ballet companies—almost exclusively white institutions—are a perfect
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indication of this rule of state practice. The rise of professional ballet in South Africa in
the 1960s was a direct result of state investment. A small group of society women, wives
of politicians and major businessmen, petitioned their government contacts for the seed
money for four companies throughout the country—arguing that having ballet companies
would entertain the white upper class with “proper” entertainment and establish these
white urban spaces within the ranks of good, civilized European cities, despite impressive
distance from established colonial metropoles.
Building on already existing student and amateur clubs, this group of about a
dozen women organized professional performances and gathered white audiences from
across the country. The ballet companies eventually merged with regional arts councils,
making them directly part and parcel of the apartheid government (Grut 1981). Following
similar structures in social welfare states in Europe6, ballet company employees (dancers,
administrators, costume makers, etc.) were subsidiaries of the state. Their salaries were
paid for by an allocation from their regional performing arts council and they performed
in state owned theatres throughout the country. As this was the professional ballet
environment that most of the current administrators-former-dancers grew to know and
work in, the loss of state sponsored support and the transition to the new neoliberal non6

Russia, China, and Cuba all also had state-sponsored companies during this same
period. Though the rhetoric around the right to art was complicated by the role of artistic
practice in service to the state—in as far as artists working in these places were
contracted to produce art that contributed to and reflected the aesthetics of state and
political ideology. A key example of this is the state-crafted ballets in China such as Red
Detachment of Women (Ma 2015; Wilcox 2011). The liberal European states created
these sorts of national and local institutions in the name of a right to access the arts and
artistic freedom, and production as a hallmark of liberal democracy (Shay 2002), though
this sort of discourse and infrastructure is also a production of nationalism.
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profit funding model in the early 2000s had devastating effects structurally as well as
personally. Many express nostalgia for what one dancer called “the good old bad old
days.” The demands of the now neo-liberalized South African state, where privatization
and consumer capitalism reign supreme, have had profound impacts on the daily
operations of the now-independent companies. In order to survive, professional ballet reoriented its institutions away from state support and toward private investment and
corporate sponsorship.7 This shift in business practices also has added a whole roster of
company performances that take dancers out of their traditional settings, studios and
theatres, and into malls, office parks, sports fields, public plazas, and transportation hubs.
The Gauteng Ballet Company, after merging with a for-profit entertainmentproduction company founded by a former dancer, has enmeshed the ballet dancer’s body
and post-apartheid government expectation and regulation in a company that attempts to
produce performances, images, and narratives at the heightened speed for consumption
that Sarah Nuttall and Achille Mbembe (2008) and Jean and John Commaroff (2012),
along with others, argue is the hallmark of late capitalist leisure spending. The fallout is
most evident in the ballet’s labor practices—as the sort of labor required to produce at
this rate far exceeds the limits set by the rarely-enforced Labor Rights Act—as well as
7

Because there is no tax write-off for donations made to arts organizations (as opposed to
social services), there is no major philanthropic culture of giving to the arts community.
There are a few very wealthy and/or very committed patrons of the ballet, but individual
giving makes up much less of companies’ annual budgets than in Europe and particularly
in the United States. Similarly, there are very few foundations willing and able to support
art projects generally and, when they do they are, as I was told by a program officer
“much more invested in the culture of new South Africa.” Ballet is still symbolic of a
white, exclusionary, cultural aesthetic that is out of fashion with many new elites in South
Africa—even as its proponents have convinced a good number of politicians and
businesspeople that the form’s cultural capital can supersede its historical legacy.
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results in a high rate of injury and general burnout in the ranks of company dancers and
administrators. Lily, a ballet-trained musical theatre performer, told me that among the
wider dance community, the Johannesburg company was known as the “dancers’
graveyard because it’s where your artistic soul dies”—a process that is directly linked to
the grueling conditions of these extra-theatrical performances8 that for most dancers, as
discussed below, become divorced from the artistic rewards of performance.
Ballerinas and female ballet dancers are the epitome of the form and the symbols
of its success. Their labor is ordinary practice of extraordinary movement—the work that
they do every day to be able to take on the weight, size, and strength required of them to
become the ephemeral, waif-like women and girls they perform on stage, in front of
cameras, and in service of their senses of self, audiences, and company members alike.
These women work hard in ways that are constantly undermined and underreported
exactly because their labor must be hidden for them to be successful at their jobs—as
Rose says during her second break in a twelve-hour day, “the audience isn’t paying for
me to struggle through a role. Good ballet isn’t about work.” As I explain in chapter one,
Rose is also deeply committed to retaining an apolitical position, which rests heavily on
her own access to resources and training as a white woman under apartheid.
Rose’s comments are indicative of the ways ballet dancers, particularly female
dancers, must perform a privileged existence. The lavish costumes and sets, lightness and
ease, and beautiful aesthetics are part and parcel of ballet. The dancing appears as if it
operates through these aesthetics of privilege and luxury, all the while the undergirding
8

The term “corporates” is used to describe any extra-theatrical performance, whether it is
actually requested by a corporation or business or it is a visit to a school.
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systems of labor are disguised through performance. Dancers constantly negotiate this
tension between performances of privilege and aching work of ballet. Because of the
structural tenants of ballet, those that value that beautiful epitome of perfection, dancers
often do not have ways or means to document and delineate their own labor.

What is work?
In August of 2015, the executive director of the Gauteng Ballet Company was
sanctioned by the board of directors for violating the Labor Rights Act and also charged
with embezzlement. The company argued that he had used company resources and
administrative labor to support his private endeavors including galas and international
competitions. He resigned shortly after such allegations came to public attention.
The legal battle brings to light an important distinction between the administrative and
artistic operations of the company that bears on the persistent division of artistry and
labor. Jaco was indicted because the company found him guilty of exploiting
administrative resources—though ethnographic fieldwork clearly indicates that what he
and other administrators expected of their dancers far exceeds the conditions of their
employment. Dancers perform at ballet galas and competitions and take guest teaching
spots that served other interests than those directly related to the company institution,
often with little to no extra pay. Even more simply, dancers work far more than the hours
they are required to by their contracts. They often work through weekends, late into the
night, and hours before class begins in the morning. Some of this work is official—
performances and rehearsals that need to happen in tight time frames or at specific times,
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and travel time was often just not accounted for. But most is not—dancers request more
rehearsal time and coaching, after hours, they need to prepare their muscles and joints
before they even begin morning class, and moreover, physical therapy, chiropractic, or
massage sessions—essential to dancers’ abilities to do their job (because their jobs put so
much strain on their bodies) are expected to be scheduled outside of work time. Jaco’s
offense of redirecting administrative labor, however, was grounds for investigation, as
the dancers’ and leadership’s base assumptions were that dancers concede to the rest of
this extra-contractual work for the chance to have a place in the company. Ballet dancers
give themselves over to their work, an act of love and devotion to the art form. Despite
the practical concerns of everyday life—minimal financial compensation, long-term
damage to their bodies—dancers express thanks not for the company simply, but for the
opportunity to dance. These dancers are in a privileged position to even make this choice.
The still primarily white company members inherit generational wealth, have social
safety nets, and can choose their art over practicality. Part of a larger conversation about
the enduring systems of racism and the growing economic inequalities between the rich
and the poor since 1994, ballet and its divisions of artistry and labor are a clear example
of the persistence of historical privilege in the post-colony.

Evidencing Labor
Despite a half-century’s effort to standardize dance notation, such as Labanotation
or Benesh Movement Notation, the international dance community has, in large part, not
adopted notation as a standard archival practice. Dancers in South Africa, as elsewhere in
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the world (Wulff 1998) primarily rely on video recordings of past performances and oneon-one coaching sessions with now retired dancers who once performed their roles. In
this way, the cross-generational inheritance and learning practices of the South African
ballet mirrors many cultural performance traditions outside the Western canon (oral
storytelling, improvisational music performance, community-based dance practices, etc.).
Yet, because there is no directly visible evidence of “work” as in the means and medium
of production, in what is often called artistic practice, it becomes disguised as something
else in ballet (devotion, desire, perfectionism, etc.).
The artistry of a ballet dancer is often hard to delineate, though efforts have been
made to do exactly this in the current age of quantification (international ballet
competitions, scholarship auditions, cash and contract prizes). While economists and
sociologists, among others, have written about the proliferation of the art economy, the
“creative classes”, and the commercialization of individual art forms (Harkness 2011), a
substantial number of scholars have delineated the struggles of writing about artistic
labor. Pierre-Michel Menger (1999, 2006) argues it cannot be accounted for by standard
quantifiable data gathering method. As many professional artists are not paid for their
work all the time, derive most of their income from other sources, and work multiple
jobs, they escape many standard forms of collecting quantitative data. Further, the
convergence of art and labor in dancing is also unique. Most other artistic forms that are
part of the Western art canon leave material evidence of their production—a score, a
painting, a novel—even if the art is performed, it leaves some evidence of art object.
Ballet however, does not produce material as such. As Paul Stoller (1997) has shown, this
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lack of materiality has troubled scholarly understandings of art production and challenged
academics’ privileging of the legible and literary in discussions of human cognition.
Dunja Njaradi (2014), drawing on Hardt and Negri (2001), outlines the dancer
(for her, European contemporary dancers) as a prime example of the “immaterial
worker”—a figure paradigmatic of recently shifting regimes of work from the
manufacturing jobs to the rise of the service industry (and hallmark of the “information
age”). “Whatever term is used,” Njardi argues, “a basic feature of this is a switch from
the manufacturing economy of the past to the service economy of the present. For the
purpose of this discussion, another important aspect of the shifts in new capitalism is the
fact that in many economic sectors management “remodelled labour practices on cultural
values associated with artistic labour (nonhierarchical collaboration, flexibility of
response, trust-based exchange, and non-linear procesuality)’ (Doogan 186).” For
Njaradi, the dancer as immaterial worker sheds light on the sort of flexibility and
productivity demanded in this labor regime.
Njaradi argues that a dancer is the paradigm for the immaterial worker. Dancers
work on a project basis, moving between different forms of employment and embodying
the values of flexibility, ingenuity, and collaboration. How dance work is evaluated,
adjudicated, and recognized help us to understand the valuation of the immaterial worker
in late capitalism. Dancers’ shifts from positions with established companies, which are
rapidly dissolving, to performance-based projects signals the very shifts that authors such
as Hardt and Negri describe in the late capitalist moment of the twentieth century. Ballet
institutions in South Africa challenge this description of dancers as the epitome of the
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immaterial worker, not because of its demands of labor, flexibility, and precarity, all of
which ballet dancers inhabit every day, but because of the ballet companies’ institutional
adaptations within the demands of the post-apartheid state.
For the most part, ballet dancers, unlike their contemporary counterparts, do not
work on a project-to-project basis—the exception being young dancers hired to fill out
corps de ballet parts during short theatrical seasons—but instead have yearlong contracts.
Companies, however, have changed dramatically as a result of the shift from a statesponsored model where income was guaranteed to the current business-centric model
where companies must market themselves as worthy of investment and their dancers (and
their performances) are products to be sold. The company gets hired for more individual
projects —a flash mob in a downtown bank, for example, or a choreographed ad for an
airline during intermission at a theatrical production. But, this project-based logic does
not filter down to the dancers’ contractual relationship with the company and they do not
get paid for their new work.
Partners or parents financially supported all of the women I interviewed in my
research, at least in part. And the men also struggled to make a living, often relying on
part-time administrative work in the company or outside work as teachers and coaches to
supplement their meager earnings. The companies have made active efforts to recruit and
train young black dancers, a task made difficult when the cost of training is often
untenable. Moreover, the growing black upper and middle classes often include the first
generations of means who are not socio-economically secure. Ballet requires inherited
wealth or other forms of financial safety netting for most, who understand their careers
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are short and far from profitable. As one teacher explained: “Why would these parents
want their children to be ballet dancers? They are the first generation in their families to
have the opportunity to go to university. They can be doctors. They can take care of their
families. They can make money. Ballet doesn’t offer any of that and your career is so
short—then what?” The reward of ballet is not its financial compensation, but that of
artistry and reaches toward perfection—sustaining a ballet career (no matter how short)
requires a degree of security very few in South Africa possess.
This kind of formulation further underlines the ways in which ballet perpetuates
certain forms of privilege through enduring institutions of colonialism. In this way,
Bourdieu’s formulations of habitus hold, dictating the ways subjects are made through
structures of cultural meaning. However, as ballet companies have shifted their socioeconomic orientations post-apartheid, this ballet subject is being re-formulated, thus
dancers are constantly negotiating the ways they work as they perform artistic excellence.

Margaret Werry (2005, 2011), Geoff Harkness (2011), Pierre Michel-Menger
(1999), among others, have written about cultural labor—the work expended toward
some shared social imaginary, in service of the state or nation, or in efforts toward the
preservation of practice. Their work helps us to think about artist and laborer together in
the space of physical work. Ballet dancers devote their bodies to their labor in ways
perhaps only matched by those whose bodies are also the means and medium of their
craft. Anthropologies of beauty, for example, link together sexual desire, intimacy, and
the state as literally crafting people’s (primarily women’s) bodies and “looks” (Craig
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2002; Edmonds 2008, 2010; Popenoe 2003; Taussig 2012). Further, ethnographic
literature on athletes promotes an attention to bodily play as a form of social field-making
(Picart 2006; Sands 1999; Moore 2004; Mcgarry 2010).
Often ballet’s proponents compare dancers to athletes because of the training and
bodily control that both groups are required to achieve to reach a professional level—this
sort of discourse, argue Jennifer Fisher and Anthony Shay (2009), is an attempt to
construct ballet as a space where hegemonic masculinity can be displayed on its stages.
This move, often for the sake of wooing straight men to ballet (as in the ballet company’s
billboard campaign featuring bold black print reading, simply “Real men like ballet”
against a hot pink background), affirms the general association of sport, real work, with
the masculine. Yet while athletes are valorized for their physical work, often emphasized
in media and discourse (sweat dripping from a tennis player’s brow, the dramatic falls
over soccer players, the domineering and hard bodies of American football players),
ballet dancers hide their labor. Ballet requires its practitioners to conceal their work in
performance.

Working in Class, Rehearsal, and Performance
The kinds of historical privileges that enable young white women to choose to be
ballet dancers do not mitigate the strenuousness of the job. Away from the stage, dancers
work from six to fourteen hours a day, often six days a week. These days, with the
exception of the occasional Sunday mall shift (where two dancers teach free classes to
kids in the middle of a mall courtyard once a month), all begin with an hour to two-hour
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technique class taught by the artistic director, one of the senior members of the company,
or a guest teacher (often a retired company member). For the current dancers at GBC,
class is a time and space to warm their joints and muscles up for the “real work” ahead of
them in the day, rehearsals and performances where they were expected to simply
demonstrate the technique and physical prowess they practiced in this period of time with
ease and acuity.

Figure 2.3: Barre work in a GBC company class, June 2015.
In contrast to performance and rehearsal where dancers turn their gaze and
attentions outward, often in attempts to imitate or match their colleagues or the
choreographer, class is a much more individual experience in the professional ballet
company. Dancers learn exercises and adjust them to their needs, changing rhythms or
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speeds to adapt to a tight muscle or an injury, making steps more difficult than
demonstrated or simply sitting out of sections of class that for whatever reason (mostly
injury) does not fit their notion of what they need to be prepared for the day. Class is not
about homogeneity, as most work in large corps de ballet is; dancers attempt to get their
legs higher, turn more, or jump with more air than they did the day or week before. They
try not to “cheat” positions or moves (for example, turning their hips slightly to give the
illusion of having a tighter fifth position with their legs) to match those around them, but
instead try to work toward the “pure” fifth position. It’s also a space where they accuse
one another of “getting away” with something—someone isn’t really injured, this group
of dancers is being lazy, the company isn’t musically aware at all, they’re not working
hard enough.
The idea of class as a space to warm-up or prepare for the day ahead, as opposed
to a space to work in and of itself is a post-apartheid conception of labor. Ballet dancers
and teachers from the apartheid period, those that were employed in the state-sponsored
companies, often levy the complaint that dancers do not work hard enough in class—
GBC dancers, they argue, should consider class the bulk of the work they are expected to
do to get paid. Though receiving permission to observe company class takes some effort
(as access to the right people, the directing administration is difficult to get), there are
certain people who have standard permission to watch —coaches, choreographers,
potential or standing donors. Therefore, company class is a semi-public space, where
dancers expect to be and are watched on a regular basis. Alice, a coach, former dancer,
and frequent observer, argues that the general critique is well evidenced: “We’ve all sat
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and watched them. We all talk about it. What are they even doing? Where is the sweat?”
Simon, another ex-dancer, argues that the dancers aren’t working hard enough not
because of individual motivations, but because of the institutional culture, which she says
shifted after the state-sponsored companies dissolved: “They should be falling down, not
being able to stand up… What is the point?” Class is treated as something “to get
through” before the real work begins. Another former dancer, Julia elaborates: “I’m so
disappointed when I watch class these days. Why aren’t they given corrections? Why
does the teacher not say anything to help the dancers? They just give combinations, rote.
Anyone could do that and it doesn’t help anyone. Now, all the ballets look the same.
Coppelia looks like Swan Lake and Giselle looks like Le Corsaire. If they knew their
bodies better, if they were encouraged to work harder—we used to get yelled at,
screamed at—it was a good class when I left in tears.”
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Figure 2.4: GBC dancers rehearse in front of invited visitors, March 2015.
Both Alice and Simon argue for a reinstatement of a more classical ballet
hierarchy, where the teacher dictates the degree of difficulty and physicality of the class
and dancers should feel responsible not only to themselves but to their superiors, who
demand a certain level of excellence. The institutional culture of the company, they
argue, should be such that the level of work ethic expected and required for success is
dictated by the work of class and that dancers should be held accountable to the
consistent development of their technique—stasis should be unacceptable as perfection—
the ideal—is always unachievable.
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“The way class is set up, it’s not working. It’s not good,” Aneke tells me, a
veteran member of the company. She and I are talking about the new batch of trainees
that the company has recently chosen, as we quietly watch them rehearse their variations
in the studio between senior company rehearsals. “Class gets cut all the time, and half the
time I’m not warm—I have to start an hour before everyone else to make this work and
no one is helping me.” She tells me she’s okay—as a senior member of the company, she
still has the old guard mentality drilled into her body and can animate the sort of critique
that makes her a better dancer. But, for the sake of the form, she worries about future
generations. A former apprentice, now dancing in Europe, reflects on her decision to
choose private ballet training instead of perform with the company, even after she had
signed on to several shows:
I did one performance with them, Sleeping Beauty. But then I didn't do the rest
that I was meant to because then you had to miss a lot of lessons with your studio
and I had private classes I wasn’t able to go to. I felt like to go to rehearsal and
just stand in the back and wave my arms doesn't… It’s more beneficial for me to
be at my lesson. I spent more time there and also I had competitions that I had to
be at class to rehearse for and I couldn't miss all the time so… I feel like I learned
more when I was at my studio because at the company we just did one class a day
and at my studio sometimes I was doing like three classes a day and it would
either be just me in the class or with two other people so I would have so much
attention whereas here we do one class a day and there are so many people, I
don’t get any corrections so I feel like I did learn more last year.
“I see these dancers, they’re not pushing—Viv—she could be doing triple or
quadruple turns but it hasn’t even occurred to her,” Paulo tells me while he takes a break
from lifting weights in the small gym off the main studio at ballet headquarters. Paulo is
from Colombia, not a product of the South African system of teaching and training, and
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an ardent fan of multiple turns and big jumps,9 but he is frustrated that all dancers aren’t
pushed beyond their limits—trying new styles and approaches, turning more, or
expressing the music more clearly. Paolo outlines what he sees as the administrators’ and
dancers’ approach to their work in class: Some dancers do some things well and others do
not. These things probably won’t change, especially in that one or two hours in the
morning, as no one is suggesting otherwise.
As this evidence shows, the location of ballet dancers’ seemingly invisible labor
has shifted from class, where apartheid-era dancers argue the bulk of work used to and
should continue to happen, to corporate and other public performances, which, while key
to GBC’s survival, are not as artistically satisfying for both current dancers and their
retired colleagues who watch from the sidelines.

I bump into Julia and a group of other former ballet dancers at a modern dance
performance at a small black box theatre just down the road from the company
headquarters. The big headliner for the ballet company is on in a few days at the big
theatre and I ask them when they’ll be at the show. They won’t be coming. It’s not
special anymore, since, one woman tells me, that they can’t tell the difference from one
ballet production to the next. There might be some big tricks—some flashy new thing
Jaco is doing to get people in the door. But the people who know something about ballet
9

This set of preferences is often associated with dancers from Latin America, as their
dance is often labeled as “explosive” and “excited” as opposed to South Africans who
dance with “precision” and are considered “careful movers.” These sorts of stereotypes
do hold, but because the vast majority of Latin Americans in South Africa are men—who
are expected to provide the “muscle and entertainment value” of the ballet while women
are expected to be exact technicians (and take up less space than their male counterparts).
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can see where the work is being directed in these productions, and it’s not to the subtlety
of dancers’ technique. Alice and her friends are of different generation, when the
economic realities of funding a ballet company rested with the state when they were the
movers on stage, and ballet was oriented only to those in the know—much like
Bourdieu’s conception of taste. Yet, the rapid consumption of ballet as a product has
undoubtedly shaped the contemporary company’s institution culture and the expectations
of work in the studio.

Learning to Labor
In Marcel Mauss’s (1973) “Techniques of the Body,” he outlines the ways
in which bodily dispositions are as much cultural productions as they are physical acts—
it is impossible to differentiate between the two. Mauss’s work, much like Bourdieu’s,
outlines how people become habituated into cultural movement patterns. Ballet culture is
no different. Children’s ballet classes and pre-professional training programs are spaces
where young students learn how to be, act, and move in the ballet world. They are also
spaces where negotiations around labor and race often come to the fore as competing
structures of knowledge meaning and making exist across training models. The ways
dancers adjudicate themselves and the ways others adjudicate them show how
negotiations around the ideal ballet subject, the emblem of privileged South Africa, is far
from fixed. In pre-professional programs, dancers’ central focus is the technical and
physical work done in class. As they train, dancers are expected to push their bodies to
limit, make mistakes, work their bodies to become stronger and more flexible, push the
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limits of their own understanding of their abilities (such as doing more rotations in a turn,
jumping higher or with more leg beats in a jump, lifting legs higher in the air). Class is
also how most pre-professional ballet dancers in South Africa are adjudicated. Because
syllabus training is by far the most popular form of teaching, most ballet studios enroll
their students in exams once a year. Adjudicators, chosen by the teaching association
from which the studio’s syllabus comes (and which trains the teachers), are sent (often
from a different part of the country in the spirit of equity and unbiased judging) to a
region to watch students take a full set class, which they have learned over the year. The
judge adjudicates using provided rubrics, which tactfully avoid numbers and overt
quantification, and include written comments for the participants on their successes and
failures. Both students and teachers take these exams very seriously and the preparation
for the cumulative exam begins a year ahead. In the years that my fieldwork spanned, the
syllabus exercises and adjudication standards changed for the Royal Academy of Dance,
the form of ballet I most observed being taught throughout the country.
The changes were welcome: “it was about time,” Jeffery told me before his
evening class for twelve- and thirteen-year-olds began in his small studio in Stellenbosch,
“this old syllabus, it didn’t work. Not that this one will be any better. At least we’ll learn
it now, get some direction.” But the new guidelines also meant a fairly large shift for the
teachers—new music, new combinations, and new expectations changed the way they
taught, and also required them to constantly refer back to the books, CDs, and DVDs
given to them as part of their new certification training. Instead of teaching from muscle
memory and, correspondingly, a certain personal flair and embodiment of the
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combinations they had been teaching for years, their engagement with these new
standards meant that they were learning alongside their students and, as Jeffery expressed
to me, they also felt their teaching was being judged alongside their pupils’ technique.
Most ballet students, including Jeffery’s, participate in yearly Eisteddfods—youth
dance competitions that are done regionally. Eisteddfods, originally a 12th century Welsh
tradition of competitions in poetry, music, and dance, have been a South African tradition
since the early 20th century (Cymru n.d.). Not only do the competitions underline work
and technique, they also are used as a barometer of the quality of schools, as audience
members (primarily parents, students, and other teachers) can compare students’ work
across schools. Ballet Eisteddfods are organized around age groups—the youngest
performers starting around age six and the oldest, those finishing their matriculation year
(eighteen-year-olds completing high school)—and genre: classical, character, group,
individual, and so on and so forth.10 The individual dances are standardized—
choreographed by local teachers, recorded, and distributed to the dance schools
participating in the competition. This sort of standardization, with a set rubric, again
underlines the work of technique and habituation in ballet education. Dancers’ technique

10

It should be noted that in the 2014 Cape Town Eisteddfod, the only boys entered in the
whole of the competition came from the school where I conducted my fieldwork.
Historically, this sort of gender disparity held—at least in the past seven years. The boys
had to change in the bathrooms at the competition venue because the organizers saw no
need to designate one of the dressing rooms, already overcrowded, for the two to four
male participants. They also did not have set choreography for the classical category of
the competition, and were the only entrants in their levels. The practical realities of the
situation meant that they were competing against themselves, participating in the
competition for the feedback and experience—as their teachers thought these reasons
were important enough to pay the fees and do the work required to enter them into the
competition.
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is compared against each other, explicitly, as opposed to the variable valuation of artistry
and content in the choreography in and of itself. The lack of variability and flexibility in
dancer education—what Njaradi contends is essential for the dancer and immaterial
laborer who move between projects with varied expectations and demands—then further
underlines the distinction between student (where work is the central value of ballet
practice) and professional (where the final product—performance, where work is made
invisible—becomes the space of judgment).
Even scholarship competitions for more training opportunities include a class
element, where judges watch and evaluate dancers doing standard exercises including
barre and center work before they perform individual or group dances that make up the
more performance focused part of the competition. Traditionally, a class is an expected
part of an audition, where dancers are trying out for a place in a company or specific
performance—demonstrating their ability to do the choreography that is required—but
only in this pre-professional stage are dancers principally judged by other ballet
professionals, and through the medium of class as a demonstration of work. At this
liminal stage in their careers, pre-professional dancers are adjudicated in a space that is
designated for ballet’s technical work—class is a space designed to learn and work. If
they transition to being full-fledged professional dancers, the ways their work is
recognized and the kinds of work that is demanded of them changes drastically. In
professional settings, dancers expect to be under a degree of surveillance daily, not in
class, but in rehearsals and performances. Thus, the kinds of work they devote to these
different structures of dancing is not straight forward. There is no designated moment of
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judgment. Instead, dancers must negotiate and distribute their resources to perform under
their present conditions of employment.

Adjudicating Work
Unlike the students who aspire to join their ranks, administrators and artistic
directors mostly judge South African professional dancers in the space between class and
performance, rehearsal. In rehearsal, four people might learn the same soloist or principal
role, while only two or three will get to perform the role on stage—the ballet mistress and
master, artistic and executive directors make these final casting decisions based on
dancers’ performance in rehearsal. The methods and data that go into these decisions is
kept secret; dancers often speculate why someone gets to dance what role and when, but
rarely are such explanations given. Dancers often talk about the opportunity in even
getting to learn such big roles—viewing them as part of their evolution as artists, even as
their work is rarely if ever acknowledged in the formal structures of the company. These
dancers, the ones who float between the ranks of the company—corps, soloist,
principal—often do the most physical labor in terms of rehearsal time. They must be
ready to perform lead roles in case they are given the chance, but also must dance all the
other parts of the ballet, which they are much more likely to perform (and are expected to
lead because they are often the most experienced dancers of the group).
Dancers can request feedback progress meetings with the key artistic leadership
of the company: the executive and artistic directors and the ballet master and mistress.
These meetings are, according to contracts, supposed to happen at least twice annually,
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but are, in practice, held when time becomes available. At one of the weekly dancer
meetings, the company manager (a dancer whose administrative tasks mainly entail being
the liaison between dancers and administrators) announced that dancers could sign up for
fifteen-minute meetings if they so desired. There weren’t enough slots for everyone to
sign up, nor were all the dancers interested in signing up at all. In part, this is because
some dancers have greater access to administrators than others—those that had once
danced together or who teach together outside of the standard company schedule often
are friends and talk regularly. However, many dancers were eager to sign up, in hopes of
getting some insight into what their casting prospects might be in the coming year,
discuss vacation and sick leave (all of which must be negotiated with the directors before,
under the threat of firing), and talk about how they might further their careers (both
through personal improvement projects such as increasing stretch and strength training
and professionalization/internationalization efforts like performing or teaching
internationally, again only sanctioned through the approval of both directors). The
directors don’t particularly enjoy these meetings, as they often involve disagreement over
the non-negotiable: working hours, casting decisions, etc. There is also a general malaise
concerning these meetings because they are an opportunity on both ends to vent
otherwise unexpressed frustrations. “He [director] only ever comes to rehearsal for a few
minutes,” Sarah tells me. “They only focus on the dancers they expect to fill the big
parts.” “They don’t actually see… He comes in for five minutes and looks at whoever
he’s decided on and doesn’t see anyone—he makes all the decisions but he doesn’t see
how I’m working.” “I want to try. They give me these understudy parts but they won’t
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even watch me try them. I’ve gotten so much better, but they have an idea of who they
want, who looks the part, and it doesn’t matter. It doesn’t matter how much better I look.”

Laboring in Performance
Particularly because most have no access to class and rehearsal, the “secret lives
of ballerinas,” as one GBC volunteer told me, audiences review professional dancers on
their performance, the final stage or studio productions that involve costumes, lighting,
and the other spectacles of the stage. In these realms of performance, dancers’ gaze shift
outwards and upwards, they are corrected endlessly, both while dancing and in notes
afterwards, and their jobs require them often to match their colleagues on either side—no
leg must be lifted to high (or not high enough), no dancer must break the line of the
group; homogeneity becomes the ideal. Hanna, now a corps de ballet dancer, tells me
about how difficult the transition to this sort of performance-driven model from the
individualized student-based experience:
When I came in to the company, I had no corps de ballet skills. I was doing solos
in Eistedfodd, nothing else. You know, it was just about me and now I had to
suddenly move the same as everybody and you know, so that was really hard.
Numerous times in the bathroom flushing the toilets so no one could hear me
crying because it was hard. But yeah I learned a lot and by the time I got to
actually do my first performance on stage with the corps de ballet, it was a sense
of like such achievement. I felt like I was part of something that was – that we
had all worked so hard and it looked so beautiful so you know at that stage, I was
just, yes I wanted to be a principal dancer, but I felt so proud to be part of that
corps de ballet.
Hannah’s transition into professional life was marked by the change from
individual motivation to a group ethos. She, among other dancers, expresses the joy in
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working together. Yet, she also laments getting lost in the crowd, except when she is
needed for public relations: “I know why I get chosen, why I’m always asked after for
magazines. There are a group of us, the pretty ones, and we talk about it, everyone. Or if
you’re the right color, you’re always asked. It’s in the open. We know. But they don’t
pay attention in class or when I’m working. They pay attention when they need me, for
show.” Hannah is a beautiful white woman with pale skin, bright blue eyes, and long
blonde hair. She has modelled for clothing brands as a side gig and she knows that she is
the public face of the company because she is the epitome of the white ballerina, a
standard of beauty held over from the apartheid era. She also points out that the other
dancers that administrators usually choose are not white, as they represent the diversity of
the company. Hannah’s frustrations of only being recognized as a pretty face for the
media and not as a strong and interesting dancer resonates with older ballet community
members’ concerns that the company is less invested in producing better ballet dancers
and more concerned with producing as many performances as possible.
As many former dancers told me, this focus on performances was a detrimental
shift. Part of this is of course the result of the extreme performance schedule of these
companies, producing many more productions in many more settings than they did under
the apartheid regime (and is standard for international companies), and the rapid
consumption of these performances—expectations from funding sources, always trying to
do more. But it may mean the dancers remain in stasis, not getting better, or not actually
being prepared, as their bodies don’t get warm enough and they only receive attention
when the company’s external image is at stake.
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These pressures, which may resonate across the international ballet company, are
magnified by the particular conditions of possibility for the dancers in Johannesburg.
Their company produces many more performances per year than most other companies—
in promotional settings, administrators often cite that they have a third of the number of
dancers and fourth of the number of administrators of Het National Ballet, the national
company of the Netherlands, and yet do just as many performances. Most of these
performances, however, do not happen on the traditional theatrical stage—in the case of
Johannesburg Ballet, specifically, the state-subsidized theatre with which they have an
exclusivity agreement. Instead, the ballet company, both in totality and in smaller groups,
performs at an extreme range of venues across the Gauteng region and elsewhere. As
discussed elsewhere, these sorts of performances emerge from the orientation of the
company toward a rapid production pace to match the consumption patterns of its
investors and audiences. These performances usually fall into one of two categories:
audience development or financial sponsorship. The two, distinguished in discourse, are
in practicality, not as distinguishable, or at least not by the dancers. These performances
are colloquially called “corporates,”11 however, because they are not part of the large
theatrical season—the shows performed at the Johannesburg Civic Theatre—are not
“real” performances—they are often previews, excerpts, or audience generation shows
made to boost the company’s reputation and visibility or push ticket sales for the “real
show”. These performances however are often the most grueling of the set. The working
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conditions are variable and the dancers have little warning as to where and under what
circumstances they are expected to work.

Real work
On a “schools day,” we load into the 10 person passenger van in the company
loading bay—in between the seven of us—me, the development program coordinator, the
company driver, and four dancers—there were tutus, makeup bags, hanging costume
bags, and shoes strewn around. We made it to four schools; often waiting for 30 minutes
to an hour and a half for the teachers to get the students assembled either because we
were late because of traffic or getting lost or because the schools didn’t know we were
coming. One school had no idea who we were as we pulled up and we left, rescheduling
our visit for another day. The dancers were, for the most part, annoyed over the whole
process. We were in the middle of preparation for a major stage performance, they felt
behind in rehearsals, and the rewards—accolades, attention, etc.—for these sorts of
shows were fairly meaningless to them.
I watched two senior company members quietly walk on the slippery wooden
stage at our first stop on a long day of a schools tour. Donned in glittering white tutus and
feathered head pieces, they were performing the cygnets variation of Swan Lake, the
famous section of the ballet where four women, hands crossed and holding on, perform
quick, perfectly synchronous movement meant to emulate baby swans in flock. The kids
went wild—clapping, screaming, standing up from their seats to get a better view—and
the teachers followed suit. The pandemonium followed the cygnets throughout our
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schools visits—every concrete stoep, all purpose room podium, and brick courtyard filled
with primary school students became transfixed and overwhelmed with these ballerinas
in their classical form. Children ran to the edge of the performance stages and reached out
to touch their tutus as they were still dancing.

Figure 2.5: GBC dancers performing in Soweto at a “schools day” performance,
March 2015.
At the end of the last performance of the day, we loaded back into the van and
waited as Ayanda, GBC’s education and outreach director, ran back into the school to
grab some extension cords we had left behind. The kids were let out for lunch and came
racing toward the dancers, who had begun to unhook their tight corseted tops and roll up
their tights for the long drive back to the company studios in the center of the city.
Shouting “ballerinas,” the children didn’t quite have anything to say to the women, nor
did the dancers have much to respond in kind. They stood there for several minutes as a
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few brave girls felt the dancers’ tutus, held their pointe shoes, and examined their hair (in
perfect, high buns, shellacked into place by a generous application of hair spray. When
Ayanda returned, we struggled to close the sliding door and the children chased after the
van as we pulled away.

Figure 2.6: GBC dancers and school children after a “schools day” performance,
March 2015.
These sorts of interactions—where the dancers, so otherworldly, were put on the
sort of pedestals available in these spaces—the concrete stoeps and wooden stages that
cause stress fractures and pulled muscles. These schoolchildren stood and watched,
totally enraptured with the dancers’ ability to transform into the creatures of fairytales
and fables. They struggled, however, to then understand them beyond their stage
personas. There is a myriad of boundaries between the dancers and school kids—
ballerinas from sections of the city that, until fairly recently, were exclusively,
government-dictated white neighborhoods, were out of context in the non-white, poor
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areas where these visits took place. But it’s important to meditate on the ways that
dancers understand the ways these children, along with other audience members,
objectify dancers.
In my conversations with dancers in the buses from performance to performance,
I asked them about how they understood these kids who run after them with nothing to
say, who, like this little girl want to touch them—gently and respectfully. “We’re
unbelievable to them. I mean, this tutu, these stupid shoes, we look like dolls. Look at
where we are—we don’t belong here like this—it doesn’t fit,” Anna tells me. The jarring
contrast between the dusty stoeps and white tutus is what makes these images
compelling, but it doesn’t negate the very real chasms between the ballerina and her
audience. This gap manifests itself in the seeming objectification of the dancer and her
transformation into a doll beyond, in this case, the length of the performance. She is not a
sweating, overworked, exhausted worker—she is a beautiful ballerina, just like in the
sorts of images that circulate of her and her colleagues.
This transformation is, of course, made and disguised through hard work, in class,
rehearsal, and performance, in long hours and longer days in vans and at physical
therapists’ offices, and is helped along by visions of female dancers as the perfection they
seek to perform, and these dancers’ constant reach toward that unattainable image of
perfection that is literally impossible to achieve. The demands of the new South African
ballet, which entail a constant succession of performances, images, and stagings of the
beautiful ballerina, require a new formulation to the labor demands of professional ballet
dancing. While disguising work in favor of beauty is a central tenet of the art form, the
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kinds of work and how that work is understood, enacted, and then displaced is unique to
the moment in South African culture where consumption patterns require a certain
moveable subject of perfection, reproduced many times over, in many different places.

Laboring for Love
Dancers themselves understand their work as in service to a greater artistic call as
much as a changing institution now oriented toward business. “I wouldn’t be able to do
this job if I didn’t love it. There’s no reason to do this. It’s sort of shit. But I love dancing
and I get to dance,” Victoria tells me as we sit in the velvet lined seats of the theatre
while the dress rehearsal for the new season of Giselle drags on in front of us. We talk
more, about her love of the form, her aches and pains, the “crap class” someone led the
company in this morning, and pros and cons of hairspray over hair gel. We both stop
dead in conversation—we both were never facing each other to begin with as we tried to
half pay attention to what was having on stage. “Look at her, look at that. I want to be
that.” Rose had walked on stage, smiling gently and sadly, the young, brokenhearted girl
transformed ghost, the dancer turned ballerina. She rose to a perfect arabesque, flanking
the audience at the seeming perfect angle so that, though balancing there alone, she
seemed to fill the entire stage. And then she came down, suddenly out of breath and
sweating, and, over the music in the background, asked to start again. “Let’s do it over—
it wasn’t right. Let’s try again.”
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CHAPTER THREE
Pirouette:
Ballet Diplomacy and Transnational Politics

Figure 3.1: Video stills of GBC dancers rehearsing a pirouette, October 2015.

Pirouette
[peer-WET]
Whirl or spin. A complete turn of the body on one foot, on point or demi-pointe.
Pirouettes are performed en dedans, turning inward toward the supporting leg,
or en dehors, turning outward in the direction of the raised leg. Correct body
placement is essential in all kinds of pirouettes. The body must be well centered
over the supporting leg with the back held strongly and the hips and shoulders
aligned. The force of momentum is furnished by the arms, which remain
immobile during the turn. The head is the last to move as the body turns away
from the spectator and the first to arrive as the body comes around to the
spectator, with the eyes focused at a definite point which must be at eye level.
This use of the eyes while turning is called "spotting." Pirouettes may be
performed in any given position, such as sur le cou-de-pied, en attitude, en
arabesque, à la seconde, etc. (Grant 1982, 84)
In early 2015, five students from Arlon Business School (ABS) spent a week
away from their elite United States M.B.A. program to study and consult with Gauteng
Ballet Company as the experiential part of a global development course. At the end of
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their stay with the ballet company in Johannesburg, the ABS students delivered a series
of strategic suggestions to boost interest in and attendance at the ballet. Most were
impractical for the small number of administrative staff already tasked with running
theatrical performances, schools outreach programs, ballet academy logistics, and
international touring, which required bureaucratic coordination and paperwork at every
turn. But, the ABS students helped catalyze one of their ideas while they were still in
residence: a social media campaign that they hoped would go viral, snowballing into a
huge new patron base for the company. In the “pirouette challenge,” both dancers and
laypeople were asked to “turn” as many times as they could as a pledge of support to
GBC and their development programs in previously disadvantaged communities. The
public relations staff recorded and posted videos of these pirouettes to the GBC Facebook
page and Instagram accounts.
To kick off the campaign, the ABS students filmed themselves attempting a
pirouette. One by one, they imitated the movements taught to them by the artistic director
of the company and collectively voiced their support for GBC. GBC dancers, coerced by
Dean, the GBC public relations manager, also filmed themselves—the dancers, who hail
from many countries, transforming the campaign into a one-upmanship, country versus
country—how many rotations could Cuba do against South Africa, Brazil against
Australia? While this ethnographic moment raises many of the questions about labor
discussed in chapter two, what I want to note here is that in the end, the videos marked
not only the dancers’ pirouettes, but also their internationalism. As dancers posted their
videos, their home ballet networks responded in kind. Ballet dancers across the globe
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linked their pirouettes in response, mapping the worldwide connections that existed
within the company.
A pirouette is a foundational turn in ballet—though a difficult movement to
master. Dependent on the exact placement of a dancer’s center of gravity, their grounding
to the floor, and their stretch upward—the turning axis is exacting and ever changing.
Often dancers walk into a rehearsal feeling “off their center,” unable to find within
themselves the place where balance in motion becomes a possibility. Watching a
pirouette is like watching time suspended and sped up simultaneously. A trick of the eye
and the body, a “good turner” can make three turns look like seven and end the set with a
still balance, on one foot, the other raised so that the uplifted foot attaches directly below
the knee, creating a figure four from the waist down. The landing is often in fourth
position—working (standing) leg lowered so the heel is on the ground, the bent leg
gracefully pulled back, and crossing behind. The dancer’s toes are the first to hit the floor
and she rolls through her whole foot—toes, ball, arch, and then finally her heel. The
landing—the ending—is as important as the turn, a teacher says to children, as is the
preparation. You give yourself away in your transitions.
A pirouette contains within it a repetition and return, a cycle and a transition, all
of which require coming back to the same position. A good pirouette can even hide the
quality and quantity of turns. The pirouette holds metaphors for shifting forms of South
African state power and performance in relation to its changing global partners: it
impresses and conceals, it involves a practice and an individual dancer. Changing
political regimes and their accompanying cultural diplomacy efforts turn around the same
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axes—ballet dancers’ body. This chapter looks at the dancing politics of those kinds of
transnational circuits through Gauteng Ballet Company’s “ballet diplomacy.” Ballet
diplomacy, a term coined by the company’s administration, is the international exchange
of dancers, teachers, techniques, and performances between GBC and other national
ballet companies and schools. Through “ballet diplomacy,” GBC demands to be an agent
of state power. The ballet company’s buy-in to South African nationalism locates the role
of dancers’ bodies, particularly privileged bodies, in the maintenance and dissemination
of state politics.
The proponents of ballet diplomacy maintain it is as an institutional structure
made visible through embodied practice. This claim allows for the continuance of
political and economic relationships that actively contribute to the sustenance of ballet in
post-apartheid South Africa. Moreover, these practices demonstrate that the relationship
between performance and state power does not simply exist in the state enacting a set of
ideologies on its populations, but can also function in circulation with performers and
actors who actively assert a claim to their national identities. In order to make my
argument, I first situate ballet diplomacy within the historical trajectory of professional
ballet in South Africa and its long-term embroilment with transnational politics. I then
explore GBC’s three main diplomatic partnerships within their conditions of possibility.
As this history demonstrates, GBC uses ballet diplomacy to provide evidence for its
commitment to post-apartheid South African ideals, such as racial diversity and political
and economic solidarity and investment with partners in the Global South. Their 10-year
exchange with the National Ballet of Cuba is their most sustained and enmeshed example
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of this sort of partnership, particularly answering the call for a more racially
representative ballet. By showcasing more dancers of color, the company is able to attract
more support, both political and financial. GBC’s two-year partnership with the Chinese
embassy and Hubei Ballet is evidence of the intertwinement of financial and political
pay-off through ballet diplomacy and a melding of art and business, much like they
imagine a future relationship with the United States might become. I conclude with a
discussion of GBC’s nascent diplomatic efforts with the United States, through which
they hope to secure forms of support that will propel them into the future.

What is ballet diplomacy?
Broadly considered, the South African ballet community is as much grounded in
and informed by the specifics of South African nationalisms and state formation as it is a
site for the transnational ethic that sustains ballet as well as other “global” art forms.
While ballet emerged from Europe, and its most well-known institutions are located in t
he Global North, the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries saw a proliferation of
the form across the Global South. Both through colonial pathways (and the “civilizing”
agenda), as well as Soviet emulations, schools and companies in places like New
Zealand, Australia, Iran, Turkey, China, Japan, South Korea, Brazil, Colombia, and Cuba
claim a portion of the ballet imaginary that is often overlooked by popular narrations of
its reach. In the post-socialist era, rarely do state and national companies include only
citizens (Cuba is a notable exception to this rule, as Lester Tomé, 2011, has attended to in
his dissertation), instead drawing on a network of dancers, teachers, and choreographers
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linked by training programs, competitions, and performances that cross the globe. In
South Africa, this transnationalism takes a particular bent, where GBC’s multinational
roster includes seven Cuban dancers, three Brazilians, an Australian, and an Irishman.
These international dancers allow GBC to make claims on state resources and
connections that would be impossible without their transnational ties. At the same time,
the dancers who move across national borders can often leverage their experience to
become more international (and thus more mobile), furthering their careers through their
global circulations. These motivations are not new to the ballet community, though they
are often narrated as such.
While all of the examples of ballet diplomacy I explore below (Cuba, China, and
the United States) fall under GBC’s diplomatic strategic plan, they derive from particular,
historically and culturally produced transnational relationships. They operate at the
intersections of economic, cultural, and political capital and are embodied performances.
Through ethnographic evidence, I articulate the direct relationship between
transnationalism and politics in the dancing world both now and during formal apartheid
rule. The circulations of dancers from the Global South to the Global North and its
reverse also entail circulations of political orders—visa applications and boycotts have as
much influence on a dancer’s career as their training, skill, and talent. The nationalization
of ballet training and professional companies throughout Western Europe, Latin America,
Asia, and, historically, South Africa, have produced dancers who are cultivated in the
name of the nation. While one can certainly not collapse the transnational circulation of
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dancers into the politics of the state, the political agency and potential of the ballet dancer
is always latent.
While Gauteng Ballet Company leadership argue that they are the originators of
“ballet diplomacy,” the sort of transnational exchanges they are involved in are part of a
sustained pattern in South African ballet that dates back to the turn of the 20th century.
Proponents have attempted to position ballet as the national art form of South Africa with
varying degrees of success in the last hundred years. Its constancy through major sociopolitical transformations suggests the form is far from its demise, unlike Jennifer
Homans’ (2011) suggestions that ballet is in need of eulogy. In large part due to its
devotees’ dedication and persistence, ballet has held a visible presence in a place, as a
friend told me over a beer in Cape Town, where perhaps “it doesn’t belong at all.”
The belonging question is an impossible one—ballet is and has been a part of
South African artistic practice for a century. Though its popularity ebbs and flows, ballet
is housed in professional institutions with deep roots that have consistently secured
teachers, dancers, choreographers, and funders. Specifically, in the post-apartheid era,
Gauteng Ballet Company does this by hooking itself onto the political ideologies and
rhetoric of the moment. The ballet has co-hosted events with the largest national labor
union, it has been an agent of a state developmentalist agenda—teaching children pliés
and tendus as promise for a “way out of the townships,” and its representatives have
testified before parliament—making a case for ballet as a repository of history and a
literal demonstration of the celebratory dancing that is the “South African soul.”
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Rife with questionable partnerships, undelivered promises, and spectacularly
transparent appeals to people with money and cultural clout, GBC manages to keep its
doors open, pay its dancers for fulltime employment, put on three or more large theatre
productions a year, and tour nationally and internationally in the most challenging
financial climates ballet has faced in its century-long history in South Africa. The
company casts people of color at all ranks in its productions, a mighty and important feat
for any major ballet company in the world. It has raised the status of ballet and ballet
dancing once again to the national stage in South Africa and it has redefined the ballet
business with corporate partnerships that are groundbreaking in the arts industry.
Ballet diplomacy is part and parcel of GBC’s larger strategic plan. As GBC
dancers and administrators step into diplomatic roles, they claim a stake in high order
state dealings. These sorts of exchanges welcome ministers, ambassadors, and business
tycoons into ballet audiences, making ballet a space for international negotiation and
dialogue—a meeting place for the who’s who of cultural and financial capital. On the
opening night of a 2015 production of Swan Lake, for example, the first three or four
rows of the Johannesburg Theatre were filled exclusively with African National Congress
officials, ambassadors from Cuba, China, and Colombia, South African indigenous
royalty, celebrity talk show hosts, and real estate, insurance, and natural resource moguls.
The ballet lends its artistic flare to political and business dealings. Case in point: an
informal studio performance before GBC’s ten-day tour of China in 2014 served as a
meeting space for Chinese business men and a member of the national mineral and
petroleum board to discuss Chinese investment in the mining industry—a meeting, Jaco
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(GBC’s executive director), pointed out with pride to the whole audience in his
concluding speech of the evening. South African ballet opens the space for diplomacy
and trade, a service to the state. GBC’s diplomatic relations also then serve the company,
as it is deemed as part and parcel of the transnational state-building projects it facilitates
in its studios.
State deployment of dance as a form of and space for cultural diplomacy is
certainly not new, nor is it unique to South Africa. Naima Prevots (1999) and Claire Croft
(2015) have documented the United States State Department sponsorship of hundreds of
international dance tours since the end of World War II, allowing for exercises in soft
power and a specific branding of America’s national image. Hélène Neveu Kringelbach
(2013) shows how the French government and its agent abroad, the Alliance Française,
invest in dance partnerships with former colonies in sub-Saharan Africa. France also
serves as host for one of the largest African dance and performance festivals in the world,
which convenes in the former colonial metropole of Paris. Contemporary South African
dance diplomacy, however, is unique as the ballet’s pitch as an avenue for soft power and
cultural exchange comes from within the institution itself—a business orientation toward
nationalism where the company transforms itself into an agent of the state (and its
dancers as embodiments of the nation), as opposed to the state selecting the companies
and artists who circulate under the auspices of the state internationally.

Transnational Legacies:
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Erica is a 21-year old woman with long dark brown hair and a slight build, even
for a ballet dancer. She’s at GBC for the day, taking class alongside her sister-in-law, a
corps de ballet member. Born in a small town in the Western Cape, Erica left South
Africa at the behest of her teachers when she was 16, moving to London and studying at
the Royal Ballet School. After school, she was offered a position in the Royal Ballet,
where she has been ever since. Erica’s family owns a large tract of land that her
grandparents farmed, but now, her father, a doctor, and mother, an accountant, use it to
raise their four children. Her parents didn’t want her to leave home, but she was already
commuting an hour each way for ballet, taking her away from the rhythms of family life.
And they had known several other dancers who had studied in England. “It was an
extraordinary chance, when I got in. Royal Ballet, it’s the dream. And it really is. I don’t
know, maybe I’ll come back here, teach what I’ve learned eventually. What my teachers
did.” As a member of the Royal Ballet, Erica is building on a long-established tradition of
ballet exchange between South Africa and England that finds its roots in British
colonialism and replicates itself from generation to generation. GBC’s teacher that
morning, Barbara, is a 60-year-old white woman with silver hair cut into a sharp bob,
standing five feet tall with razor straight posture. Erica runs forward to greet her with a
hug. Barbara has taught Erica over the years and they are close. When Erica was first
considering leaving South Africa for England, Barbara encouraged her to do so, saying
her own decision to move and train abroad “made my life as a dancer possible.” Both of
them are graduates of the Royal Ballet School, their names on the long list of dancers
who have forged dancing connections to old colonial pathways.
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This history and its contemporary manifestations are what most balletomanes and
ballet historians call to mind when they narrate the story of South African ballet. Building
on a ballet historiography that locates the form solidly within the Global North, the
“aberrations” of the Global South must be explained in their relation to the old colonial
metropoles. These narrations, built on real transnational pathways, however, undermine
seeing the ways South African ballet and its dancers constitute and contribute to
transnational forms and spaces of knowledge production. In reality, they mark continuity
with the colonial past while creating a template for new, radically different international
exchanges.
South African ballet has been transnational from its conception. British
colonialism facilitated ballet’s arrival in South Africa; the first ballet classes were offered
as programming for British ladies’ clubs in Johannesburg and Cape Town, designed to
teach grace and refinement to young white women on the tip of the African continent.
Concerned with the cultivation of proper women in such a wild and exotic landscape,
then called “fancy dancing” took hold in the early 1900s. By the teens, several young
women left their immediate families in South Africa and went to study at the Operatic
Dancing Association of Great Britain (now known as the Royal Academy of Dance) or
with originally Italian based Cecchetti method teachers. These young women returned to
South Africa and then began offering ballet classes as colonial British families began to
find it “fashionable for virtually every well-bred little white girl to take ballet lessons, for
at least a few years, to develop good posture, deportment and refinement of movement”
(Triegaart, 1999: 468). For the next nearly fifty years, if dancers, all white, wanted to
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pursue either teaching dance or dancing as a full-time career, they left, at least for a
while, and studied in England.
This connection to the commonwealth was far from unusual. The godmother of
British ballet, Ninette de Valois, helped the establishment of ballet companies throughout
the empire, most notably in its other settler colonies of Australia and New Zealand.
Additionally, a series of famous English ballet dancers toured the country, perhaps most
notably Alicia Markova and Margot Fonteyn, both in the 1950s. These performances are
persistent parts of the imagined ballet history of South Africa, marking the country as a
part of the British imperial circuit.
All of the early figures of South African ballet trace their dancing lineages to
England. David Poole, an important figure in Cape Town’s professional ballet
community, explained in 1969: “As ballet grows in South Africa, it is a tremendous
tribute to ballet in Britain. Because in every way, the people who are running it and the
repertory we do have up to now had to draw from British ballet and the classics which,
thank God, British ballet has preserved” (Poole, 1969: 18). Even after the official rise of
apartheid and South Africa’s exit from the Commonwealth in 1961, ballet fan clubs
planned tours to London to catch the Royal Ballet’s latest seasons, companies scrambled
to get the latest choreographic works coming out of the country, and the best dancers with
the best connections would still try to get to England to complete their training and secure
a position in one of the country’s many companies.
Homi Bhabha (1990) tells us that “the ambivalent, antagonistic perspective of
nation as narration will establish the cultural boundaries of the nation so that they may be
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acknowledged as ‘containing’ thresholds of meaning that must be crossed, erased, and
translated in the process of cultural production” (4). The transnational connections that
the ballet maintains, creates, and facilitates demonstrate how performance in “the name
of the nation” both helps reify systems of power—mainly the enduring forms of white
hegemony out of which it was born—and marks the narration of the national as it
unravels in the wake of individual agency and resistance—often on the same stage.
From the mid-1960s through the end of formal apartheid rule, all four of South
Africa’s professional ballet companies were direct subsidiaries of the state and
correspondingly were segregated, all-white institutions. GBC’s apartheid-era predecessor,
the Gauteng Commission on the Arts’ Ballet (GAB), was the paradigm of high art for the
privileged white minority in Johannesburg and nearby Pretoria. At the same time, though
it was a state institution, GAB was also multinational; despite boycotts, the company
attracted a Spanish dancer and several Russian, English, and American dancers. These
international dancers, much like their current successors at GBC, brought their own
dancing networks with them to South Africa. On the one hand, these dancers expanded
the global connections of the company and thus undermined its commitments to the
nationalistic, exclusionary apartheid state. These dancers’ presence may have also
undercut the impact the cultural boycott had on the apartheid state and enraged the
African National Congress’s cultural desk, which was run by a dance professor
throughout the 1980s and early 90s. In both readings, the work of ballet diplomacy
expanded the reach of the South African state—though it remains an open question as to
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if the presence of international dancers truly undermined the commitments of the ballet to
the apartheid state.
Drawing on a very different network of transnational politicking, the 1992
reopening of the Johannesburg Civic Theatre—a city owned property and then new home
of the ballet—was marked by a performance by the Dance Theatre of Harlem, a New
York-based ballet company composed almost exclusively of dancers of color. The
performances were billed as representations of the future of a non-racial South Africa and
an inclusive South African ballet; of which Nelson Mandela remarked in a letter to
company director Arthur Mitchell, “for a few hours, I was able to forget all my troubles”
(private archives). This lineage demonstrates how ballet has implicated itself in radically
different forms of transnational state politics since its arrival in South Africa though,
again, in different ways and with different consequences and how national and
international systems of power and privilege sustain its current development. The buy-in
of ballet nationalism locates the role of dancers’ bodies in the maintenance and
dissemination of state politics. That makes the ballet studio a complex space of
transnational negotiations that sometimes, though not always, are made visible in more
public and political realms.
South African ballet has been built and sustained in relation to both its global
partners and performers. The political motivations and consequences of such
exchanges—as they are made “in the name of” the nation—are historically contingent
and give insight into the very particular and different shaping of nationalist ideologies
and practices all through the performance of ballet. State power, Kelly Askew writes,
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“not only requires performance, but instead is itself more often than not an act of
performance” (2002: 8). GBC, the contemporary inheritor of the entwinement of ballet
and nation, maintains itself as a relevant cultural institution (no longer with guaranteed
state or governmental funding or the apartheid state’s color bar) because it argues it can
promote a new ballet and, therefore, a new South Africa—mainly by building political
and economic relationships through transnational and national ballet partnerships and
cultivating a new generation of black dancers and audiences. Yet, GBC can make these
claims because its predecessors performed a radically different transnational project
under the apartheid state.

The question of race continues to plague GBC. Recent grants from the city of
Johannesburg entailed a promise that GBC would stage an entirely black ballet on the
same stage that Dance Theatre of Harlem, a company of dancers of color, used two
decades prior. The promised performance has yet to materialize. Even with GBC’s active
recruitment of dancers of color from outside of South Africa, there just aren’t enough
dancers for such an event. This issue, the unfulfilled promise of a South African ballet
that looks like the demographics of South Africa, haunts the ballet as they continue to
pursue political connections. Their reputation as agents of the state is dependent on their
representation of a racially diverse, democratic nation. GBC’s administrators often pin
the possibility of fulfilling the promise of racial diversity on their partnership with Cuba,
a country that consistently produces dancers of color and, moreover, tout ballet as its
national art form, a ballet that is beyond the confines of race and class.
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Cuba:
We’re riding in the company van to a small, private performance at the Cuban
embassy, a solid one-hour drive from the GBC studios in central Johannesburg. The
black-tie affair, for which I am (as usual) underdressed, was a prime venue for dancers
and administrators to hobnob with Johannesburg’s cultural elite and the dancers were
specifically asked to bring nice clothing to change into after their dancing. Juan, Ernesto,
and Roberto, all Cuban dancers, and I are chatting in the back of the van about their
upcoming tour to China, a fairly last minute ten-day trip hooked into the final festivities
of the official “South Africa Year” in China (the next calendar year was “China Year” in
South Africa). We have been talking a lot lately since I laughed at one Roberto’s jokes,
spoken in Spanish, in the studio. Surprised and delighted there was someone else in the
studio that spoke Spanish, the Cuban and Brazilian dancers had let me in on their many
side conversations in the studio and elsewhere. Occasionally, I served as translator for the
dancers during interviews, a role for which my broken Spanish was not always equipped.
Nonetheless, my language skills—honed, if imperfectly, with the Cuban Floridians of my
childhood—allowed me a degree of access I had previously not enjoyed as yet another
white English speaker in the room.
In trying to decipher the construction of privilege in ballet, my Cuban
interlocutors, most of whom did not pass as white, and I spent many hours talking about
race and racism both in our home communities and in the context of the apartheid state.
Even though apartheid had formally ended over fifteen years before their arrivals in
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South Africa, they felt the resonances of the white supremacist state in their daily lives.
Apartheid race laws were centrally concerned with controlling the mobility of people
based on racial categories violently constructed and enforced through the enactment of a
police state. These categories were and continue to be the major cadences in which South
Africans see and understand race. Yet, on any given day in the GBC studios, a selfpurported national ballet company, there are upwards of three competing state-informed
conceptions and classifications of race: Cuban, South African, and American.
Correspondingly, our conversations around their conceptualizations and experiences of
race entail talking about nations, histories, and diasporas that are often not part of the
“new” non-racial in South Africa’s popular imaginary. They are, however, an intimate
part of ballet and the racialization of ballet in South Africa now.
GBC’s main diplomatic partner, the National Ballet of Cuba, rose to its current
position after it was bolstered by an infusion of money and support from Fidel Castro in
1948, and the revolution’s ties to the USSR, a powerhouse of ballet. While GBC dancers
have performed as part of Havana’s International Ballet Festival and trained at the
school’s summer and teaching programs, the majority of the now nearly decade-long
exchange has happened on South African soil with Cuban dancers. The Cuban
partnership has two major benefits for GBC: 1. The Cubans provide GBC with black
and/or male dancers, both of whom are desperately needed and 2. The partnership itself
gives credence to the ballet company’s claims to nationalist politics that are in line with
the new South African state. Through their diplomacy with Cuba, GBC is cementing its
place as an important cultural institution on a national and international scale.
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Beginning in the 1970s, Cuba provided military training, armed personnel, and
weapons to anti-imperialist struggles throughout Southern Africa. The revolutionary
Cuban government is particularly well-known for arming the anti-colonial Angolan state
during the apartheid government’s war with them in Namibia. During this same period
and throughout the struggle for democracy, Cuba was a public supporter of both the
South African Communist Party and African National Congress’s anti-apartheid efforts
on the international diplomatic stage. Nelson Mandela and Fidel Castro went on to have a
long political friendship, publicly praising one another for their visions of antiimperialist, non-racial societies (Mandela and Castro, 1991). In contemporary
Johannesburg, however, Cuba is famous not for this militarized historical legacy but for
sending two things to South Africa: doctors and dancers. Cuba’s mission in supporting
South Africa has shifted from militarized intervention to humanitarian aid and cultural
exchange.
On the one hand, South African ballet institutions and their traditional methods of
training echo the state’s white colonial heritage. Simultaneously, however, the Cuban
dancers and teachers who GBC brings into their studios really are the lifeblood of a
potential post-apartheid ballet. In public rhetoric, GBC hails Cuba as their perfect
partners because Cuban ballet has done what they strive to do in South Africa.
Propagandists from both sides report that Cuban ballet has achieved non-racialism and
non-classism within its studios and among its audiences. The form is a national pastime,
popular entertainment for everyone. “Even my cab driver had a favorite ballerina,” Jaco
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says to a group of patrons at a private fundraising event before opening night of GBC’s
first major production of 2015.
In July of 2013, GBC put on an International Ballet Gala in celebration of Alicia
Alonso, the mother of post-revolutionary ballet in Cuba. The gala also coincided with the
seven-year anniversary of the Cuban-South African ballet partnership. The performances
featured ballet dancers from South Africa, China, Cuba, the United States, and elsewhere
around the world at Montecasino’s Teatro, a theatre embedded in a casino complex in
Johannesburg’s northern suburbs. As they entered the theatre, audience members were
shuttled through metal detectors and their bags searched by one of the eight security
guards stationed by the entrance.12 Five minutes before the beginning of the program,
once most of the attendees were in their seats, a series of camera flashes began going off
near one of the house doors. A low chatter set in as the 93-year-old Alicia Alonso, the
prima ballerina assoluta in a long, glittering dress and sunglasses, walked in. Surrounding
her were a posse of photographers, the Cuban ambassador to South Africa, the Deputy
Minister of Arts and Culture, and the Deputy President of South Africa; GBC
12

In the years since apartheid, armed security personnel and systems have
skyrocketed in popularity throughout urban South Africa as a response to upper
classes’ fears of violence and theft. This fear, which has been documented
ethnographically by Vincent Crapanzano (1985) among others, emerges from a
panic among protected white South Africans during the country’s transition to
democracy, that their lives and property were in danger and the country would
devolve in the hands of the black majority. Guards armed with machine guns are a
common presence particularly in sites of capitalist accumulation such as malls and
bank ATMS. Security infrastructure such as high, concrete walls, electrified fences,
security guards, and metal detectors, and the political, embodied practices that they
generate have become so quotidian in South Africa that they have become merely
contextual for an event like the gala, represented as an apolitical and detached
event.
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administrators, security guards followed behind. Once Alonso was seated, the house
lights went dark, as if to indicate her arrival as the beginning of the show. Before the
dancing began, the politicians in attendance each spoke, glorifying Alonso’s contribution
to a non-racial, nationalist project of ballet. The South African Deputy Minister of Arts
and Culture’s speech is an example:
Not only is Madame Alonso a shining light and an inspiration to her own country,
but to the whole world, and in many ways to us here in South Africa in our unique
and special circumstances. Under Madame Alonso’s guidance, Cuban ballet has
served as a unifying force in Cuba, cutting across race, cultural heritage, social
backgrounds, and political beliefs, not only to unite the nation, but to serve as a
source of great national pride. In this way, she serves as a wonderful example to
us here in South Africa in the ways in which the arts can become a focus, a
rallying point, and an aspirational endeavor for our young generations.
As the Cuban ambassador to South Africa indicated in his speech the same evening,
Cuban politics more broadly emphasizes a society beyond race and class, of which the
ballet is a prime example. While this grand political discourse embedded in the CubanSouth African ballet connection directly bolsters GBC’s claims to national and
international politics, there are other material benefits to this exchange. Whether or not
ballet in Cuba is truly non-racial (Carlos Acosta, probably the most famous Cuban dancer
today, suggests otherwise in his 2008 memoir), the Cuban National Ballet School
consistently produces dancers of color. GBC has made promises both to the city of
Johannesburg, their largest funder, to either train or hire dancers of color, particularly
black dancers. “We want ballet to be for everyone,” a member of the Johannesburg City
Council, a regular at the ballet, tells me, “the children need to see themselves on the
stage.” Cuban ballet dancers, then, offer an immediate solution to the otherwise
whitewashed South African ballet community.
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Figure 3.2: Montecasino Teatro, July 2013.
Through school programs in black communities surrounding Johannesburg, GBC
is attempting to demonstrate that in future generations, the dancers of color on its stage
will be South African, not Cuban or otherwise. This plan has been far from realized. As
these programs age, the company’s South African contingent remains predominantly
white. There is a gap in training opportunities, making it nearly impossible for dancers
above the age of fourteen (the age that ballet training must begin in earnest for the
possibility of a professional career) to get the training necessary to be on par with their
white peers who trained in the private studios of rich Johannesburg suburbs. These
programs, GBC administrators claim, will also solve the “boy problem” in the ballet.
There is a conspicuous absence of boys of any racial demographic in pre-professional
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ballet classes. The few that do get to such levels often leave because, as Thando, a black
dancer from Soweto who now dances with Carolina Ballet in the United States, told me:
“the taunting was just unbearable after a point.” Bias against boys in ballet is certainly
not a uniquely South African problem, but it is a significant problem for South African
ballet. Cuban dancers, again, fill a necessary space at GBC, while solidifying
transnational ties.
Pedro is a 21-year-old dancer from Cuba. He’s been with GBC for almost five
years now, joining officially after graduating from Cuba’s National Ballet School when
he was not offered a spot in the National Ballet of Cuba. He told me of the eighteen
graduates of the school every year only six get offered spots in the national company.
And because of complications with work permits and political contentiousness, it’s often
very difficult for Cuban dancers to get jobs internationally, making the South African
exchange particularly appealing. Many ballet dancers have defected to the U.S. for better
careers. But because of the particularities of training in Cuba, they often find getting
employment difficult because their technique represents an older era of ballet aesthetics.
Pedro’s father was not thrilled with his choice to become a ballet dancer, and had
actually stopped his older brother from going to ballet school, saying “baseball was for
boys and ballet was for girls.” But, Pedro was both talented and obstinate and auditioned
for the National Ballet School in Havana when he was 14. He moved to South Africa, a
place he previously didn’t even think had a ballet company, when he was 18. Pedro is
one of six Cuban dancers in the company at the moment, four men and two women who
make a substantial impact on a company of less than thirty. Pedro was part of the first
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contingent of Cuban dancers who were offered full-time employment at GBC and their
numbers have waxed and waned, but the Cuban delegation has held a steady presence in
the company in the last decade.
Pedro and his colleagues do fairly well in the company. They came in as
soloists—an unusually high ranking, as very rarely do young dancers join a company at
anything above apprentices or corps de ballet. They all make just under 10000 ZAR
($900) a month, which while fairly pitiful by international standards, is decent pay in a
company where some dancers make as little at 3000 ZAR. And because none of them
have South African drivers’ licenses, the company drivers provide them transport
whenever they need it. The four men are also excellent turners and jumpers so they get
featured in a lot of the shorter corporate performances that are making up more and more
of the company’s season. They dance more than many of their colleagues.
The Cuban exchange is now long established; it does not produce a huge amount
of direct financial support for GBC. Instead, it shores up political affiliation and
importance that attracts state actors to its studios and theaters. The company’s recent
inroads into China were driven by an administrative drive to increase their international
reputation while also cultivating some much-needed financial investment. GBC argues
that their exchanges with the Cubans gives them a foundation and model to promote nonracialism and diversify its ranks, in addition to solidify historical friendships between the
Cuban socialists and the ANC. Their exchange with China, however, does not overtly
draw on a discourse of race and racial diversity, but rather, is framed as a purely political
and economic exchange.
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China:
In early 2015, the GBC studios were overflowing with dancers. Morning class had
to be split in two, with half of the dancers heading upstairs, a studio usually only utilized
for smaller rehearsals and academy classes. Five days before, twenty six dancers from the
Hubei Ballet of China joined the general company, which included six Cubans. Tonight
was opening night of the GBC-Hubei joint production of Swan Lake and the first foray
into ballet diplomacy with China on South African soil. The Chinese South African ballet
exchange is still in its infancy, and? this run of performances, met with much praise, was
the first joint production and the first time that Chinese ballet dancers en masse had
performed on a South African stage. The first Chinese-South African exchange had
happened just a few months earlier—GBC’s ten-day tour of China as part of the closing
festivities for South Africa year in China. 2015, then, was China year in South Africa,
and with heavy investment from the Johannesburg City Council and the Chinese
embassy, the lavish international production was mounted.
Swan Lake has an impossibly difficult corps de ballet role, where dozens of
women dressed as swans must move quickly, gracefully, and in exacting synchronicity
with one another. GBC’s corps had been practicing for months, under a constant barrage
of corrections from the ballet mistress. But, with just five days to go, they then had to
integrate their casts with their Chinese counterparts. The Chinese dancers had learned
their parts from video recordings and two weeks before, the ballet master and his wife, a
soloist in the company, went to the Hubei studios in China to clean and correct what they
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had been working on thousands of miles away. While the task was a hefty one, especially
with a significant language barrier, everyone muddled through surprisingly well—a
general spirit of generosity seeped through the floors and patience, a skill rarely
cultivated in the upper echelons of ballet artistic staff, reigned supreme.
The Cuban and Chinese dancers share more technical specificities in ballet
practice than their geographies might suggest. This transnational continuity, now also
triangulated with South Africa, is historical, political, and embodied. Both Cuban and
Chinese primarily teach methods derived from the Russian Vaganova method and both
benefitted from the USSR’s investment in cultural programs that transformed ballet into
an art for revolution. That their new meeting place is in Johannesburg, however, is less
predictable. GBC’s relationship with China is forward-oriented. The Swan Lake season
ended with a ceremonial signing of an “agreement of cooperation,” a signal toward future
collaboration, building on, and attempting to solidify, the preexisting relationship
between the Chinese and South African states. The ANC is attempting to court more
Chinese investment on South African soil, though they have already had a heavy hand in
mining, public and private infrastructure, and other land-based projects throughout the
country. Contrastingly, the Cuban link is foraged through a narration of the past made
present through dancers’ bodies. Nonetheless, undergirding these state ties are lineages of
socialism within the ANC’s ranks as well as in post-Maoist China, and post-revolutionary
Cuba. This particular historical framing, with its own sets of entanglements and
contradictions, underlines the quick-footed politics of GBC—deploying connections
made through socialist ideologies and practices in pursuit of cultural investment or
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turning a profit. Ballet dances itself to a central meeting point for national and capital
ideologies, a political sleight of hand that sustains those at its institutional core.

The United States:
I am standing next to a young black man, about my age, dressed sharply in a suit
jacket and pressed gingham button down, and talking with him about the challenges of
ballet in South Africa and the United States. A woman stands behind a large camera,
recording us for a national news segment—a story on a public lecture event hosted by
Johannesburg’s premiere business school that same evening, “The Business of Ballet.”
Bewildered at best, I stumble through this interview and a subsequent one, trying to
accurately represent my research, Gauteng Ballet Company’s current challenges, and the
relationship between business interests, investors, and ballet. I am three weeks into
fieldwork, terrified of saying the wrong thing, mentioning the wrong people, or citing the
wrong example while maintaining a degree of honesty about my critical stance. I had
acquired unparalleled access to the company, my main field site, almost immediately
after my arrival in Johannesburg (still jet-lagged as I sat in the executive director’s office)
and a fumble on national television would surely have long term ramifications in my dayto-day work.
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Figure 3.3: GBC ballet students perform at the “Business of Ballet” event,
September 2014.
As the camera lights faced me, I barely process where I am and what I am being
asked. I had walked into the lecture demonstration with Jaco, the executive director, and
company dancers as an audience member and assistant—I set up GBC signage, helped
lay the portable dance floor down over the carpeted seminar room floor, asked attendees
to sign in, and then silently sat in the back row as dancers performed and Jaco delivered
his lecture. But at the end of the formal programming, Dean, the public relations manager
and my supervisor for the evening, asked me to stay—talking me up to the various press
outlets in attendance. “She’s an American researcher writing about ballet and politics...
bridging our company with the United States.” Dean is a former dancer from
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Pietermaritzburg in his early thirties. He wears brightly colored shirts under fashionable
blazers, but his signature style is his hair, closely shaved on the sides and back and dyed
white, blue, or green on top, depending on the week or the season. When Dean speaks, it
is with clarity and speed and his sentence structure often mirrors that of a press release—
short sentences, reiteration of key points, and a broad, somewhat ambiguous undercurrent
of GBC as central— for what and to whom were left to the interpretation of his
audiences. The same held when he speaks about me; my project serves GBC, especially
as evidence of GBC’s international pull—all the way from America.
These facilitated conversations between the press and me became relatively
commonplace over the course of my year of fieldwork. My persistent presence was useful
for the company’s public image, even as my research seemed to hold little value for
them. Dean would ask me privately: “How many people will read your thesis? This is a
school project, yes?,” prodding as I rut around the company’s archival shelves that sit
next to his desk. But, when I stand in front of reporters, board members, and potential
investors, the conversation shifts toward my American pedigree, a lineage GBC could
and did claim as their own.
The television reporters and other members of the press who interviewed me in
the proceeding months were consistent with one thing—at the behest of company
representatives, they asked me to speak about South Africa in relation to the United
States. How did ballet, or sometimes art more generally, differ in quality, training, and
funding across the two countries? What did American ballet look like? Where were South
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Africa and the United States ranked on the international ballet stage? What did American
ballet do better that South Africa could learn from?
I was asked to compile a list of potential American funders for future projects—
grantors and philanthropists who would be interested in backing a particularly South
African production. “We can make something… about South Africa… about Mandela.
Whatever they want,” a company administrator tells me. My American pedigree and my
knowledge of the American arts funding landscape (as result of my previous career as a
grant writer) appealed to both the press and the company— I had the potential to be both
a resource of knowledge and strategy as well as a representation of the internationalism
of GBC. I was an embodiment of a new global partner and an American to boot.
GBC had been trying to build ties with American ballet and American investors
for several years. Months after my first visit to South Africa in 2012, they partnered with
Arlon Business School for the first time. The pirouette challenge I index earlier was their
third collaboration in which the Arlon students visited for a week, conducted focus
groups and interviews with potential consumers, and suggesting business tactics for
higher profits and more commercial success. The pirouette challenge, like many of the
other student recommendations, did not go viral in the ways that they had hoped. While
the videos in circulation mapped GBC’s global lineages and partnerships in the ballet
world, the campaign did not spread to a wider audience. But, GBC’s attraction to the
Arlon partnership did not lie in their products, but their presence (much, it seemed,
similar to my work with them). Ballet people in South Africa consider the American
ballet world particularly difficult to break into and quite lucrative if you are successful,
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both for companies and individual dancers. The few South African dancers who have
broken into American ballet in recent years are heralded as heroes in their home ballet
communities and are often welcomed back as guest artists and dance competition judges.
In the United States, South African dancers are compensated at a level that could never
be matched at home and achieve international fame.
While my pull within the American funding institutions was limited, my position
within the company as an American researcher still attracted the sort of attention GBC
courted. With both my and ABS’s connections to GBC, the company had proof positive
that they were an international organization that secured South Africa’s links beyond its
borders. ABS and I were the first solid links for the company to the United States—the
start of a new international exchange that would, company leadership hoped, pave
pathways between the two countries and raise the profile and profits of the company both
within South Africa and internationally.
When GBC administrators explained their desires for connections with the United
States, they did not mention the historical ties between the U.S. and South Africa. The
U.S. gave secret weapons support of the apartheid government’s South African Defense
Force in opposition to anti-colonialist movements, proxy wars for their fights against the
rising U.S.S.R. and global socialism. United States artists (most famously, Paul Simon)
routinely broke boycotts and performed in the country and some U.S. popular television
and music were readily available throughout apartheid South Africa in ways that British
media were not. This history is obscured by the possibilities of future partnerships with
America.
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While South African professional ballet has historical and colonial ties with
England and political investments (and friendships) with Cuba and China, America,
considered the prime stage for blending art and business—arts funding and institutional
security—had remained out of their immediate network for a long while. However, the
assumed relationship between art and business is just that, assumed. The potential for
longer-term financial and cultural investment from the United States, like GBC has
benefitted from with China and Cuba, may not be realistic. After my first visit with the
company in 2012, I was having lunch with Liza, a former American fundraising
colleague, who had read about GBC in the news and wanted to hear directly about their
successes at blending what has traditionally been a non-profit or state-sponsored
institutional structure with the demands of market capitalism. GBC has used its leverage
with political allies to attract financial investors from across economic sectors—it
receives sponsorship from multiple embassies, banks, an airline, and even a trade union.
These investors often have a shared interest through which partnerships outside the ballet
may form. For Liza, then, GBC was the model American organizations should be
learning from (especially as U.S. foundation and government support for the arts shrinks
from year to year), not the other way around.
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Figure 3.4: Video still of GBC in rehearsal for their “live commercial” for a national
airline. The choreography is meant to have ballerinas imitate planes in flight.
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Figure 3.5: Video still of GBC in rehearsal for their “live commercial” for a national
airline. The choreography is meant to have ballerinas imitate planes in flight.
GBC’s political connections, forged through deep transnational pathways, have
enabled the company to succeed in securing itself as a major cultural institution in an
otherwise rapidly changing social landscape. Their diplomatic efforts can sometimes be
seen to conflate art and business, as in the case of their American connections. But the
larger strategies and relationships spanning Cuba, China, and the United States make
clear that ballet diplomacy is bigger than its monetary orientation. GBC has realized that
they must proceed on many fronts, explore many political and economic possibilities.
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GBC’s ballet diplomacy, even in its nascent stages with the United States, locates the
potential for state power within the bodies of individuals. Individual dancers utilize these
connections for their own ends. At the behest of Arlon Business School students, dancers
from across the globe pirouette, turning in rapid succession, to land where they begin—
two feet planted securely in the studios of a South African ballet company. Their dancing
enacts an institutional claim to state power, a participation in the performances of
transnational politicking that secures ballet a place on national and international stages.
But, GBC’s institutional claims are legitimated through the actual work of ballet, an
embodied practice.

Dancing across borders:
Above I have demonstrated the political links between national and state
governments and ballet institutions in South Africa. Despite GBC’s claims as the
originator of “ballet diplomacy,” their participation in political partnerships, key to their
institutional goals as well as beneficial for their partners, is consistent with South African
history. Ballet and transnational politics have, since the early 20th century, been
embroiled with one another—demonstrating, as Bob White (2008) has phrased it: “the
ways in which it had become implicated in the performance of state-based forms of
power and authority” (xiv). The transnational exchanges embedded within ballet
diplomacy cannot simply be collapsed as political performances. Dancers, who often
narrate themselves beyond the politicking of their national companies and schools,
perform as representatives of the nation. They are direct beneficiaries of the investments
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of governments and institutions such as GBC, that frame them as agents of state ideology
and performance. When ballet is performed, practiced, and experienced in these diverse
modes and locations, it is wrought with political potential and deployment. Because it has
retained a relatively cohesive aesthetic and maintained its elite location in international
imaginaries, ballet often appears as if it is simply the performance of artistry, here
strategically deployed for the state. But ballet performances are historically and culturally
situated, wrought with politics within their construction and execution, and made into
being through bodily moves.
GBC has gained much traction as they’ve engaged the political ideologies of the
state and brought them onto the stage and into the studio, enabling investment, mobility,
and success perhaps otherwise unattainable. Nonetheless, it remains important to situate
contemporary forms of transnational ballet politicking within its broader history, in which
the persistent question of race and the enduring forms of white hegemony within South
African ballet begin to come into view more fully. Moreover, these practices are only
made possible by practitioners; ballet is made by the dancers themselves. These dancers
have their own politics, careers and commitments to consider and their own creative ways
of deploying the transnational pathways that ballet creates for them.
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CHAPTER FOUR
First Position:
Micro-politics of Technique and Embodiments of State Power

Figure 4.1: Zama Dance School students standing in first position, July 2015.

Pieds, cinq positions des
[sen paw-zee-SYAWN day pyay]
Five positions of the feet. There are five basic positions of the feet in classical
ballet, and every step or movement is begun and ended in one or another of these
positions, which were established by Pierre Beauchamp, maître de ballet of the
Académie Royale de Musique et de Danse from 1671 to 1687.
First position (Première position):
In this position the feet form one line, heels touching one another.
Second position (Seconde position):
The feet are on the same line but with a distance of about one foot between the
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heels.
Third position (Troisième position):
In the third position one foot is in front of the other, heels touching the middle of
the other foot.
Fourth position (Quatrième position):
In the fourth position the placement of the feet is similar to that in the third
position, the feet being parallel and separated by the length of one foot. This is
the classical fourth position but it may also be done with the feet in the first
position, only separated by the space of one foot. The former is known as
quatrième position croisée (crossed fourth position), while the latter is called
quatrième position ouverte (open fourth position). Today quatrième position
croisée is done with the feet placed as in the fifth position, parallel and separated
by the length of one foot, instead of the third position.
Fifth position (Cinquième position):
In the fifth position, Cecchetti method, the feet are crossed so that the first joint
of the big toe shows beyond either heel. In the French and Russian Schools the
feet are completely crossed so that the heel of the front foot touches the toe of the
back foot and vice versa. (Grant 1982, 82)
Twice a week, I drive Timna and Neo, dancers with the Gauteng Ballet Company,
to a community center on the Alexandra township north of Johannesburg. Together with
a few others, they teach children’s ballet classes free of charge as part of the ballet
company’s development programs. This week, fifty or so kids wait impatiently to be
called into auditions for the next session of Gauteng Ballet Company’s children’s ballet
classes. My task is to get them or their parents to sign in—give me their phone numbers,
ages, and addresses. After which, I give them a number, pinned to their swimming
costumes or t-shirts over leggings they’ve worn for the auditions. I am reminded of
Matthew Hull’s Government of Paper as I sift through the listings later, paper evidence
of the materiality of state power and the specificities of bureaucracy. Contact forms, sign
in sheets, audition numbers, class guidelines, attendance records—the level of
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documentation involved in keeping track of children, many of whom have no access to
their own birth certificates is thick. These papers provide proof of the work of the school
and the existence of its students, products of embodied practice.
Neo calls back the young dancers who are auditioning in groups of ten or so while
Timna teaches the regularly scheduled class in the room next door. The auditions were
meant to happen in age brackets, but children are showing up too haphazardly to really
make that happen—and we run way past the official close of auditions as more kids
stream in. Later, I ask Susan, the director of the development program, why they hold
auditions at all, especially since I know they offer a spot in the program to everyone—
“We are gauging interest, I guess. But, more importantly, the kids feel like they have
accomplished something, they feel special, selected.”
Neo is on the lookout, though, not just for development program students, but for
an elect group who, based on their natural abilities might be a good fit for company’s
Cuban School. These kids receive more intensive training that is far more regular, several
times a week, in Braamfontein. Ken, the company driver, fetches them all from their
homes in Alex, along with other children from Soweto, Hillbrow, and elsewhere. These
kids are portrayed as the great hope of the ballet company—the dancers who will change
the race of ballet in South Africa and bring diversity into the company’s otherwise white
South Africa ranks.
Neo has the kids line up facing forward toward the tall blank brick wall behind
him. He demonstrates first position—legs straight, knees and hips turned out, feet and
toes pointing outward, away from the body. It’s the most basic of ballet positions and
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mastery of its technical demands give ballet dancers the “duck walk” that, among other
things, make them so distinguishable. The children try to imitate, forcing their feet,
though rarely their knees or hips, outward. A young boy is focusing so hard that his
tongue sticks out between his lips. Neo has them stay put, or at least attempt to, as he
walks around the room to each dancer, bends over, and tries to force their stance to a full
hundred eighty degrees. Some kids stumble, others manage to hold the position for a few
minutes—their knee caps facing forward as their toes face outward. I cringe—perhaps
partly because of the aesthetics, but mostly because of the creak in my own knees—no
doubt a product of the hundreds if not thousands of times my own knees did not line up
over my toes in first position.
As the children struggle to stay in the positions he’s placed their bodies in, Neo
walks over to me where I’m leaning against the brick wall in the doorway. He asks me
about a #7, Amahle, a tiny girl with tightly braided hair and a look of resolve plastered on
her face. She didn’t immediately have that 180-degree turnout Neo was in pursuit of, but
she could stand tall and not fall over when Neo pushed her hips, ankles, and feet to the
extreme. A couple of days later, Susan called Amahle’s grandmother and offered her a
spot in the Cuban school. It was big commitment for a seven-year-old, but she signed up
right away and I saw her lining up with her peers at the beginning of each class, four days
a week, in the big airy GBC studios for much of 2014. The studio was the center-point
for Cuban ballet in South Africa and Amahle was its newest student.
In this chapter I show how ballet dancers, including Amahle and her classmates,
embody historical and political negotiations and legacies in the most minute of gestures,
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such as standing in first position. By examining the specificities of ballet technique in
practice, it is possible to reveal the complex negotiations that happen in political
transformation at the level of the body.

Figure 4.2: Cuban school students standing in fifth position, December 2015.
Histories of First Position
Feet, knees, legs turned out; heels touching; pelvis placed over my center, spine
rising upward, head balanced, arms extended, curved forward slightly. Most classes for
the last twenty years have begun like this. First position. Like most of ballet, it seems
impossible to get right, so I make do with what I have when I have it. Music starts, a
four-count interval, then the presentation of my arms, and we begin. Lift up, bend my
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knees, track them directly over my ankles, but don’t tilt my pelvis one way or the other,
lift my heels at the last possible moment—never on a demi, always on a grandé. I ground
myself down to extend upward—but go down, not too far, hold my ankles, and push back
up, slowly—fill out the music, demonstrate strength and lightness.
Every day, four pliés in first position, second, fourth, and fifth—the repetitive
motion—sometimes right, sometimes wrong, has worn on my knees and the cartilage
between my joints wears thin. I feel my plié climbing stairs, walking across the university
campus, and on particularly stiff days—sitting in relative stillness, writing page after
page of my dissertation in a Minneapolis office. The Gauteng dancers’ pliés are more
graceful than mine—smooth transitions and balanced postures give away their years of
practice and disguise their aches and pains—warring ligaments and thinning lining. What
sort of memories are embedded in the bending of the knee joint? What failures and
successes—mistakes and corrections—are recalled in this movement that begins a
dancer’s day?

Individual dancers constantly negotiate the microscale of their positioning and
bodily movement; but the larger scale of performance that audiences witness comes not
only from the movements of individual bodies but from the relations among dancer’s
bodies. Audiences most often watch dancers from a distance, sitting back in their velvetlined seats looking up (or down, depending on their tickets) at the proscenium stage. This
distance can make dance seem as if it happens on a relatively macro scale—the large
movements of limbs and torsos, heads, feet, arms—as these are what are most visible
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from such a position. But ballet is centrally focused on the tiniest of details, the
engagements and releases of targeted muscles, the positions of fingers, the tilts of chins.
These slight and subtle shifts are the stuff of rehearsals, class, and performance, and have
huge consequences despite being small in scale. A ballet dancer may shift her weight
while en pointe and fall to the ground, spraining or twisting her ankle. A dancer landing a
jump without fully rolling through his foot—toe, ball, heel—could break a metatarsal.
One day, I watch a screaming match between pas de deux partners because the man
didn’t like the position of the woman’s finger and another, the day after, because the
woman wanted the man to grip her torso two inches higher than he was comfortable with
for a difficult lift.

Figure 4.3: Two sets of pas de deux partners rehearsing and assessing their position
in the mirror, Cape Town, April 2015.
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The construction of movement in ballet is careful, exact, precise, and highly local
as it comes to life through dancers’ bodies. The long-term effects of a misplaced hand or
a wobbly knee might do a dancer irreparable harm. And these small movements can
cascade through history as well. A dancer’s use of her shoulder blades in a port de bras
can make her famous—as with Anna Pavlova and her famed Dying Swan. Walter
Benjamin (1968) has poetically explained that the legacies of people, places, moments,
feelings, battles, failures, and victories all leave their residue—the detritus of history, as
he phrases it—at the feet of each dancer—perhaps the embodiments of angels of history.

Writing dance is writing of small shifts of weight, positions of the body, and the
affective overwhelming of the body in motion. Writing dance is also evidencing the
inscriptions of histories on bodies. It is easy to relegate these stories to the simple
narrative—what people say about dance, how they talk about what they do on stage.
Anthropologies centrally concerned with inscriptions on bodies, as early as Levi Strauss
(2008 [1963]), however, have shown that the body cannot be reduced to discourse alone.
The body, all bodies bear the marks of culture and history, weight and illness, success
and failure (Csordas 1994, Turner 2012, Brush 1998). Following this intellectual lineage,
I underscore that dance is, at its core, a heavily physical act. Below, I focus on particular
movement practices of first position and first position plié to show how these moves and
are evidence of historical memory and the endurance and perpetuation of state power.
The micro-politics of ballet technique contain within them great possibilities in and of
themselves. They are forms of knowledge only available to their practitioners, deployed
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in the everyday of ballet worlds as well as on the great international stages where these
dancers perform.

Embodying the Micro-politics of Technique
In June of 2015, I am sitting at the art museum on Northwestern University’s
Evanston, Illinois campus. As part of a several day dance studies seminar, a group of
about 30 of us have congregated to share our work, workshop writing, and hear keynote
addresses from major players in the still fledgling field. I am drifting in and out of the
talks this afternoon, a combination of severe jet lag and too much coffee, but am jolted to
attention as a small woman climbs directly on the long head table at the front of the room.
“Now you can see me,” Ananya Chatterjea, Professor of Dance at my home institution of
University of Minnesota, remarks, as she hoists up her sari to reveal her feet and ankles.
“I take a long time to make a work—a year,” she says, because she considers forms of
embodiment carefully. New members of her company and their embodied realities
present new and interesting challenges as she tries to teach them her technique while
adapting it to their bodies. “I have been thinking a lot about this versus this,” Chatterjea
says, as she shifts her feet first to first position and then slides one foot out for a wider
stance. This small shift, Chatterjea explains, changes the entire meaning and feeling of
the step. A closed first position—the basis of ballet technique, with its weighty colonial
history—transforms into something else, a much more bodily secure location (where
dancers can find their balance much more easily) that invokes a whole new set of dance
traditions and histories. Technique matters. Technique matters not only because it makes
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someone a good or bad dancer but also because it changes the dancer that one may and
can be. It shapes people and people, in turn shape it— deliberately placing and moving
their bodies in space in very particular ways. As I reflect on Chatterjea’s lecture on my
flight back to Johannesburg, I think about the kinds of subtle shifts in movement in the
studios and on the stages that are my destinations. The sets of histories, modes of cultural
expression, possibilities of change, and legacies that endure are engaged every day in
dancers’ technical performances.
What is at stake in a teacher beginning a student at a 180-degree turnout in first
position, as opposed to their “natural” limits of 90, 100, or 110 degrees? What is invoked
in such a minute shift; what potentialities manifest in the act of simply pushing one’s toes
and feet backward? In the South African ballet studios where I spent most of my time,
teachers taught their young charges the Royal Academy of Dance syllabus, which starts
students at their “natural” turnout in first position, working toward a perfect 180 degrees
through stretching, strengthening, and practice.
Most of GBC’s schools have recently adopted the Cuban method, which teaches
beginners to stand in full 180-degree turnout regardless of ability and flexibility. I see
that 180-degree turnout as a literal embodiment of the post-socialist state in South
Africa—a funny juxtaposition for a country that was never really socialist in practice.
The South Africa-Cuba connection, as explained in Chapter Three, emerges out of a
shared socialist discourse between revolutionary Cuba and the African National
Congress. The failure of the post-1994 South African state to fully realize socialism does
not overwrite this history and the political links and undercurrents that it perpetuates. The
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Royal Academy’s less severe turnout, that which reaches toward that 180 over time and
skills development, is a legacy of the British system of governance and a spillover into
the post-colonial. The two methods, however, as I show later in the chapter, are used in
dialogue in GBC studios, producing a new balletic form that lies distinctly at the
intersections of post-socialism and post-coloniality.

Shaping the bodies of the future
Scholars have shown how post-colonialism and post-socialism (or colonialism
and socialism) are not simply or exclusively temporal markers, but rather schools of
thought, forms of institutional organizations (Ashcroft, Griffiths, and Tiffin 2002;
Chatterjee 1993; Minh-Ha 2009; Spivak 1999), and, I argue, embodied practices—
learned and passed down in spaces of control and discipline. Thus, the 180-degree
turnout is taught in Johannesburg because of the dictates of the socialist Cuban
methodology—a variation on the Russian Vaganova school. And the less severe method
of teaching turnout comes out of the Royal Academy of Dance syllabus, imported during
the British colonial period. Historical legacies. But also, these shifts in movement, as
Ananya Chatterjea points out, indicate the “micro-politics of technique,” the ways bodies
create and inhibit political possibility and action in the smallest of gestures and shifts of
weight.
David Chioni Moore (2001), demonstrates “how extraordinarily postcolonial the
societies of the former Soviet regions are” (114), while others, such as Sharad Chari and
Katherine Verdery (2009), reveal how deeply informed postcolonial South African
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politics and cultural meaning-making are informed by the socialist legacies of the African
National Congress and other anti-apartheid political movements. I show how in the GBC
ballet studio, the legacies of both British colonialism and anti-apartheid socialism come
together through dancers’ movements. Seeing this connection requires an understanding
of a post-socialism existing, perhaps even thriving, in a place where there never was a
distinctive moment of state socialism.

In the lead up and transition to the first democratic elections in 1994, socialist
rhetoric had a significant presence in the discourse of the African National Congress.
Bolstered by the support of socialist political organizations such as the FRELIMO
(Mozambique Liberation Front) movement in Mozambique and Castro’s Cuban
government, the ANC underlined the need to redistribute services, resources, and capital
to the majority of South Africans disenfranchised under apartheid rule (Marquit 1998;
Habib, Pillay, and Desai 1998; Drew 2015). Though ANC historians have demonstrated
that the relationship between the movement was and continues to be a space for the
cultivation of black bourgeoisie (Cobley 1990), its elite members, overall, have lauded
the ANC for its class-consciousness, though the party’s policies lack just such a
perspective (Filatova 2012). Richard Peet (2002) explicates the results of this legacy in
the immediate aftermath of the first democratic elections in 1994:
Two elections have subsequently shown overwhelming support for the African
National Congress (ANC), an alliance of black nationalists, with socialist unions
and radical social movements that stands for fundamental social, economic, and
political change. Time after time, the leadership of the ANC has responded to the
demands of its militant supporters by promising that South Africa’s abundant
wealth will finally be devoted to the welfare of the black majority… I see the ANC
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development discourse traditionally founded on principles of socialist democracy
cultivated during the epic political struggle against apartheid. (55)
Peet then argues that the socialism embedded in this discourse was never a viable option
for post-apartheid development; the global hegemonic forces of Neoliberal capitalism,
what he calls “the Davos culture,” (79) took hold even before the official transition of
political power. The socialist rhetoric, however, needs to be framed by the lack of direct
socialist political and economic action in the two decades since the party’s control of the
national government commenced but also by anti-socialist commentary long before that
date. Mandela’s successor, Thabo Mbeki (1984), argued as early as 1984 that “'the ANC
is not a socialist party. It never pretended to be one, it has never said it was, and it is not
trying to be. It will not become one by decree or for purposes of pleasing its "left" critics”
(604). The ANC’s history and alliances, however, suggest at least an undercurrent of
socialist possibility at the national stage.
This undercurrent flows in the myriad opposing factions within the modern ANC.
Moreover, the contemporary South African government’s adoption of a global marketoriented capitalism emphasizing privatization, rapid consumption of goods and services,
and a developmentalist model with an eye toward international investment and free trade,
is parallel to the global post-socialist run toward the “the West” that Moore (2002)
identifies as a consequence of the fall of the Soviet Union. This characterization of postsocialist South Africa, however, like most narratives of South Africa, is far from
complete. The promises of a non-racial society with significant wealth redistribution still
lurk in the popular imaginary, with people vowing to support the ANC as it promises to
fulfill the promises of revolution. Yet, as much as these economic and policies and
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discourses and contradictions trace roots to the transformations of the African National
Congress and the transition to democracy, there is another not disconnected nostalgia for
a welfare state that never served the vast majority of South Africans, that is, all people of
color. The white minority, the majority of the ballet world, embodies the persistence of a
post-colonial longing. Apartheid South Africa was a social welfare state for its white
citizens, one that produced and supported some of the best ballet dancers at the time, is a
historical irony often concealed in ballet histories. The whites of South Africa trace
lineages directly to colonizers and citizens of a white supremacist nation—reaping the
privileges, many of which endure today.
Instead of seeing parts of South African politics and practices as post-socialist or
post-colonial, Chari and Verdery (2009) argue it useful to identify it as meeting point,
“the intersection of the posts.” Cuban ballet, supposedly beyond the confines of class and
race, and British ballet, a colonial remnant, comes together in Gauteng ballet studios, an
intersection of post-colonial and post-socialist ideology and practice.

On opening night of GBC’s 2015 production of Swan Lake, these points of
intersection are literally in and on the bodies of the performers on stage. I’m sitting up in
the first row of the balcony among my friends at the Johannesburg Theatre. We’ve sat
down about twenty minutes before the start of the main show and the red velvet curtains
are already pulled to the side. But the scrim, a thin, see-through, mesh curtain pulled from
above, is down. Behind it, thirty young black ballet students are set up in lines on seven
or eight ballet barres. Following their teachers’ cues, they are going through their basic
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warm-up routines. First position, demi plié, count 1, 2—demi plié, count 3,4—grand plié
5, 6, 7, 8. They continue for the next fifteen minutes, working through their whole barre
routine and center exercises, then file back into place to begin again. Jaco comes out from
the side and gives an impassioned speech about the future of ballet in South Africa and
the work of making this historically white art form truly accessible to everyone. Jaco
continues and praises the company’s international partnerships—this performance being
a particular culmination. Swan Lake featured a nearly 60-person cast as it was a
combined production between GBC and Hubei Ballet from China. It was a massive
undertaking—two dancers from the company flew to China a month before the show to
teach, from video, the South African choreography to the Chinese dancers—checking in
with the ballet master every night for updates. The dancers did not arrive until five days
before the show—an incredibly tight time frame, not only in terms of jet lag and general
travel exhaustion, but also in integrating two companies with significant language
barriers into one production. “We know,” Jaco said, “this is only the beginning.”

One by one, adults start filtering in from the sides of the stage and join the
children. They go around and give corrections to individuals, modeling the sort of
mentorship and intergenerational knowledge production that Jaco’s speech calls for in
securing the future of ballet. They are also international—Cuban, Chinese, South African
dancers and teachers meander about the stage—staging the physical process of teaching
ballet. They are literally shaping the bodies of the future. These students and teachers
come to embody a constellation of understandings of what the body can and should do in
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ballet. Moreover, the methods dancers and teachers use to train their bodies illustrate the
changing notions of power, privilege, and mastery in the contemporary moment.

Figure 4.4: GBC students perform barre exercises on the Johannesburg Theatre
stage, April 2015.
These teachers, however, do not teach or model a cohesive form of ballet
technique. Instead, they come from distinct heritages—China and Cuba, the post-socialist
countries and dancers with ballet histories weighted by Russia, and these white South
African teachers (who began their careers long before GBC’s international partnerships
with China and Cuba) passing down a set of knowledge rooted in the regality of the
British Empire. On this stage, and in their classrooms, however, these methods and
modes of being are coming up against one another. One is sometimes switched out for the
other. The students, teachers, and dancers, then, are tasked with processing and
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performing multiple techniques together, producing new ways of knowing and doing
ballet across political regimes. And it all starts with children standing at the barre in first
position.

Working toward Technique
Lester Tomé (2011) argues that Cuban ballet adheres closely to the postrevolution nationalist project, as its school and company become representative of the
nation. Cuban community centers offer many young dancers access to ballet classes, the
best of whom travel to Havana for a spot at the National Ballet School. “The school is
holistic,” Maria, a teacher from the school visiting Johannesburg tells me, “the students,
they study, eat, sleep, all under our care. We raise them.” South Africans and Cubans in
South African tout ballet as Cuba’s national art form. Cuban national television
broadcasts the Havana International Ballet Festival on primetime television. The Cuban
ambassador’s daughter is named Giselle, after the famous ballet character. Cuban ballet
is, in this narration, emblematic of a revolutionary project that supersedes race and class,
even if only in its representations. Tomé (2011), however, argues that the ballet is a space
where racial tensions are worked out under the purview of the theater. While the ballet
and its national sponsor purports this non-racial ideology, the practice of ballet erases
blackness and indigeneity from the stage, sidelining representations of such identities to
the stages of “community dance” and folkloric dance troupes. Moreover, the training
model of Cuban ballet is not based on equality—nor could it be. Cuban technique is
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based on the Vaganova school, developed in imperial Russia13 and refined continuously
over its last hundred plus years. Ballet and ballet dancers in Cuba and Russia are a
national project. Scouts travel throughout the country searching for children who have the
physical predisposition that might facilitate the demands of ballet training. Natural
turnout, high and strong arches, minimal curves, small heads, long necks, general
flexibility—the list is not long or inclusive. Nonetheless, such a process allows for the
selected children, who are then sent to the national ballet school where they are boarded
and taught the whole of their educations, to be asked to stand in first position with 180degree turnout without much physical resistance. By training students away from their
homes and only choosing students with certain physical predispositions, the ballet creates
an exclusive class of dancers. Dancers, as mentioned in earlier chapters, are part of a
highly skilled workforce, their professional prowess is developed over years in the highly
exclusive classrooms of the National Ballet School in Havana, and their dispositions are,
therefore, inherently conditioned by their rigorous and sequestered upbringing.
The children that take the general ballet classes in the townships aren’t expected
to adhere to such standards—their general education is geared more toward basic ballet
vocabulary as opposed to mastery. Their classes get lots of coverage from local, national,
and international press, the majority of which reproduce a fairly standard narrative: Ballet
in the townships offer access to an art form that otherwise would be inaccessible to these
children. It teaches them discipline, poise, and refinement and keeps them off the crime-

13

Ballet technique was carried over from Imperial Russia to a socialist revolutionary
project in both the USSR and Cuba. This carryover of technique is another example of
the endurance of ballet across political transformation.
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ridden streets of their neighborhood. It will also allow them a way out of their home
communities—plagued by poverty and disease—and into the city for big-time jobs and
money. This narrative assumes many things, first, that the communities that the children
reside in require outside intervention and are not, as we know, produced by many of the
same factors (institutionalized racism and poverty, capital and land dispossession, service
delivery shortfalls in health care, electricity, and plumbing, etc.) that enable the life styles
of well-meaning white ambassadors of ballet. Additionally, such stories take as a conceit
that these kids want to learn ballet and participate in its civilizing process—a different
sort of micro-politics embedded in ballet technique. Moreover, the percentage of children
from any context who will be able to succeed as professional dancers is far from a
number that would bring a community out of poverty (not to mention that dancers make
meager salaries).

When Jaco first brought Cuban ballet dancers to South Africa, he argued that
Cuban ballet could be a model for South Africa because of its inclusion of dancers of
color and its commitment to representing ballet as part of a national socialist project to
move beyond race and class—a discourse that was taken up by the politicians he had
originally pitched the exchange to some five years later. José, one of the Cuban dancers
now in the company reflects on his own role in South Africa—“I came out of the school
and was dancing sometimes, I didn’t get a place in the national company. I came here
after Jaco came to Cuba. I came and performed, as a student, and then he asked me to
join the company… It’s different… ballet here and in Cuba. The teaching is different. I
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think there’s no [national ballet] school here. There used to be, but it’s no good
anymore.” On the role of ballet in the country, “It’s popular, I guess. But my family
didn’t want me to dance. It’s important because of Alicia Alonso, I guess… Here, I don’t
think so, I, it’s just, it’s not the culture, for most people. Black people. They don’t know
it, so why would they come? I understand what they [GBC] are trying to do, with the
Cuban School, and it’s good—I just don’t think it will work here. People, it’s not their
dance.”
Jaco and José may have competing ideas of what ballet is and does in socialist
Cuba and post-socialist South Africa. They both, however, locate their concerns at the
center of race and training. Ballet is a racialized art form, and the particularisms of the
intersection of race and training come to the fore in the micro-politics of technique. An
attention to how people in South Africa do ballet, how that is articulated in terms of
history, culture, and race tracks the formation of privilege at the level of the body.
Besides claims to cultural diplomacy, as I discuss elsewhere in the dissertation,
Jaco—off stage—gives another reason for the South African adoption of the Cuban
method of ballet. “Ballet wasn’t built on African bodies. It doesn’t work. The Cuban
method was developed on bodies much closer to ours—African bodies. It’s much more
well-suited to the black population we have then what was here before.” The racialization
of ballet as an exclusively white form—here: “ballet wasn’t built on black bodies”—is
nothing new—ballet, as a descendent of colonialism and the empires of 19th century
Europe was and continues to be a predominantly white form. Yet, at the base of Jaco’s
argument is not an insistence on reconstituting ballet within a black context (like those of
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the townships of Johannesburg) but of adopting a form of ballet that has already dealt
with the “problems” of the black body. There are inherent problems with notions such as
a. black bodies and white bodies have more differences between them than within their
racial classifications and b. that bodies can be reduced to “body” can be reduced to race,
which are, I wish to be clear, utterly preposterous and rely on a form of racism that
homogenizes (and exerts violent power upon) diverse human populations.
When Amahle and her classmates learn Cuban technique in the development
programme and Cuban School, however, their blackness and Cuban blackness is
underscored in other, perhaps subtler, ways. While the National Ballet of Cuba may not
be composed of primarily black dancers, the Cuban dancers performing with Gauteng
Ballet Company are, for the most part, black (or black as understood along the racial
spectrum in South Africa). Their teachers, young South African male dancers, share
many things in common with their students—growing up in poor neighborhoods, seeing,
for the most part, only white dancers on ballet stages, and understanding ballet as beyond
their physical and cultural capabilities.
The explicit racialization of Cuban technique acknowledges that the assumed
ballet body is white. GBC’s import of the Cuban technique and its accompanying
political baggage opens up questions and discussions about race and the body in ballet,
however racist responses may be, in ways that previous British-derived syllabi, teaching
institutions, and infrastructures shut down. Moreover, enduring practices from the eras of
apartheid and colonialism that disallowed students of color from government-funded preprofessional ballet programs still have echoes in the whiteness of the general racial
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makeup of advanced ballet classes. Under the pretense of political and physical fitness,
GBC’s adoption of the Cuban method for its development program comes part and parcel
with the hundreds of young black dancers who make up their student body. Because the
Cuban technique provides a veil of racial “appropriateness,” however false, this opens up
the floor for new dancers of color to enter the ballet world, however briefly. One day as
we waited for his students to change into their ballet costumes, Neo simply stated
“Everywhere ballet is white, that’s the assumption; our students are not white. There’s a
difference in that. Everyone can get all worked up over it. I still have to teach them to do
a proper grand plié.”

Imagining otherwise through Cuban Technique
It is important to situate this alternate black ballet subject within its assumptions:
namely, the insistence that ballet’s adaptation to new (black) bodies relies on a
fundamental change to its technique. Cuban ballet and Cuban ballet training is opening so
many new doors in South Africa in large part because the rhetoric that it is better suited
to black bodies has gotten so much tread. There are a few essential ironies in this
discourse. 1. There is no ballet technique that actually is adapted to “the body” first
because ballet technique is inherently violent (and hurts like bloody hell) and second
because “the body” exists only in diagrams and theory—bodies make dancing happen
and they all have to adapt accordingly. 2. The other reason that Cuban ballet has so much
credibility in South Africa, especially in the larger balletomane community, is because its
model of an art form “beyond race and class” derived from a socialist society with the
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same undergirding rhetoric.14 If ballet in Cuba and was really beyond race or class (a
point Tomé (2011) along with most Cubans I’ve spoken with take issue with), then the
defining features of Cuban ballet technique in South Africa would not be along racial
lines.
Do these racist dictates minimize the importance of having black dancers,
teachers, and students in studios that were, by government decree, restricted to whites
only for the better part of the 20th century? Yes, in many ways—the infrastructure of
apartheid and colonialism, both physical and logical, remains intact (as outlined
throughout this dissertation). Though the post-socialist Cuban ballet method facilitates
new formulations of the ballet subject in South Africa, the post-colonial institutions in
which it is taught delimits its transformative power. However, evidence demonstrates that
just the sheer presence of black ballet dancers does change the social landscape in
significant and unexpected ways.

Lethabo has been teaching classes in the Cuban school in addition to dancing in
the corps de ballet at GBC for about a year. There is a twelve-year-old boy, Bandile, in
Lethabo’s MWTh class who is clearly his best student. Perhaps not the most talented, but
devotedly attentive, Bandile practices from class to class, especially on his grand plié
from first position. He stares at himself as he stands perpendicular to the mirror, watching
his torso as he bends his knees to make sure it stays perfectly straight. He wobbles back
and forth as he grips his muscles, moving cautiously, in stops and starts. He practices
14

This appeal, along with most histories of Cuban ballet obscures Cuban ballet
technique’s origins in Imperial Russia.
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again and again, before class, after class. Bandile asks questions; asks Lethabo to watch
him and correct him. Lethabo sees a lot of himself in this little boy, he tells me. “I learned
ballet from books. I saw the ballet majors at school [National School of the Arts] and I
never had seen anything like it. So, I went to the library and studied books. I looked at the
pictures and taught myself to stand like that, move like that.” Lethabo eventually snuck
his way into GBC classes and rehearsals, sitting in the corners of studios, hoping not to
be noticed as he learned from watching, only to go back to studios alone to try out what
he saw on his own. Bandile knew that Lethabo was a company member and performed in
the productions that GBC staged. But he had never seen him dance full out, only
watching him as he demonstrated in class. Lethabo was hesitant about his dancing—
having entered the company as a trainee some three years earlier, the administration kept
him at the apprentice level for several years. He rarely performed anything other than
general corps de ballet work, though very recently he was asked to learn the jester role
for Swan Lake. Lethabo didn’t look like the more successful dancers in the company, nor
was his history similar.
Born in Orange Farm, a township only about a 45-minute drive from GBC,
Lethabo’s mother originally sent him to NSA to be an actor on a soap opera. Many of the
country’s soap stars do come from the NSA. “She wanted me to be rich and famous. I did
too.” But his discovery of ballet shifted his career goals and he went from books to
studios. “I want to be a teacher. I don’t dance like men in ballet. I don’t look like them,”
Lethabo says. “I’m too skinny, my legs are too skinny. I like them that way. I like my
long extension [the degree to which his back leg extends upwards in moves like
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arabesque], but I am no prince.” “I want to teach these kids, I look at videos online and I
see these teachers in Cuba, Russia, Brazil [where they also teach a variation of the
Vaganova technique], China, and their dancers are so good. The Soviets, they know how
to make good ballet.” Lethabo loved to teach but struggled to reconcile his love of ballet
in the classroom with his performance career. As Bandile worked harder and harder
toward that “perfect plié,” he offered up a deal to Lethabo: If he perfected his plié,
Lethabo would dance for him, or, as compromise goes, Lethabo would show him a video
of him dancing.
Lethabo was clearly Bandile’s (and many other students’) role model. As one of
the few black ballet dancers they had ever seen in person, on a regular basis, Lethabo was
the embodiment of proof that they too could become ballet dancers. Lethabo was hesitant
as he told me about the deal over dinner one night after his classes. He expected
perfection both from his students and himself and was worried whether his dancing was
up to snuff. Ultimately, however, we recorded a bit of his jester variation from Swan
Lake and showed it to the whole class after they had a particularly good day. The
children sat in front of the laptop, enthralled, as they watched their teacher (in the very
same studio where they sat) dance. Bandile in particular walked away from class with a
big smile on his face.
Is this the sort of interaction promised by GBC’s adoption of the Cuban
technique? It certainly felt like one of the program’s successes. When GBC switched
from the Royal Academy Dance syllabus to the Cuban technique in their development
programmes, they had to find new teachers. RAD teachers are in plethora in South
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Africa, and at the time I sat down with the head of the RAD South Africa branch in 2013,
there were no black teachers licensed with their office. GBC specifically recruited the
young black South African men from within its ranks to learn and teach the Cuban
technique. While this choice was veiled in a degree of secrecy, the decision utilized
dancers who did not require as much rehearsal time (because they had minor parts in
large-scale productions). Thus, they were still on the company’s payroll, were important
for the public image of diversity, but also had time to spare. The consequences also
meant that young black South African men were teaching black children ballet, a
combination brand new to South African ballet and a heartening practice in a space where
it is quite easy to see stagnation instead of positive social change.

I argue that the development and Cuban school programs operate at the
intersections of post-colonialism and post-socialism, relying on the institutional structures
of apartheid and colonial ballet while teaching a Cuban technique. Moreover, this space
produces an alternate, black ballet subject. The schools are set up in a network that is
mapped along apartheid lines. Teachers from the wealthy city center travel out along
dusty roads to teach poor black students ballet—a form that until just a few years ago
wasn’t really something that black people had much access to (or interest in). This school
model is replicated across townships in Cape Town and Johannesburg. And having spent
time in several of these sorts of classrooms, the teachers’ and students’ negotiations of
this very specifically colonial relationship work very differently across geography. Anticolonial scholar Albert Memi (1991) argues that colonialism is centrally concerned with
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disciplining its subjects. In his famous formulation of mimicry, Homo Bhaba (2004)
describes colonial subject formation as a process through which the colonial subject
transforms herself to be the same as her colonizers, yet remains recognizably different.
But in Johannesburg, the assumptive position—that the colonizer teaches at the
colonizer’s school for the colonized—is undercut.
That these changes are being made within an institution deeply reliant on
privileges inherited from colonial and apartheid South Africa requires us, to see these
new ballet subjects as standing, in first position, at the intersection of post-colonial and
post-socialist understandings of ballet. Their coexistence is the ground on which these
dancers now move. These dancers, however, are not the majority of ballet students in
South Africa, nor are their pathways to professionalization clear. Their dancing futures
have possibility, but are encumbered by the historical standardization of their exclusion.

The Immediate future; GBC academy and the private studios of Johannesburg
On Saturday at 2 p.m., a string of teenage girls walk into the bottom studio as
GBC company members wrap up an extra rehearsal for an upcoming corporate
performance in a bank lobby. They are pretty distinct relative to the children who file in
during the week—the development school kids bused in from the townships directly after
school. While those children come dressed in their school uniforms, hair undone, and
without ballet outfits or shoes, these girls come prepared. They are the primarily white
students of the GBC Ballet Academy, which is a supplementary, audition-based school
for dancers thirteen and over that meets just a few times a week. When the development
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programme switched to the Cuban technique, the Ballet Academy did not. Teachers
continued to teach the same British-derived technique they had before the arrival of
Cuban ballet in South Africa.
The ballet academy is a pre-professional program, geared toward girls (and the
rare boy) who dream of becoming professional ballet dancers and who have the technical
skill demanded at this level of training. These girls—they were all girls during the year
that I was there—all take classes elsewhere—the academy classes were extra, special
opportunities to dance in the company studios, study under former and current company
dancers and have an inside position within the company.
Today ballet training in South Africa primarily happens in private studios—
usually with only one, sometimes two teachers. The development and Cuban schools are
unique in this regard—they’re institutionally sponsored and they have multiple teachers
who teach their classes. In contrast, under apartheid public dance training for white
students thrived. There were public high schools in both Johannesburg (Johannesburg
School of Art, Ballet, Drama, and Music) and Pretoria (Pro Arte) that had exclusive ballet
tracks. Dancers auditioned for acceptance in their early teens and, if accepted, had a wellintegrated education from that point forward. Academic classes would alternate with
ballet classes, multiple in a day, and ballet training was rigorous and consistent. These
were exclusively white schools until the early 1990s, and even after their official desegregation, very few black students took up the ballet track. Most of the older ballet
dancers from the Gauteng Region (Johannesburg, Pretoria, and their surrounding areas)
attended one of these two schools.
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Johannesburg School of Art, Ballet, Drama, and Music—located directly across
the road from the GBC studios—has since been re-named the National School of the
Arts. It still has a dance track, with a recently revived ballet specialty, though it has lost
its stature in the ballet world considerably. While NSA is a public school, there are costs
associated with attending. Most students cannot commute from their homes, so they must
pay for hostels, as well as basic school fees, exam fees, and required equipment (clothing,
shoes, etc.). While there are scholarships, they are few and far between. Children who
cannot afford to attend often approach corporations and smaller businesses to sponsor
them.
Neo, the development programme teacher and GBC dancer, is from Sharpeville—
a neighborhood of Soweto, the largest township in South Africa located southwest of
Johannesburg. He tells me it was a difficult place to grow up and while his family
members had good jobs, their money didn’t go very far as they had several children to
support. He auditioned for NSA and got in—but he didn’t have the money to go. So, as a
thirteen-year-old boy, he went to his local government office and petitioned them to
sponsor him. He pieced together enough funds to attend the school. He took the
generalized dance track when he was at NSA, trained in contemporary dance, and worked
in corporate productions before being recruited into GBC—“I’m a black man, Meryl,” he
tells me in the theatre coffee shop, “why do you think they hired me? I’m still working on
my ballet—I started very late. I am so bored with pliés, with tendus, every day, every
day. I don’t want to do pliés and tendus every day for the rest of my life. It’s not exciting
for me—and it has to be interesting to you because you have to do them every day.” The
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repetition of movement, as I have discussed above, is essential to ballet practice, and only
consistency in that regard produces professional dancers. NSA has, in recent years,
become less rigorous in its ballet training—in the wake of the post-apartheid, the school
temporarily abandoned the ballet track altogether, favoring contemporary and African
dance education. The simultaneous, if temporary, evacuation of ballet from NSA
curriculum and the closing of other arts schools meant that the new, de-segregated
cohorts at NSA, such as Neo’s, were not trained in ballet—that task was now the
exclusive domain of private studios, which were, for the most part, outside the reach of
young black dancers interested in pursuing a career in dance.

The girls in GBC’s academy, by contrast, come from the first ring of suburbs
around Johannesburg—Emmarentia, Linden, Randburg, Northcliff—and their parents
(mostly their stay-at-home mothers) drop them off for their classes. Their “home” studios
are different. While there are many private studios in Johannesburg only a handful, are
considered appropriate for aspiring ballerinas. Their teachers are the very old guard of
South African ballet—trained in the Royal Academy of Dance syllabus in London as
early as the 1960s, and setting up shop in church basements and social halls upon their
return. Perhaps surprisingly, most of these teachers were never professional dancers
themselves. Dorothy, who spent four years studying in the teachers’ course at the RAD in
London during its incubator period in the late 1960s, is considered the crème de la crème
of ballet teachers, and, for the most part, only takes on a few advanced students a year.
She doesn’t teach introductory or intermediate dancers at all in the studio that she built
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next to her home twenty years ago. Before that, she taught in her converted garage. Her
daughter, Shelia, also teaches ballet and takes on younger students. While Sheila teaches
in Dorothy’s studio space, children (and their parents) who study with her only refer to
their relationship with Sheila, not with Dorothy’s larger studio. So, for example, when I
ask a ballet mom where her daughter Aria dances, she tells me she studies with Sheila,
and makes no mention of the space, its location, or its direct relation to Dorothy’s ballet
classes. This seemingly minute point actually marks South African training as quite
different from ballet training practices in the United States where students study at
studios where dance students have a multitude of teachers throughout the week. Thus, I
have an institutional lineage to ballet much more than a directly individual relationship
like my South African counterpoints have.
This South African system relies on a series of private arrangements and
relationships that take a great amount of networking, research, and insider knowledge.
This does not suggest that the U.S. system does not, however, the access to the necessary
knowledge comes about in quite different ways. When I first began dance classes in the
U.S. at age four—a weekly half tap/half ballet combination class where fifteen minutes of
our hour together was taken up by four-year-olds trying to take off our tap shoes and pull
on our ballet slippers—I danced at the studio down the street. It was not the best
training—but the point of a ballet class for a four-year-old, at least in my family’s eyes,
was to provide some social time, develop my basic motor skills, and provide some
structured exercise in my week. When I was older and wanted to “get serious” about
dancing, my mother had to draw upon her network of other upper-middle class parent
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friends to find the right studio—some thirty minutes away from home. And again, when I
wanted a more rigorous ballet training, I drew upon my network of ballet friends to find
out I should have been studying at Orlando Ballet school—where I lasted all of a year. I
ended my pre-college dance training with the other ex-Orlando ballet dancers, now
turned teachers—who were also part of my wider dance network—and frank with me
about my failures with regard to ballet and my strengths as a modern dancer, where I later
found more professional opportunities. My dance training consisted of a series of shifts
across town, through different classes, teachers, studios, and trainers, a huge investment
of time and resources for my family.
When white dancers pursue training in South Africa, their shifts tend not to be
from place to place but rather from teacher to teacher, all teaching the same technical
syllabus. Aria will move from Sheila’s classes to Sheila’s mother’s, if she is deemed
competent enough, and join the ranks of “Dorothy’s girls” at the academy. Dorothy gains
her legitimacy from having trained directly at the RAD in London, if however long ago.
The mark of a good teacher is, for the most part, that—the direct connection to the British
Empire, not just at any point, but at the height of the South African-British ballet
connection in the 1960s and 70s, if not earlier. In South Africa, this period of British
ballet is heralded as the ideal and the dancers and teachers who trained during this time
are the paradigms of pure ballet technique. Parents jockey to get their children into the
studios of the handful of RAD-direct ballet teachers, those who do not advertise, hold
proper auditions, or solicit students in any capacity. They gain their status entirely
through the success of their pupils. Parents invest heavily in their children’s ballet
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educations at these studios, paying not only for regular daily class, but also private
lessons, where they would often come and sit in a corner of the studio, taking notes about
the corrections their daughters received so that they could improve their technique the
following week.
Parents, for the most part, were banned from GBC academy classes. But many
would sit in the company stairwells sewing ribbons and elastic onto their daughters’
pointe shoes and gossiping. What was clear, during orientations and special events, was
that these dance parents were serious about networking and strategizing in favor of their
children’s futures in ballet.
Parents posture for the company, teachers fight for students, and students fight for
the best teachers—they embody and enact the social networking and jostling that feeds
into and maintains the private training system. These circulations and negotiations rely on
the huge input of time (mostly given by mothers who do not work outside the home),
money, and travel. The physical delineations of these networks are post-colonial,
remaining bounded to the apartheid mapping of race and geography.
White power is alive and well in ballet, if only through the disappearance of
public ballet training, beyond the basics, at close to the exact moment that young black
dancers might have accessed such training. In other words, this explosion of jockeying
among teachers, students, and parents, the success of these few private teachers (those
with direction experience with ballet in the empire) began accelerating at the close of the
ballet track at the National School of the Arts in the late 1990s and early 2000s and the
shrinking of the ballet division at Pro Arte around the same time. Until that moment,
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ballet students in Gauteng could receive publicly funded pre-professional ballet training,
with far less out of pocket cost than is now required. These students were with few
exceptions (in the later part of this transition), white, as their schools were exclusively
white institutions.
In the decades since this transition, GBC has created its development programme
and Cuban school to encourage young ballet dancers of color and provide free ballet
training where there otherwise would be none. However, this training only goes so far
because pre-professional training is relegated to the private sector. Even the best of the
development school dancers have limited opportunity for advancement and GBC’s most
elite dancers are still trained in British-based syllabi. A few have successfully auditioned
and now, graduated from the newly revamped NSA, but they struggle in comparison to
their privately trained, white peers. By way of evidence, all of the 2014 GBC academy
dancers were privately trained and only one was black. None of them went to NSA for
their formal secondary education.

Transforming Futures
Thami is one of the two boys in GBC’s apprentice program in 2014. Unlike his
female peers, Thami didn’t come through the Academy and has never taken a private
ballet class. He has one pair of black ballet shoes with holes in their soles and two pair of
ballet tights. He is an unassuming eighteen-year-old who, for the most part, like his
fellow apprentices, is just desperately trying to keep up during GBC classes and
rehearsals. In addition to all his other responsibilities, however, Thami is often pulled in
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to do interviews and invited to GBC public events as embodied evidence of the changing
tide of South African ballet. As the first development school graduate to win a spot as an
apprentice, Thami is an important symbol for GBC. His ballet training is a product of
GBC’s investment in an alternate future for ballet and for GBC.
Thami did not have the benefit of parents who negotiated, scheduled, and paid for
private ballet lessons, Pilates sessions, and physical therapy appointments. He relies on
public transportation to take him from his home in Alex to the studio every day, which is
sometimes a particular problem. The taxis stop running at a certain time but Jaco wants
him to stay for an event that will end late into the night. Sometimes, the company driver
can bring Thami home, but otherwise, no administrator or dancer is willing to give him a
lift. His technique lags behind his classmates and he struggles with what the apprentice
program director considers “basic” steps that every boy his age should know. Jaco brings
in an additional teacher to work with just the male apprentices on the weekends—hoping
that the extra time and investment might result in improvements in Thami’s technique.
It is a large load to carry, I tell him one day while he is stretching during a break.
He looks back at me, quizzical. “What do you mean?” “Well you’re so important to the
company, you’re proof of their success.” He scoffs at me, saying it certainly doesn’t feel
like it, especially when he’s struggling to learn the choreography for Swan Lake. We
return to the subject months later though, when the apprentices begin to discuss the
possibility of either being cut from the program or being offered a contract for the next
production. The apprentice program is supposed to last a year and after that time, some
definitive decision is to be made as to whether or not the company will offer an
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apprentice a contract (though many exceptions to the rule occur). “Do you think it
matters?” Thami turns to me and asks, “Of course it does. You’re important to them—to
the image of the company. They need you!” I respond with a fair amount of fervor. I’ve
been trying to convince dancers for some time that they might have much more
negotiating power than the administration admits, and this seems to be an opportune
moment. He doesn’t seem convinced, but a few months later they decide to keep him on,
though only as a second-year apprentice.

When I sit and watch Thami and the other young South African men in the ballet
company give interviews and play the front men, I am left unsettled. On the one hand,
they cultivate a new image for the ballet company, one where racial diversity is taken
seriously and where conversations about racial injustice and segregation in ballet come to
the fore. At the same time, I (and they) question their place in a still seemingly white
company deeply tied to a colonial lineage that produced all of their other South African
dancing colleagues. They stand in an interstitial position.
When young dancers learn to stand in first position, they mirror what is being
demonstrated for or explained to them by their teachers. They become part of their
teachers’ lineages and the histories and politics that inform them. What I suggest above is
that these politics and histories are also embedded in that first position, they do not only
inform it. As such, dancing is also negotiating, reproducing disciplinary orders, and
producing new subjects. Thami and his colleagues create a new stance, a new analytic
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with which to understand their social worlds as they continue dancing at a difficult
intersection of race, politics, and performance.
First position is a fundamental stance in ballet, grounding the dancer before,
between, and within movement. It is also a microcosm of the social worlds it brings
together—heels touching and toes facing outwards. The way we stand precipitates how
we are able to move forward.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Port de bras:
“Ballet for the People” and the Aesthetics of New South Africa

Figure 5.1: GBC dancers mid-port de bras in company class, February 2015.

Port de bras
[pawr duh brah]
Carriage of the arms. The term port de bras has two meanings: (1) A movement
or series of movements made by passing the arm or arms through various
positions. The passage of the arms from one position to another constitutes a port
de bras. (2) A term for a group of exercises designed to make the arms move
gracefully and harmoniously. In the Cecchetti method there are eight set exercises
on port de bras.
In the execution of port de bras the arms should move from the shoulder and not
from the elbow and the movement should be smooth and flowing. The arms should
be softly rounded so that the points of the elbows are imperceptible and the hands
must be simple, graceful and never flowery. The body and head should come into
play and a suggestion of épaulement should be used. In raising the arms from one
position to another the arms must pass through a position known in dancing as
the gateway. This position corresponds to the fifth position en avant, Cecchetti
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method, or the first position, French and Russian Schools. In passing from a high
position to a low one, the arms are generally lowered in a line with the sides.
Exercises on port de bras can be varied to infinity by combining their basic
elements according to the taste of the professor and the needs of the pupil. (Grant
1982, 89)
On a Saturday morning at 10 a.m., Victoria begins her performance and rises en
pointe quickly. She moves across her small stage with a certain put-upon frenzy, a
character removed from her broader surroundings. As the music carries on, her energy
travels up through her frayed and soft pointe shoes, to her legs, up through the top of her
head, and out her fingertips. Her upper body begins to shift as she travels in a semi-circle,
the rest of her body seemingly guided by her legs. She moves her shoulders, elbows, and
hands in such a succession that the muscles ripple down her back. She moves her hands
from below her hip to above her head, varying the tempo so that it appears she is pushing
the air down with her arms in order to catch flight. The music mournfully accompanies
her movement, though too quiet to quite hear over the surrounding chatter, and just as
Victoria’s swan-like port de bras finds a settled ending, two young girls in mary-janes
and purple tutus run across the stage.

I had arrived the Northplace Mall in the Kensington neighborhood of
Johannesburg, the site of Victoria’s performance, just a half an hour beforehand—all too
early, we agreed, for anything ballet. But once a month, one of the ballet dancers from
GBC comes to the mall and offers two free classes, one geared toward the youngest of
dancers (usually three- to five-year-olds) and another for a slightly older crowd (six- to
eleven-year-olds) first thing in the morning. In between, whoever is there also performs a
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short variation that he or she has been working on during rehearsals, usually a snippet
from an upcoming ballet.
We roll down marley,15 check the sound on a small, battery operated boom box,
and arrange chairs in a semi-circle. Children and families, the vast majority of whom are
white, begin to gather at 8:45 am or so, the littlest dressed in everything from pink
leotards, pink tights, and pink ballet shoes, to t-shirts and baggy shorts. All of the
children look nervous and uncomfortable as they wait for Victoria to begin class. Their
parents are mostly chatting amongst themselves and drinking coffee and tea from the
nearby food court.
Closer to time, several older white men and women take the remaining chairs in
the semi-circle. Two women sit next to me where I am in charge of operating the boom
box. I recognize them from other ballet events outside the theater, open days (where the
company allows audiences to watch class and rehearsal), charity functions, and public
performances, not unlike the one today in the mall, that seem to be more and more
common. I introduce myself and inquire if they know any of the children taking class. It
doesn’t much surprise me when Edna, the woman sitting directly next to me, says no.
They seem to have come prepared to watch and Edna tells me they try to come to all the
ballet events, even when they aren’t really geared toward them. “I just love watching
Victoria dance. All of them, really, all of them are such lovely dancers. What a pleasant

15

Marley is special kind of portable dance flooring, used to prevent dancers’ injuries on
the otherwise inappropriate flooring. Ideally, dance flooring is actually built with springs
underneath—sprung flooring, which eases pressure on dancers’ joints.
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way to spend Saturday morning.” Devoted fans, Edna and Helen usually come together—
“We’ll get lunch after this, and do our shopping”—she tells me.

Figure 5.2: Victoria teaching ballet class at Northplace Mall, November 2014.
Ballet often makes an appearance at this mall and other upper-class malls in the
area. These classes run once a month, but there are often mini-performances, essentially
live advertising for an upcoming season, and flash mobs in coordination with a brand or a
store, every few months. These performances and public engagements are a break from
traditional practice in ballet companies—dancers perform on stages, not in food courts,
And though GBC has been doing these extra theatrical performances for several years,
ballet in malls is still not normalized in the broader ballet community—audience
members and dancers alike find it strange as people in the mall-scape aren’t actively
choosing to engage and enjoy but rather are distracted and passive consumers of the
performance in the height of consumer capitalism’s built environment.
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Gauteng Ballet Company has strategically chosen ballet’s new venues in order to
attract and ensure funding from corporations—banks, for example, which have outposts
in the mall—and businesses such as the department stores and makeup lines, in a moment
where state and local government support for the arts is meager at best. I argue that South
African ballet’s move out of traditional performance spaces and into the public sphere
has shifted the aesthetics and physicality of the form and the ways in which it is
consumed and understood. Further, the expanded radius of ballet in contemporary South
Africa actually grows from and fortifies state-backed structures of capitalism. As such,
these shifts in movement demonstrate how ballet dancers embody postcolonial structures
of power.

Figure 5.3: GBC performs at Northplace Mall, December 2014.
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Figure 5.4: GBC performs at Southwood Mall, February 2015.
Technique, both in Marcel Mauss’ s formulation (1973) and here, is the structure
of ballet movement practice—the descriptions, for example, that head up each chapter of
this dissertation. As the conditions in which ballet is performed and understood shift, the
aesthetics, which I track here, change. So, Victoria, the teacher at the mall, rounds her
arms close to her body in her port de bras—a movement that often is thought of as
expansive and large—to account for a smaller stage and children running around her.
GBC’s more expansive view of where, when, and how ballet is performed,
watched, and thought about, however, does not, as I will show in this chapter, radically
change ballet technique, that is the form of its approved body movements, nor challenge
the historical and cultural structures of power on which it has relied since its
professionalization in South Africa in the mid-twentieth century. These were and remain
the reinforcement of the colonial legacy.
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Victoria, the teacher at the mall, was tall and lean and resolutely a classical
dancer, though the company often struggled to find her a partner because she was so tall.
On this particular Saturday, she was performing by herself after she wrapped up the
second mini-lesson of the morning. Victoria danced the well-known “Dying Swan”
variation, a piece famous for the difficulty in its simplicity.

The “Dying Swan” is a solo piece often confused as part of the larger romantic
ballet, Swan Lake. In fact, it was choreographed by Michel Folkine for Anna Pavlova in
1907—a variation created for a charity event in St Petersburg. Victoria and GBC’s
outreach performances would have been applauded by Pavlova. She was a Russian
ballerina who trained and performed at the Imperial Ballet and with Sergei Diaghilev’s
Ballets Russes, and is considered the missionary for ballet, having brought the form all
over the world at a time when it was just coming back into fashion in France, Russia, and
elsewhere in Europe (Pritchard and Hamilton 2013; Fisher 2012). Pavlova came to South
Africa in 1926, but did not perform. She was a judge for a dancing competition for
laborers held in a mining compound. Nonetheless, her image in South Africa is that of the
ballerina—light and ethereal, the feminine, graceful swan at the intersection of life and
death (McCarren 1998).

GBC ballet dancers perform the dying swan variation often. Much like at its
original performance, the variation is short, sweet, and incredibly memorable, making it
ideal for showcase performances, charity events, and mall shows. GBC’s famous dying
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swan is performed by Sadi, the only black South African woman in the company.
Donning a black swan tutu (unlike the classic white), bare legs, and black pointe shoes,
her graceful, elongated movements and gliding bourrées are made to be more than just a
dance, but an emblem of the transformation of ballet to as racially inclusive—a literal
shift from black to white. She is the first black woman to perform the dying swan in
Russia, under the guidance of GBC’s executive administration, and, after returning from
a 10-day tour in China, told me she suspected that she might be the first there as well.
Sadi’s “Dying Swan” is quite different from Victoria’s—the particularities of
each dancer are visible in the subtle movement. The 1925 film of Pavlova depicts her,
against a black background, gliding back and forth on the stage. Her arms follow the
flaps of a swan’s wings, large and dramatic as the movement ripples from her shoulder
blades out her fingertips. Her head moves via sharp angles, not the gentle épaulement that
is so classically balletic, but again calls to mind the twisting head of the swan she
embodies. Pavlova’s emoting is clear and dramatic; her presence emanates beyond the
scope of the film as her dying swan rather lavishly falls to the ground to end.
Sadi’s “Dying Swan”, which I have seen her do on both concrete stoops and
proscenium stages, is much more exacting than Pavlova’s—often her bourrées remind me
of swimming, the flowing, repetitive articulations of limbs in opposition to one another.
Sadi takes up space when she dances—a quality that many of her colleagues try to
capture with far less grace—but her movements are never overzealous. She just moves
with clarity and intention. Often, Sadi seems to move from her back, which to me has
always been the mark of a most interesting dancer.
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Victoria, on the other hand, is delicate in her swan. Her long arms look like
feathers, not wings, as they move in unison, fluttering in the still air. Her swan looks
harried to me, rushed toward an ending against her will. It’s a compelling take, one she
projects even on the marley floor near the Cotton On t-shirt store at 10 am. But there are
things about her swan that also seem predetermined by the space in which she performs.
She has to be overly exacting with her movements. There is only so much space for her to
move back and forth en pointe, so instead she curves her path, dancing on the edges of
the marley, creating a circle. Her arabesques are exactly at 90 degrees, creating a perfect
angle between her lifted and supporting legs. She turns once or twice in her pirouettes,
quickly snapping her head to spot and landing safely in a wide fourth position.

For the most part, it is unusual to watch ballet this close. The proscenium stage
lifts audiences’ and dancers’ gazes outwards, looking past their physical distance and
meeting somewhere in the middle, mediated by the strong stage lights and the blackened
auditorium. In the mall, even with all the bustle around us, there is nowhere to hide, no
one to look past. Victoria looks beyond her audience—meeting gazes as it is unavoidable,
as she lunges deep into fourth position and circles her arms, head, and upper back into a
grand port de bras. It’s almost jarring to be so close and to make eye contact—ballerinas
are often made into otherworldly figures on stage and there is no pretense in such an
intimate encounter. Even though I see Victoria rehearse and take class every day, where
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her effort and labor are at the fore, this kind of performance is unsettling in large part
because of her proximity.
As different as these dancers are, their movements are clearly within the narrowly
proscribed “technique” of classical ballet. They adapt to their spaces, taxing their bodies,
but relying on different parts of the accepted vocabulary.

The mall is crowded for so early in the morning, but I have found that malls in
Johannesburg are just generally crowded. In general, I try to steer clear of them—
something about the enclosed environment makes me feel claustrophobic. But, as I have
come to learn, many South Africans depend on malls in their day-to-day lives.
Drugstores, groceries, and other stores are often found within the mall, as are many of the
nicer restaurants and bars, as well as movie theaters. Malls are also periodically sites of
armed robberies. Johnathan, who heads the Friends of Ballet group at GBC, tells me that
every so often, a few men, with guns in tow, walk inside, rob an electronics store and
then quickly leave, usually without firing shots. Just a few weeks after our Saturday
lesson, exactly this happened in Northplace, on a Wednesday around 11 in the morning.

Consuming Ballet
Achille Mbembe (2016) argues that the state of the African continent is indicative
of global futurity. Because of the rapid rise of capitalism under fairly limited regulation,
African nation-states have already seen the consequences and possibilities of the 21st
century. Climate change, Chinese state power, and artistic innovation are more
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pronounced than anywhere else on the globe. Similarly, Jean and John Commaroff
(2012), frequent interlocutors of Mbembe’s, also explain the global importance of
economic, political, and cultural trends on the African continent.
If we begin to consider ballet from this vantage point of predictive lens, the
aesthetic and business innovations in GBC’s daily practice take on worldly significance.
In South Africa, there is no non-profit designation for arts organizations. Private donors
receive no tax benefits for supporting the arts and therefore, it is difficult to attract
individual sponsors. Moreover, there is no foundation culture in the country and many of
the international foundations with a presence in South Africa have invested their
resources in public health, education, and poverty eradication, showing little interest in
the arts. Per Jaco’s request, I drew on my networks as a former grant writer to research
any performing arts foundations that might be willing to take up a project in South
Africa. The short answer was none—the longer answer: foundations were willing to fund
exchange or collaborative projects along international lines, but the creation of
partnerships was up to the artistic organizations themselves, and GBC had no
collaborations in the works in any country that had such foundation support available.
Given these constraints, GBC has had to be very creative in securing funding. I
have talked about some of these strategies elsewhere in the dissertation: collaborations
with state companies, ballet diplomacy, which garners support from national
governments and foreign consulates, education programs that make them eligible for
small amounts of local government and private grants, and creative labor practices that
enable low general operating costs, mainly by underpaying its dancers.
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This is certainly not where these strategies end, however. The ballet company has
expanded its scope and ambitions by incorporating what I have referred to earlier as
“corporates” or corporate extra-theatrical performances into their schedule. The
“corporate” is a name given by dancers themselves while the ballet company calls these
same performances “ballet for the people.” I lay out below what “ballet for the people”
looks like on the ground and in people’s bodies. Given the Comaroffs and Mbembe’s
framing of the predictive nature of African practices, “ballet for the people’s” embodied
aesthetics might not only reveal the stakes of body politics in South Africa, but also the
transformations of ballet performance and practice in a climate with less and less nonprofit and government sponsorship for the arts.16

“For the people” is a clause made famous by Abraham Lincoln in his 1863
Gettysburg Address, a phrase indicative of the kind of government which emphasizes
democracy and accessibility. Though uttered in a different time and place, the phrase has
become part of a popular imaginary of what social and state structures enable (and at the
same time constrain). This brings the focus back to Edna, Helen, Victoria, and Sadi, and
Kathleen Monte, some of the actors put under the spotlight as ballet goes for the people.
What is “ballet for the people”? What does it do? In its simplest formulations, “ballet for
the people” makes visible the business of ballet. The labor, efficiency, and investments of

16

This task is well-timed with the election of Donald Trump as the president of the
United States and his administration’s threats of eliminating the National Endowment for
the Arts and the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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the institution are made apparent as ballet performances move from the proscenium stage
into spaces of public culture and consumption, as I specifically talk about in chapter two.
This is not to say that “ballet for the people” is entirely a product of the rapid
consumption that many scholars have marked as a defining feature of late capitalism.
Rather, GBC and other ballet institutions in South Africa maintain their institutional
integrity (and guarantee their further existence) through a set of strategic, political, and
artistic choices. And simultaneously, the aesthetics of the form change in the face of new
possibilities, constraints, and demands.

Ballet in the Streets
On the way back from a day of schools performances, four dancers, GBC’s
educational outreach coordinator, the company’s driver, and I end up stuck in a huge
traffic jam at around 4 p.m. We’re at a dead stop, and the blockage is so far ahead of us,
we have no idea what is in our pathway or how long we might be waiting. We try to
entertain ourselves, we use up data on our phones to check Facebook, I show them the
photos and videos I’ve taken during the day, they tell me what they think the reasoning is
behind some recent casting decisions (“Everything is cast according to how tall you are in
this company. It’s absurd!”), and we chat about our evening plans (I have none, the
educational outreach coordinator is going to a church function, two of the four dancers
are going to the mall for dinner with their boyfriends). The dancers grow increasingly
impatient, as do we all. The only person who seems content is the driver, who has to sit in
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this kind of traffic daily as he shuttles Cuban school kids from surrounding townships to
GBC studios and back.

Aneke, a senior soloist who has told me in interviews that she is particularly
discontent with all the corporates, jumps to her feet in the back part of the van. “We’re
dancing. I want to dance.” She gets Sarah, her partner in the variation they’ve been
performing all day, and has me hook the back of her bodice, which she had undone for
the ride home.
Considering the ballet’s interpretation of “ballet for the people” often includes
rather fabulous stunts where dancers intervene in the landscapes of everyday life, in
malls, restaurants, bank lobbies, and business meetings, Aneke’s idea to find space to
dance in the middle of traffic jam is not without precedent. The conditions of labor that
she works under and GBC and her adaptation to a new set of aesthetics that makes ballet
dancing a bit more pliable in less than ideal performance venues evidence the
institutional structures she’s drawing on when she executes her plan of action.
Donning white hairpieces and white tutus, the two open the van door and step
outside into the balmy Johannesburg air and the rows of trucks, cars, and vans that line
the street. I follow with the boom box and my cell phone. “Ready?” Aneke screams over
the honking horns. She counts off, “5, 6, 7, 8.” Sarah and Aneke take off, in perfect
unison, as they hold hands and raise to the full points of their feet, their heads moving
side to side, up and down, and their feet, still en pointe quickly move back and forth.
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Onlookers honk and cheer as the two small women dance their 5-minute routine.
They are called to other parts of the road so those in their cars can get a better view. They
perform five or six times before the van moves far enough forward that our driver calls us
back in. I record them dancing a few times on my phone and once we’re back in the van,
we review the videos together, deciding which one we like best. I send it around to
everyone and then post the video to Facebook. Dean, the public relations manager for the
company, immediately shares it on the GBC page. It’s an instant hit and I feel proud that
I’ve contributed something of use to GBC.

Figure 5.5: Aneke and Sarah dancing in a Johannesburg traffic jam, March 2015.
The video was particularly well-received because the company’s next full stage
production was Swan Lake and the variation the dancers performed was the cygnets, or
baby swans, perhaps one of the most iconic pieces of ballet choreography and certainly
symbolic of the ballet as a whole. Despite the fact that the company had been rehearsing
Swan Lake for months, as it is part of their upcoming season, the dancers had to hold
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separate rehearsals in preparation for outreach performances at schools. Aneke was a
senior soloist, so she wasn’t cast to perform the role of cygnet for full scale performances
but only for outreach. The cygnet is traditionally a corps de ballet role, and the variation,
however short, required perfectly executed coordination. So though the two knew the
choreography independently, it was essential they figure out how to perform it together,
as a team. Each dancer brings their own rhythms and sensibilities to any piece of
choreography, so for Aneke and Sarah, the task of school performances wasn’t simply to
know the choreography, but to know how to dance the choreography together.
Moreover, the “corporates” require a different version of the classic than what
will be performed as part of the full ballet later in the year. Because stages are small and
slippery and because the cygnets are reduced from the standard four dancers (or more) to
just two, adjustments in the choreography are essential. Aneke calls the variation
performed outside of the stage the “exams version,” referring to a choreography taught to
young dancers in training and then performed as part of end-of-year examinations for
grading and certifying their ability to advance in class levels. This is the simple variation
of the cygnets—phrases are slowed down, where there might have been beats of the leg
in jumps, they are eliminated; turns are replaced with simple relevées; and they move in a
tighter formation, making the reach of their port de bras smaller. Whereas in the full stage
version dancers move significantly forward through the course of the variation, these
scaled down performances have dancers move side to side, accounting for the likelihood
that when they do have stages they are not built for dancing—meaning they are far more
wide than deep.
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The more professional version of the dance, the one performed on traditional
stage, is difficult and dangerous even for the most proficient of GBC dancers on the kinds
of surfaces they must perform on outside the theater and, by contrast, this adapted version
is seen as easier. In fact, the dance is much harder and takes far more physical and
intellectual effort—without the protections and regularities of the stage, dancers have to
adapt to a whole host of changing conditions while still holding to the tight
choreography, close partnership, and fast rhythm. The shift to the new ballet for the
people “business” model takes a toll on pay for dancers’ labor and their bodies.

Aneke has me undo the hooks at the back of her costume again and changes into
comfortable clothes. She turns to Sarah and says “well, another pair gone,” referring to
her pointe shoes— “they were on their way out anyway,” Sarah responds, gesturing to
her own shoes in her bag. “They never really make it through a lot of these days,” Sarah
tells me later, “it’s annoying because we only have a certain shoe allowance, and we ruin
a lot of our shoes this way—not where we really need them for class and performances.”
The pointe shoe allotment has been a point of contention in the company recently, for this
and a few other reasons. A dancer’s pointe shoe allowance increases as she rises in the
ranks in the company, but often corps members and soloists go through shoes faster than
principals because often principals are excused from these extra-theatrical performances.
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Figure 5.6: Aneke adjusting pointe shoes before a schools performance, March 2015.
Politicking Pointe Shoes
There’s a larger issue with pointe shoes at the moment that is out of the control of
GBC administrators and dancers both. South African postal workers are on strike, which
means mail isn’t currently being delivered. All the dancers order their pointe shoes from
abroad, most commonly from Freed’s of London, famous for their soft and pliant shoes
(which many professional dancers prefer, but famously do not last nearly as long as other
brands). Many dancers are nearing the end of their stockpile and though there have been
short breaks in the strike, which has been going on for several months, there is such a
backlog of deliveries, no one can expect a delivery any time soon. Dancers have taken to
reinforcing the reinforced soles, known as shanks, of their pointe shoes and darning the
pointes, which extends their lives by a few wears. But, once pointe shoes are done—
usually a weakened box (the “point” of the shoe stiffened with paper and glue”) and a
broken shank—they are done.
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There is a long history of labor strikes in South Africa, the most recently famous
being the 2012 Marikana Mine strike in which thirty-four miners were killed by security
forces (Bond 2013). Striking is a common feature of contemporary South African life—I
had to rearrange my housing in Johannesburg just a few weeks before arriving because an
Iron worker strike had halted construction on the cottage I had initially rented—often
without such violent endings. Yet, as discussed in Chapter Two—dancers have never
participated in a strike themselves. Though I was privy to many conversations about
unfair working conditions, many GBC dancers refuse to organize and confront
management because they are worried they are too easily replaceable with younger ballet
dancers. There is no shortage of young, talented dancers who would jump at the chance
of joining a professional company. Moreover, the dancers embody this kind of precarity
in these extra-theatrical performances. They put their bodies in unsafe conditions under
the direction of the white male administration, men who are direct inheritors of apartheidera privilege and continue to draw upon those structures of power to maintain a degree of
control over other people’s movement.
In many ways, ballet dancers then move within a particularly interesting set of
working limitations in a country known as one of the most protest-intensive in the world
(Bond 2013)—as they bring “ballet to the people,” they are in many ways divorced from
large scale demonstrations and strikes, what many consider to be particular hallmarks of
post-apartheid South Africa. Postal workers, the vast majority of whom are not white, are
in much more public conversations about state-dictated working conditions and the
parallels between large-scale industry workers (as both postal workers and the miners
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mentioned above are) are difficult to claim. They also have the backing of a large
network of unions, whose leadership is also primarily not white and who have had
significant political power post-apartheid. In large part this is because ballet—a work
environment dominated by white woman in numbers and white men in positions of
control, carry a different relationship with state and public concerns around labor.
Ballet’s claims to pure artistry, divorced from politics17 undermine the ways in which
dancers can participate in public, official, and collective forms of resistance against statesanctioned subjugation.18

Nonetheless, the pointe shoe crisis demonstrates how their dancing comes up
against these labor actions and other “people’s” struggles even if the ballet’s participation
in the daily political life of South Africa looks quite different.

The pointe shoe conversation came up at a company meeting on the day that
Johnathan, a Friends of the Ballet board member was sitting with me and GBC’s artistic
director, Graeme. At our next Friends of the Ballet meeting, Johnathan brought the issue
up to everyone there— “There’s got to be something we can do!”—he exclaimed— “I’ve

17

As evidenced by Rose’s claims to an apolitical stance at the beginning of the
dissertation, this orientation proliferates throughout the company even when they engage
in explicit political projects, as in the case of ballet diplomacy, discussed in chapter three.
18

GBC’s labor practices are state-sanctioned in several ways as I discuss throughout the
dissertation—government officials are key champions of the ballet, local government
provides them with financial support, and state actors support diplomatic efforts made
through ballet diplomacy, often using GBC’s ballet diplomacy performances as a meeting
space for conversations with their international counterparts.
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been thinking—we have all our members, they travel. They can carry them for the poor
dancers. They need new shoes.” Johnathan had a plan, they would run an announcement
in the next Friends of the Ballet newsletter, asking if any of their members were
travelling to Europe and would be willing to do a favor for the company. These travelers
would collect pairs and pairs of pointe shoes in an extra suitcase and bring them back to
the ballet company upon their return to Johannesburg. It was a fairly ingenious plan on
two levels: first, dancers would get the pointe shoes that the needed despite the postal
workers strike and second, by having individual supporters carry the shoes through
customs, the company would avoid paying the import fees that came with the normal
shipping routes. It was a smart business decision, one that came part and parcel with the
company’s business orientation.
Pointe shoes, then, link two major shifts in company culture in the age of “ballet
for the people”: first, the kind of dancing done under extra-theatrical conditions has to be
adapted to the scale and risk of the performance space—and these adaptations have both
aesthetic (the simplicity of Aneke and Sarah’s cygnets’ variation) and material (the quick
disintegration of pointe shoes) consequences. As mentioned above, Aneke and Sarah’s
duet is not unprecedented, but a logical extension of ballet practices that literally take
ballet to the street, making it a relatively inescapable part of Johannesburg’s terrain. GBC
constantly inserts in a public imaginary (and public space) and in doing so, both shifts the
way dancers move and reproduces forms of discipline and control embedded within its
institutional practices.
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Mechanizing Ballet
As part of a publicity campaign, Dean the GBC public relations manager arranged
for another car/dancer duet, this time pre-arranged, not spontaneous like Aneke and
Sarah’s traffic jam ballet. This ‘ballet dancer on the concrete with motorized vehicles”
seemed to be a continuing trend in “ballet for the people.” These performances always
ruined dancers’ pointe shoes. It first began as a flash performance of a duet before GBC’s
Romeo and Juliet in a median of a busy street the year before, during morning rush hour
just to the left of a billboard advertising the show. This time, Dean actually arranged a
partnership with a race car driver, who he had initially asked to do a more traditional
pirouette but who had turned him down. His second pitch was more effective—the car
itself would do the turning.
With Dean directing, Sadi, and two other dancers found themselves in a large
abandoned parking lot with a beautiful view of the Soweto Towers in the background.
Donned in classical attire, the dancers looked even more out of place than when they did
their more normal public appearances. The race car driver drove up and happily chatted
with the dancers as they made a plan. He would drive in a circle around one dancer while
she would pirouette. He jokingly said, “we will see who can turn the most.” The camera
operator, a Norwegian man who took many photographs for the ballet pro bono, was
standing on a ledge several yards back so he could capture the whole shot. And so it
began, Sadi was the first to go and she walked into the middle, a bit stunned as the car
revved up, but quickly regaining her calm she prepared and began to turn just as the car
did the same. I counted 20 turns, all variations of pirouette, à la seconde, fouettés, and so
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forth. Not bad as the gold standard was 32. The car zoomed around her, kicking up dust
in its wake. The next shot featured the other two dancers, Ryan and Ashtyn, as they
performed a “finger turn,” which features the woman spinning on one foot, the other
attached just below the knee, in standard pirouette (retiré) position. Ashtyn holds one arm
above her head, gripping Ryan’s finger, giving her a balancing point as she whips around.
They manage sixteen turns this way. The last shot was Ashtyn, Ryan, and Sadi together.
Sadi turned as she had before while the Ashtyn and Ryan performed an assisted pirouette:
she turned while he held her waist and turned her around. All the while, the race car
whirred around them.
Ballet on the streets often, as in the case of traffic jam performances, literally
brought ballet to “the people.” But the kind of lavishness and mystery produced through
theatrical technologies disappeared in these instances. While dancers are made otherworldy in most of GBC’s staged repertoire—swans, sylphs, dolls, or ghosts— these
dancers’ worlds are populated not with fairytale scenery but with dusty parking lots, food
courts, school playgrounds, and harsh fluorescent lighting (perhaps less blinding than the
glare of stage lights). Though dancers were still doing pirouettes and rising en pointe,
thus drawing on ballet technique, the aesthetic pairings of dirty, dust filled streets,
honking horns, flows of traffic, and careful cautious dancers (not wanting to accidentally
hit by a car), created a very different impression than a traditional performance of Swan
Lake.
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There are material consequences to these shifts—the broken pointe shoes being
one. Dancers often complain about stress injuries and general pain from dancing on less
than ideal surfaces and spaces. Costumes don’t hold up as long, the setup and breakdown
for a five- to thirty-minute performance is substantial, often requiring dancers to work
double roles—making sure stages are in order as much as preparing to dance. However,
the strict hierarchies within the company, expectations around physical fitness and
beauty, and administrators’ tight control of dancers’ performances have remained
consistent with historical practice.
Ballet companies face precarious financial times in a state where government arts
support has dwindled, and corporations are taking leading roles in civic engagement and
support. The success of the ballet as an institution that can sustain and reproduce itself
and continue to reproduce the structures of control and discipline I mention above, is
dependent on these shifts in physical practice, and through this process choreographies,
abilities, and bodies change.

“Ballet for the people” implies that ballet is still the form under consideration.
Even as dancers move from theaters to malls and parking lots, they are still
fundamentally ballet dancers. In the first chapter of the dissertation, I argue that ballet in
South Africa is an institution that exceeds aesthetic principles of the genre.
Correspondingly, the ballet company, as an institution, can hold claim to genre even as it
extends its reach beyond its standard radius. Not all dance companies can make such
claims. Or if they do make these claims, they are actively challenged by those from
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within the established ballet institution. In these cases, dance companies work toward
creating a kind of ballet that answers to calls for a more inclusive ballet and one that can
be adapted to the conditions of postcolonial patterns of viewing and engaging in artistic
performances. But, as I show below, when these aesthetic and material shifts happen
beyond ballet companies proper, they fail to establish themselves as important brokers in
the South African cultural landscape.

Making entertaining ballet dancers?
On the edge of the Randburg suburb of Johannesburg, I find myself in a carpeted
dance studio at 7 am. Four young dancers are in ballet class, awake and motivated even in
the morning hours. One of the dancers, 14-year-old Mbulelo, lives in the house next to
the dance studio, both of which are part of the Sommers family compound—and the
headquarters of the Showtime Dance School. Mbulelo, who is the only black boy in his
class, is from Pretoria, raised until he was twelve by his maternal grandmother. One day,
Mbulelo was with his grandmother picking up a pair of ballet shoes at the local dance
shop in Pretoria. While his grandmother was paying, he was dancing in the back of the
store and he caught the eye of Marta Sommers, the matriarch of the clan and the director
of the school, as he was mid-grand jeté. Marta, a white woman who wears her hair in a
loose bun piled on top of her hair, offered to enroll Mbulelo in her school and offered him
a room in her house, as the commute would have been logistically impossible. That was
two years ago. This morning, Mbulelo joined Haley, Marta’s daughter and instructor at
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the school, at the gym at 5:30 a.m. to, as Marta said, “build the strength necessary to
dance.”
As suggested by these requirements, dancers at Showtime do both their academics
and dance training on site. They have tutors that guide them through a homeschool
curriculum, designated homework hours, and four to six hours of physical training a day.
Mbulelo and Haley’s early morning training session was in addition to the normal
strength training sessions the dancers attend at a local gym, led by a professional weight
lifter. They also swim laps several days a week and have Pilates classes at the compound.
They dance and train six days a week, no exceptions, and have one week off in the
summer and one in the winter—that is it.
“It’s just what you need now,” Marta tells me, “to compete on these stages. None
of this small stuff—no double pirouette. That’s not what is going to get you hired as a
dancer these days.” In 2015, Marta had two graduates out in the professional dancing
world—one at a pre-professional training program in California and one on a projectbased appointment with a ballet company in the Netherlands. While immensely proud of
her graduates, it was clear that Marta wanted more for them—secure positions with
established companies—and that wasn’t happening.

Older students at Showtime primarily focus on ballet training and their
calisthenics are all in service of that. However, Marta’s youngest students, ages 8-13, are
training and performing in other forms—rhythmic gymnastics and Irish step dancing—in
addition to their ballet classes and contemporary repertoire. “They came in with these
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interests and I ran with them.” “This all started because my youngest daughter, she was
so overactive, and I just couldn’t find the kind of physical activity that would help her, so
I designed it myself.” “My daughters, they are talented. They pour their souls into these
children and they are succeeding with the ballet and the contemporary and we are
bringing in the top for these new things [rhythmic gymnastics and Irish step dancing],
bringing the best.”
These new genres of dance are unusual for pre-professional ballet students in
Johannesburg and elsewhere in South Africa. In the South African ballet community,
there is a deep commitment to maintaining the form “as is” (however questionable the
idea that ballet can remain in a kind of stasis), embodied by young dancers who have
committed to hours upon hours of ballet class each week, with little to no participation in
other forms.

Didier Fassin (2007) argues that history is inscribed on bodies, that our material
forms echo not only the immediacy of our conditions but the institutions and systems of
power past and present in which we move. The suggestion that ballet is a pure form
threatened by the invasion of aesthetic difference is echoed, as I have argued earlier in the
dissertation, by the historical insistency of ballet as an exclusively white form. Though
these new dance forms are not racially marked in South Africa, they are different from
ballet. One major concern from outside Showtime is that Showtime’s dancers do not have
ballet bodies—one of a few reasons Theresa, another local ballet teacher, cites as
Showtime dancers’ limited success despite their comprehensive training. “They look like
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gymnasts—they are so powerful and strong, but they aren’t ballet dancers. Actually,
don’t you think they look, I mean, sort of, less feminine?”

Of course, female ballet dancers, traditionally, are so thin that “feminine”
features—breasts and hips—are rarely pronounced. But male ballet dancers are
conceived as muscular and strong, able to lift and move weight, both their own and their
female partners, easily. In this way, the Showtime girls disrupt the feminine ballet body
(and for that matter, so does Mbulelo, who, unlike his female cohort, remains relatively
skinny, though quite strong).
“They are good at what they do,” Theresa tells me, “they do beautiful shows,
Haley is a strong choreographer.” But, the shows are not considered ballet productions.
Showtime puts on one full length show on the Johannesburg Civic Theatre (the same
theatre that houses the ballet company) every year. It features the dancers with elaborate
costuming: the year I was there this included giant angel and butterfly wings spanning far
greater than the dancers’ arms, and beautiful lighting. The dancing is emotionally
wrought—dancers’ faces are plastered with emotion through deep lunges and high kick,
round-offs, and big leaps. Through the hour show, the dozen or so dancers move between
joy and elation, devastation and depression, flying on and off the stage with sheer force
of will that far exceeds what one expects from their young and adolescent bodies.
Showtime’s shows are popular, though they never sell out. And people love the
dancers, but it is no ballet show. What the show lacks in subtlety it makes up for in raw
energy, exactness is tempered with exaggerated speed and motion. And so it is
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understood— “I love going to the ballet,” Talia, a young patron tells me, “but I love
coming to these shows as well. These are so energetic, emotional. I love their style.”
Showtime shows are not ballet.
Showtime dancers travel in a pack—in addition to going to school and training
together six days a week, Marta requires them to attend a myriad of dance events in
Johannesburg and they are immediately recognizable. Often, they are wearing their
matching black jackets, emblazoned with the Showtime logo on the back and their
individual names embroidered in the front, but most distinctly, all of the girls wear their
hair in a perfect doughnut bun directly on top of their heads, absolutely no exceptions.
Marta’s daughter Haley is really the champion of the style and is nearly six feet tall, so
when she becomes visible in the crowd, it is fairly certain her flock is following behind.
Showtime is a dance studio, first and foremost, but because they compete (often
as a group), put on these productions, and are hired to perform elsewhere—most notably
the Christmas pantomime every year—they are also a troupe. When they walk around in
their matching outfits and hairstyles, they remind me of the throngs of college athletes I
used to see at U.S. airports, heading off to games around the country. Their dancing is big
and flashy and at home on competition and for-profit stages. Marta tells me, “we’re
always on the lookout for corporate sponsorships, even better collaborations.” They, like
GBC, have a corporate facing business model.
One such collaboration: pointe shoes. Three of the current Showtime dancers are
the models for the South African outpost of a major pointe shoe company, En Pointe. In
exchange for their time and images, all dancers at Showtime receive free pointe shoes
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and En Pointe sponsors the school’s competitions and performances. En Pointe’s shoes
are different than those that the dancers at GBC use. Traditional pointe shoes are made of
cardboard or paper and glue, creating a stiff box on which dancers balance on their toes
and shank, which supports the arch of the foot. As mentioned above, the paper and glue
break down and the strength of the shoe dissipates fairly quickly. En Pointe’s shoes
feature a plastic-like box and shank, which spring back to their original shape after every
wear and, correspondingly, last much longer that their paper and glue counterparts. Many
dancers and teachers call the shoes “cheaters’ shoes” because the synthetic elements of
the shoes make it much easier to rise to pointe and maintain balance. They also create the
illusion of a strong and deep arch in the foot, an ideal in the ballet world, without
necessitating that dancers have such strong arches without the shoes on.
As argued in throughout the dissertation, ballet technique is not merely a set of
repeated large movements and poses, but a control and maintenance of the most minute
of gestures. Correspondingly, the fact that En Pointe pointe shoes change the way dancers
raise to pointe, a fairly fundamental movement in ballet, alters the foundations on which
they dance. Even as a trained observer, it is very difficult for me to see these subtle
differences (though I easily notice the presence of a strong arch, which is very
aesthetically pleasing in ballet) in the raising and lowering pointe to flat, but dancers,
mostly those who wear the paper and glue shoes, swear it makes a dramatic difference in
dancing and some companies in the world, though not GBC, have banned their dancers
from performing in En Pointe shoes.
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En Pointe shoes are designed to hold up and to ease the burden of the dancer, but
that also comes with aesthetic consequences however miniscule they may be. Moreover,
dancers avoid them because they don’t want to be seen taking an easy way out of
something that is supposed to be hard work, built on the same principles of alignment and
balance that their teachers instilled in them as students. If ballet is a labor of love, for
many dancers the kind of labor and how it is executed is deeply important.
Thinking about these concerns with reference to the other sets of pointe shoes in
this chapter opens up a recurring argument in the dissertation—that old ballet, true ballet,
is maintained through institutions that are historical seats of power. That GBC dancers,
those who are seen as the truest of ballet dancers (since they work for the professional
ballet company), prefer their shoes direct from England, from a manufacturer who has
been making pointe shoes in London since the 1920s.

Rainbow Entertainment and the limits of business at the ballet
There is a deep-seated tension between the increasing necessity to participate in a
ballet outside the borders of the theater and the dictates of history, as with pointe shoes,
and the desire toward a seeming authenticity, superiority, and security of the ballet
company. And though such a tension is thrown in relief when juxtaposing the Showtime
and GBC dancers, these tensions and their manifestations run together in the studio at
GBC.
Though both artistic director Graeme and CEO Jaco were dancers with the
apartheid-era ballet company and helped found its current iteration, Jaco left for several
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years to run his own company, Rainbow Entertainment. Jaco hired several ballet dancers
along with others who had little to no experience in the ballet world to put on
performances exclusively in for-profit venues. Rainbow Entertainment, a name meant to
leverage the post-apartheid vision of South Africa as the rainbow nation, was centrally
about entertainment, not beholden to the strictures of genre, history, or
institutionalization.
Rainbow Entertainment performed at corporate retreats and meetings, in casino
productions, and as back-up for musicians at major concerts. They mixed aesthetics
across hip hop, contemporary, and ballet to create spectacle and entertainment. Rainbow
Entertainment was a response to what Jaco saw as an opening in the post-apartheid South
African market, a group of dance professionals who made dance performances on
request, by theme, at opportunity. As South Africa was barreling into late capitalism and
the corporatization of the state, Rainbow Entertainment was designed to serve in a
cultural landscape where production-values were paramount.
Jaco’s exit from GBC to found Rainbow Entertainment immediately created
tension between the two groups though in many ways they were serving very different
audiences. Dancers left GBC to join Rainbow Entertainment and the institutional split
also spilled over into the repertoire choices for both groups. While Rainbow
Entertainment attempted to make pure entertainment, GBC’s repertoire became much
more conservative. Under a particularly tight few years of funding, GBC did not
commission any new works from external choreographers and recycled old versions of
standard ballets from the turn of the 20th century. The business model of the company,
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now run by other former dancers, reverted to a structure of funding that relied on nonexistent though promised funding from the government.

At the same time, Rainbow Entertainment could never really get off the ground. It
could not draw on the power of the white colonial legacy. The kinds of corporate
opportunities that fueled their daily operations were few and far between— few saw the
need for dance in the corporate world. The ballet company, on the other hand, lost Jaco as
their CEO when he went off to form Rainbow Entertainment. Jaco was instrumental in
reforming the ballet company after its apartheid predecessor collapsed with the loss of the
support of the state and the closing of the performing arts councils. Business and profitminded, Jaco pushed the company toward the “ballet for the people” model long before it
was named as such. Instead of adhering to a model of a ballet company reliant on grant
funding (instead of ticket sales), performances in high-end theatres, and dancers from the
same studios, lineages, and class and racial backgrounds, Jaco insisted, oftentimes
unsuccessfully, that the ballet company market themselves, a somewhat foreign concept
to a group of individuals whose base assumption was that ballet was an integral part of
their city and country. In order to survive political transformation, Jaco argued then, and
now, it would be essential to move away from the idea that the ballet company makes
decisions that serve an artistic mission and instead attempt to envision and fulfill the
desires of potential partners and funders.
While these differences in outlook were, in many ways, impetus for the split, the
company also flailed financially after Jaco’s departure. It was clear that ballet might have
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been a cultural institution, as it continued to be incredibly popular with its base, but
sponsors saw no reason to invest in the continuation of the old institutional formulation
and aesthetic traditions.
In 2010, Rainbow Entertainment merged with GBC, returning Jaco to the position
of CEO and many dancers back to the ranks of corps de ballet, soloists, and senior
soloists. Jaco promised to bring GBC back from the brink of financial ruin and GBC had
the weight of a cultural institution, built on a long and successful legacy of ballet in South
Africa, necessary to propel itself into a new future—this moment is when “ballet for the
people” emerged as a key orientation in their daily practices.

What I have argued here is not that “ballet for the people” has radically altered
ballet technique, or even just ballet technique in South Africa, but rather that it has, in
some cases quite literally, changed ballet’s center of balance. Technique—the basic
positions, postures, and transitions that make up ballet’s core practice—is distinct from
aesthetics—preferences and practicalities as to how these movements are performed. And
this change is evidenced in the aesthetics and materiality of the form. Yet at the same
time, because GBC is rooted in the global and local ballet histories, built through systems
of power that enable its perpetuation, it does not encounter the same kind of questioning
around genre and aesthetics that Showtime and Rainbow Entertainment have faced.
“Ballet for the people’s” success is dependent on GBC’s institutional standing and
the history and popularity of a broader ballet genre. As GBC traces its history from early
British ballet to an apartheid-era beneficiary of white supremacy and the whites-only
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performing arts councils, it maintains a commitment to asserting itself as a national art
form, woven into the fabric of the state.
In post-colonial South Africa, ballet’s move from theaters to malls, from studios
to casinos, is indicative of more than an outreach practice. It heralds a shift in the way art
is understood and consumed in South African culture. Gone are the scales of distance that
a proscenium stage enables. Now, in addition to that illusion of other-worldly figure,
ballet can be seen in the most intimate proximity, where a dance is only feet away from
you, on the same level, as in the case of Victoria. Or, ballet is mediated by technology,
melded with the mechanics of a speeding car or a traffic jam and shared through
computers and cell phones.

This shift is enabled through a kind of perpetuation of privilege—a right to do and
see ballet, a preservation of ballet as a national art form, reconstituted in spaces of
consumption so key to contemporary South African life and politics. “Ballet for the
people” is not simply about where to do ballet, when, and why, but how; bodies shift and
aesthetic preferences and practicalities change. Moreover, resistance and hesitation
around a changing ballet are also being worked on and through bodies, symbols of a form
and embodiments of colonial and institutional legacies.
Ballet bodies are hallmarks of whiteness, purity, and beauty, seemingly unmarked
by the daily, messy necessities of everyday life made so distant by the proscenium stage.
Yet, when ballet bodies in the name of “ballet for the people,” the division between the
seemingly incorruptible bracketed world of ballet performance and broader life, there are
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material consequences. Broken pointe shoes, bigger turns, simplified choreography, and
changing radii of port de bras both produce and are produced by the changing conditions
of possibility of South African ballet and “ballet for the people.”
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CONCLUSION
Must Ballet Fall?

In March 2015, national student protests erupted throughout South Africa. The
protests were first spurred by “Rhodes Must Fall,” a movement to have a statue of Cecil
Rhodes, a key, brutal administrator of British colonialism, removed from the University
of Cape Town, which was successful. Even after the statue was torn down in on April 9,
2015, the movement grew to demand the decolonization of the university system in South
Africa, particularly addressing the increases cost in university fees which were a
significant barrier for most young South Africans.
The protests were so disruptive that they shut down University of Cape Town
(UCT) for several days and weeks. And because their studios were on UCT’s campus,
Cape Ballet Company was forced to suspend their classes and rehearsals. The protests
began just weeks before new performances were slated to premiere, making company and
administrators particularly anxious. They found temporary space at several theaters and
children’s ballet schools around Cape Town, but these studios often had limited openings
and small amounts of space. By the beginning of the new year, UCT had formally ended
their lease agreement with Cape Ballet Company (CBC). The company had been housed
at UCT since its founding in 1964, fifty-three years.
At the time of CBC’s ousting, many thought it might be the end of the company.
There was mass speculation that professional ballet had been brought down by an anti200

colonial project. Whether or not ballet was truly still a part of a colonial project was up
for debate. And the possibility that CBC might shut down lingered in the air for several
months. Even their executive director spoke publicly about how if they were unable to
find a new home a certain date, there would be no other option than to close permanently.
Just before that deadline, in March 2017, CBC announced that in collaboration
with Cape Town city government, they had located a new home for the company. The
city had offered (and they had accepted) the old Rondebosch squash courts just down the
road from their old home. The building would require significant remodeling to fit the
needs of the company (a cost that the city would subsidize), but it was all theirs
immediately.
At this moment, in August 2017, the construction on the new CBC studios has not
been completed, though dancers rehearse and take class there every day. CBC and,
therefore, professional ballet is alive and well in Cape Town, as well as elsewhere in
South Africa.
Following the CBC events, there were brief conversations covered on the news
and in emails and social media that were focused on the links between colonialism and
ballet. They were more direct and unfiltered than anything I had seen or heard over the
course of 4 years of data collection on this exact subject. At the same time, the official
response of the university at the time they terminated the lease was, unequivocally, that
CBC was being asked to leave because the school of dance needed more space. The
timing was simply coincidence.
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Ballet in South Africa has constructed itself as an apolitical form of excellence,
thereby managing to maintain its position as a national emblem through major political
transformation. The story goes that it is an artistic practice supported by the state but it is
not constitutive of the state. It is in fact, a product of the racialized and gendered forms
of power through which structures of the state and of state transformations are realized.
Ballet practice is political insofar as it participates, replicates, and maintains the same
forms of labor, technique, control, and discipline that perpetuate state power.
The debate about CBC’s place in the university and in Cape Town more broadly
opened up the question of the politics of ballet in a public arena. The fact that the
university had to publicly dismiss the rumor that they stopped supporting ballet because it
is a colonial art form is a key moment in South African ballet history. As the university
shut down the possibility of ballet as colonial in the same turn they actively did the work
of de-politicizing ballet. The student protests provided enough of an intervention into the
standard order of things that they created an opening to re-define the narrative of ballet in
South Africa.

The student protests are a kind of political interventions that often take over
narratives of social change—large scale and highly visible. Yet, ballet dancers are
performing and enacting their own interventions into the structures of inequality every
day, at the level of the body. This dissertation has shown how through ballet practice and
performance, dancers embody balletic forms of state power.
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Summary
This dissertation has shown state power is codified in dancers’ everyday bodily
techniques. Simultaneously, dancers constantly resist this system of order. Luyanda,
June, Portia, and other women in Chapter One, disidentify from the ballet institution,
inheritor of colonial and apartheid privilege, and they deploy ballet aesthetics to make
locally grounded and globally successful choreography that critique the gendered and
racialized forms of state power. Their work actively resists the kinds of white
supremacism on which professional ballet in South Africa is based.
Dancers who do participate in the ballet institution, such as those employed by
Gauteng Ballet Company, Cape Ballet Company, and pick-up companies run by former
ballet dancers, operate under strained labor systems that value their work as “labors of
love.” Through this process, which I discussed in detail in Chapter Two, dancers are
underpaid and overworked and, at the same time, become symbols of wealth and luxury.
The way dancers do and think about work as an expression of passion is dependent on
ballet’s capacities to hide the gendered and racialized labor it depends on. A successful
ballet dancer hides the hard, physical work in her dancing in order to project a subject of
beauty and privilege, a subject that also serves the nation.
These privileged subjects are deployed in favor of the South African state in such
activities under the rubric of “ballet diplomacy”— transnational circulation of dancers,
teachers, techniques, and performances between Gauteng Ballet Company and state
companies in Cuba and China as well as budding ties to the United States. In Chapter
Three, I showed how GBC’s ballet diplomacy allows the company to ingratiate
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themselves to national governments by performing a seemingly apolitical kind of global
excellence while facilitating major international political co-operations. Following the
everyday practice of these ballet diplomats reveals how nationalism, political diplomacy,
soft power, are enacted at the level of the body.
Chapter Four detailed the specificities of bodily technique under contemporary
forms of discipline and control. Building on Ananya Chatterjea’s concept of the “micropolitics of technique,” I explain how ballet dancers make and undermine political
possibilities through the most minute of gestures—a key case being how children learn to
stand and first position and the historical and socio-political entanglements bound up in
this basic ballet posture.
In as much as ballet is a state-sanctioned space of control and discipline, it also
enables individual dancers’ own agency—underlining an incommensurable tension
between the codification of technique and individual agency. If anything, ballet dancers
epitomize this tension and force scholars to reframe analyses of bodily technique through
deep ethnography of codified movement practices.
In Chapter 5, I have explained shifting spaces and aesthetics of ballet in
contemporary South Africa in the name of “ballet for the people”—a GBC project to
bring ballet to a larger audience, mostly through performances at non-theatrical venues
like malls and casinos. This move is meant to cultivate new audiences and funders and it
has also forced dancers and choreographers to adapt ballet aesthetics to these new
material limits and possibilities. These moves, responses to a new emphasis on the
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business of ballet, also undergird systems of racial and gender inequality—yet it also
imagines a ballet flexible enough to survive across radically different cultural landscapes.

Throughout these five chapters, I have shown how ballet is instrumental element
of state power in South Africa across political regimes. The ballet dancers,
administrators, choreographers, teachers, students, and audiences that have contributed
their stories and work to this dissertation demonstrate the immense amount of labor and
passion that have enabled ballet to persist for well over a century in South Africa. Their
daily practices also show how state power is enacted, maintained, subverted, and
reimagined in the most minute of gestures and in the most beautiful ballet dancing. Ballet
institutions in South Africa may do the work of the state, but ballet dancing is latent with
possibilities for imagining otherwise.
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